ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 9,
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OUR SAVINGS

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

special meeting of the city governSaturday evening, the mayor appointed Eugene D. Brann a constable at
large. The appointment was confirmed
by the board, and bond was accepted and

Exec notice—Eat Margaret A Leach.
**
—Est Nahum B Grant.
Admr notice—Eat Dan'l R Hagerthy.
—Eat Albert Blaisdell.
«
—Eat Frank W Thompson.
Probate notice—Eat Sam’l M Downs.
*•
—Eat Josephine B Tilton.
"
—Eat John Stewart Kennedy.
—Eat John Malone et ala.
Royal Baking Powder.
Geo B Jameson
Housecleaning without
dust.
E G Moore—Apothecary.
Stan wood—Photographer.
Buck sport. Me:
Buckaport Nat’l bank—Statement.
Cleveland, O:
The Harvey Oil Co—Salesmen wanted.

ALL AGES
are

in the forenoon, and B. B. Whitcomb
addressed the afternoon meeting.

repre-

—

DEPARTMENT.

The magic word “save” has been the
means of building up a little “nest
egg’’
for the future. Place your pennies and
your dollars with us and we will not only
protect them from robbers but will also
pay interest on the deposits.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POBTOFFICK.

We pay 4 per cent, on Savings.
Liberal interest on check ac-

!

In

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

mails received.

From West—7.18 a
From East— 11.07 a

counts.

and 6.08 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p

m; 4.28
m;

MAIL CLOSK8 AT

BOOST! Ellsworth

BANGOR, ITAINE.

Fair,

Marks Hertz is on a business trip of two
Boston and New York.

Frank S. Call is visiting his sister, Mrs.
C. I. Welch, in Somerville, Mass.

Banking Co.,

Mrs.
to

W. W. Morrison has gone to Boston
remainder of the winter.

spend the

A. I. Saunders and wife, who have been
in Portland for some weeks past, are

Branches at Old Town and Machlas.

home.

filed.

Harry Graves, of Limoine, was arrested
morning by State Detective Wood-

this

of

man,

There

Cfclais,

charged

hearing

with
before

arson.

a

in companies of established reputation I
TAPLEV,

W.

O

offer you at the lowest rates.

...

Ellsworth,

Me.

Lygonia lodge, of Ellsworth,
the third degree.

will

next

Real Estate and Insurance

return to

Bangor to-day.

Sixteen candidates for positions as cenenumerators presented themselves for
civil service examination at the customhouse, this city, last Saturday. There
were candidates from Ellsworth, Franksus

F1. L. MASON

C. W,

road.

FOR SALE
The K«’*lrnrt*m Fatiin. situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
hoi*M* wi*ii -M. i<» finished looms. Ian.*e barn, well fitted. Woodshed, carriage house, hennery,
all i.i goo o »m:i Ab*i»t fto acre* of land, large part of which Is in good condition for cultivation.
Cut> i> u n.n- o? hay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
similiter;■••n:e.
ptr annuity situated and has flue shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
l*n ou 'w-r. a art* bargain. Price upon application.
THE

ELLSWORTH.

M. GRANT CO.,
RtElEAL INSfHANCE.

QEOROE

REAL ESTATE.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

REPAIRING
All kinds of

!!
iJJ

Rubber Work warranted

>

11

Main St., Ellsworth
over

Staples

■

Music Store

the food fair, week after next. Make up
your mind to go at least one day; do
not Wait lor your neighbor to go and
tell you all she has seen, heard and eaten, but go yourself. Also drop in and
see me and
get a souvenir for the day—
Photos for 26 cents, or cabinets for

St.. Ellsworth.
I

B

Pull Lines ol

FIXTURES.
Wirt.,
Sepflies Ckeerfelly dtra
ANDREW M. MOOR.
stey Building. State St.,
Ellsworth.
«

*

«

J
j

X

|

+

|

Having purchased a Santo Vacuum
Electrical Cleaner, I am prepared to do
house cleaning without lemovtng the furniture from the room or raising any dust.
Operated from any electric light socket.
Prices very reasonable. Demonstrations
given if desired.

130 Water

ut

Wanted Once
*

one or

two carloads l in. and 1 1-4 in.
dry Hardwood Hoards, beech, birch
nnd maple.
Address, Ellsworth

Hardwood Co., Ellsworth,

Maine.

RECEIVED

T

A

new

lot of Berri

Edmund J. Clark, of Surry, and Miss
Elsie H. Noyes, of Ellsworth, were married
at the Baptist parsonage Wednesday evening, Feb. 2, by Rev. P. A. A. Killam. Mr.
and Mrs. Clark are keeping house in Miss
Florence Jordan’s house on the Surry
road. They have the congratulations of
their many friends.
A

ladies’ quartet has been organized in

the best Oil made;
it

five members who are to be chosen
this year. One of the successful students
is Harvey Herbert Jordan, Of Waltham, a
graduate of the Ellsworth high school.
Election to Phi Kappa Phi is based entirely upon scholarship, and to become a
member is considered one of the highest
honors to be obtained by an undergraduMr. Jordan is in the civil
ate at Maine.
engineering department, and a member ol
the executive committee of his class.
The comedy “Union Depot”, given at
Hancock hall last Saturday evening, under the auspices of and for the benefit ol
the senior class of the high school, proved
a great success.
The young folks were fa
vored with a crowded house, and the play
was thoroughly enjoyed.
It was staged by

This is

Olive Oil.

costs

a

|

St.,

than

common

little

the

Oil but it

ence.
a

I

j

Ellsworth, Me.

pint, $1.25

quart.
Sold only by

Lorraine Begonias

Now hi full hloom at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

Druggist.
Cor. opp. Post Office.
nail orders a

Specialty.

of the Keck entertain-

a special service in Salvahall to-morrow evening at 8
conducted by Ensign Armstrong, of Bangor. The week-end anniversary services
this week will be of special interest. Major and Mrs. Cowan, Adjutant Zedan and
other officers from Portland will have
charge. Saturday evening at 8 there will
be service in Army hall; Sunday at 10.30
a. m.. at Baysidegrange hall;
Sunday at 3
p. m., union praise service at Hancock hall,
with Maj. Cowan as principal speaker.
Evening service at Hancock hall at 7.30.
Monday evening at 8 at Army hall; lecture
by Major Cowan, “The Conquest of the
Cross.” Silver collection at the door.

There will be

Price 65 cents

E. G. MOORE,
Beautiful Azaleas

Leavitt,

ment bureau, of Boston, who demonstrated her skill by getting the piece intc
shape for presentation in less than a week.
Most of the parts were taken by school
children, most of whom appeared on the
stage for the first time. The acting was
excellent, also the singing. There was not
a dull moment from start to finish.

is worth the differ-

George B. Jameson,

AND

Eniutn

methods.

J

WIRING.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

entertained.

the first

X

HOUSE CLEANING WITHOUT DUST.

Stanwood Studio,

pleasantly

were

The University of Maine chapter of the
honorary society of Phi Kappa Phi announced yesterday morning the election ol

| JUST

more

*2.50 per doa.

electrical

hanking
is one of our greatest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
ness

were

served. At the next
regular meeting, Feb. 18, there will be
work.

Miss Hazel

JA

Main

successful

;: Hancock Co. Savings Bank,
10 State St.,
!!
MAINE.
:; ELLSWORTH,

Don’t Forget

Dirigo Block,

years of

straiglitforward busi!

i|

Thirty-six

they

Refreshments

urday.
the Baptist church, consisting of Mrs. P.
A special meeting of the Ellsworth mer- A. A. Killam, first soprano; Mrs. E. G.
chants’ association will be held Tuesday, Strout, second soprano; Mrs. E. G. FickFeb. 15, in place of the regular meeting on ett, first alto; Mrs. C. S. Donnell, second
alto. Special music will be rendered by
Feb. 21.
Mrs. L. M. Moore gave an “at home” the quartet at the service in the Baptist
church next Sunday evening.
yesterday afternoon at her home on High
street to a group of friends in honor of
Lynwood T. Beckwith, of this city, has
^been appointed census enumerator for the
her sister, Mrs. Estelle C. Schafer.
The Union Mutual Life Insurance Co. division of factories, mines and quarries
for Hancock county, with the exception of
has re-established its agency in Hancock
and Bucksport. It will be his
county, with B. T. Sowle, of Ellsworth, as Stonmgton
to gather statistics in regarg to these
manager, with office in Ellsworth, as here- duty
industries, and he will start oh the work
tofore.
soon.
He will have an office in Ellsworth,
The University of Maine music club will
probably at the custom-house.
hall
to-morrow
at
Hancock
a
concert
give
By special arrangement between Mr.
evening. A social dance will follow. The
affair is under the auspices of the sopho- Ward, principal of the high school, and
Miss Koch, the latter is giving a series of
more class of the high school.
morning lectures during the first period
In the absence of the pastor. Rev.
of the morning session on voice culture
W. F. Emery, last Sunday, Rev. H. W.
and expression. Miss Koch was formerly
Conley preached in the Methodist church instructor in this
department at Colby
college, and the lectures ought to be ol
T6brrti?fnniv,

f

i! PROTECTION

BOOT and SHOE

The Salvation Army anniversary sale
will open to-morrow at 9 a. m. and will be
open all day, continuing until 2 p. m. Sat-

where

interest and benefit to the students.

|YOUR

Wm. W. Brooks

After the regular meeting of Irene chapter, O. E. S., last Friday evening, the members present were invited to the home of
the worthy patron, Judge J. B. Redman,

Mrs. H. C. Dodge and two children, of
Bar Harbor, are visiting Mr. Dodge’s parents, O. F. Dodge ana wife, on the Surry

a

AN

ACCOUNT

US.

UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

Saturday.

O. E. Monaghan, who has been seriously
ill the past week, threatened with typhoid
fever, is reported as better to-day. His son,
Herbert F. Monaghan, who has been at
home from Bangor the past few days, will

The stewards of the Methodist church
will serve sapper at the vestry this evening, from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.

Fred E. Cooke and William M. Davis, of
EllBwortb Falls, have leased the Elmwood
hotel at Bangor. Mr. Cooke is manager.

WITH

The tax-sale of Ellsworth real estate for
non-payment of taxes, advertised to take
place last Monday, was postponed, and has
since bqen postponed from day to day. It
is now expected that the sale will take

costs.

were

YOU ARE INVIT-

TO OPEN

w’ork

attendance is desired.

Dr. O. M. Drake and wife, of Boston,
in Ellsworth over Sunday, the guests
of John A. Peters and wife.

INVESTMENTS

ESTATE

REAL

INSURANCE

can

DEPOSITORS.
ED

A masonic district 'convention will be
held in Ellsworth Thursday, March 10.
The program for the convention has not
been completed, but it is probable that

lin, Hancock, Lamoine and Surry.
Alphonso Pinkham, of Dedham, was arrested last Thursday by Sheriff Silsby,
Arthur Parcher was at home from Bow- charged with assault and battery commitdoin college from Wednesday to Saturday ted on George Crossman, at Green Lake.
He was arraigned in the Ellsworth muof last week.
court
Friday, found guilty of
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F, will work the nicipal
technical assault, and fined fl without
initiatory degree Friday evening. A large

INSURANCE

OPENED 724 NEW AOOOUNT8
DURING THE YEAR 1909, AND
HAS NOW MORE THAN 8,000

The second of the series of assemblies
under the instruction of Mrs. Schafer, will
be held at Society hall next Friday evening. The first was at Odd Fellows hall
last week, Wednesday, and was a most enjoyable affair.

C. S. Johnston has moved to the house
High street recently vacated by Charles
W. Mason.

MM———

THE UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

J. F.
Knowlton, esq., dedimus justice, this afternoon. He was held in fl,000 bail.
was

on

FIRE

3bbrtti«raunts.

a

place

weeks to

safely by mail.

Eastern Trust*

Food

Feh. 22-20.

a possibility?
How
Have yon made any financial preparation for such
"make both ends meet”?
long can you go without employment, and still
which
in
turn
in
our
Savings Oopt.,
|!v laving away a small sum each week
for you, the sudden loss of
continually accumulates interest on Interest
mnlnvment cannot seriously hamper your financial affairs.
how to
Write NOW for onr Facte and Figures folder, and particulars

bank

m.

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—10.45, 11.80, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

$ Suppose You Lost Your Job! ^
j

At

No. 6

!!

ment

-FV

from grandchild to grandfather
sented in

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

1910.

ion army

attended. Miss Margaret Koch, who is
the field secretary of the Maine Christian
Endeavor Union, is the speaker, and
possesses unusual gifts for such work.
The meetings will continue through this
week and next, and there will be a service every evening except Saturday, at
7.30, to which all are cordially invited.
Miss Koch’s specialty is with the young
people, and she has arranged to have
children’s meetings, holding the first one
this afternoon at 4 o’clock. The children’s service to-morrow will be in the
Methodist church, and on Friday afternoon in the Baptist vestry at the same
hour. All the children are welcome.
Ellsworth friends of Harry C. Woodare pleased to know of his advance-

ward

manufacturing business,
having .recently been taken into the
membership in the Luther G. Straw Shoe
Co., of Salem, Mass., a well-established
Mr. Woodconcern with large business.
ment in the shoe

he

the trade in the Ellsworth
shoe factories, and worked at it here and
in Massachusetts factories. His first foremanship was of the cutting room of the
UnioAhoe factory of this city. From this
he went to a similar position in a larger
factory in Manchester, N. H., and someward learned

thing over a year ago he went to Salem as
superintendent of the Straw shoe factory,
into which company
taken.

he has

now

been

Capt. John Saunders, of Oak Point, had
exciting experience in a runaway at
Ellsworth yesterday. Coming down the
Morrison hill, the breeching broke. The

Committee Busy With Detaiis ot Exhibition.
The Ellsworth Merchants’ association
committee on food fair is busy with details for the exhibition which will open
Tuesday, Feb. 22.
At a meeting of the committee this forenoon arrangements
were made for
the
erection of booths and for the decorations,
Other details were taken up, and the arrangements are well in hand.
Several additional spaces have been
taken, and there is every indication that
all will be filled. The exhibition will be
something entirely new for this section.
The food fair is being talked of all over
the county, and farmers of the section
promise to make it the event of the year.
The talks on agricultural and household
matters will be of inestimable value to
farmers and farmers' wives, and worth
daily visits, aside from the attractions of
the exhibition itself.
NORTH

horse

ran

all the way

from there up Water

city, Capt. Saunders clinging to the reins and keeping the horse in
the middle of the road.
Crossing postoffice square and starting up the State
street hill, the horse turned to the left
taking the sidewalk in front of the liThe pung was overbrary building.
turned and Capt. Saunders thrown out,
The
escaping without serious injury.
street to the

with the overturned pung continued
sidewalk past the courthouse, and
near the A. M. Hopkins house plunged
down the steep bank toward the road,
turning a somersault and landing on his
back. Aside from the breaking of pung
and?harness, no damage was done.
horse

up the

ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. Levi Franks, formerly of Ellsworth,
has been in poor health several years,
recently received a shower of post cards,
twenty-four in number, for which she is
very grateful, feeling that although absent
who

forgotten.

she is not

COMING EVENTS.

an

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, Feb. 9, at Methodist vestry—Supper from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
Thursday evening, Feb. 10, at Hancock:
hall—Concert by U. of M. music club,
under auspices of sophomore class, E. H.
S. Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 35
cents, on sale beginning Feb. 7, at Moore’s
drug store.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 10,
11 and 12, at Salvation Army hall—Anniversary fair and sale.
Hancock hall, Feb.

22-26—Food fair

Admission, 10 cents.
Friday, Feb. 25, at Ellsworth- District
convention of Odd Fellow’s.

Thursday, March 10, at Ellsworth—Masonic district convention.
REUNIONS.

GRANGE FAIR ASSOCIATION.

Saturday, Feb. 12, 7.30 p. m., at Sewall
177 Huntington avenue, Boston
Organization Perfected at Meeting j Hall,
Bluehill reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
Here Saturday.
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere
At a meeting of the grange fair com- I
mittee in Ellsworth Saturday, the Han- hall, Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
cock County grange fair association was
—

regularly incorporated, on the plan previously outlined in The American. The
articles of incorporation were drawn up
by Harry L. Crabtree, attorney for the
association.
The capital stock is f10,000, divided
into 5,000 shares of f2 each. It is hoped to
the
stock
distribute
widely among
grangers, no others being allowed to hold
individual
and
the
stock,
holdings being
limited to fifty shares. It was with this
the
of
shares
was made
price
object that
so small.
Quite a bit of the stock has already been subscribed for.
Nearly all the members of the commit-

STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methodist church, Calais—East Maine annual
conference.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
Oklahoma, presiding.

BOOST! Ellsworth

The

articles

of

Fair,

aubctUsniirnta.

were

secretary.

Food

Feb. 22-20.

present at the meeting Saturday.
Capt. O. W. Foss, of Hancock, was chairman, and Roy C. Haines, of Ellsworth,
tee

I

^

T—1

association

by-laws having been adopted, the
following officers were elected:
O. W. Foss, Hancock, president; J. E.
Gross, Or land, vice-president; Roy C.
Haines, Ellsworth, secretary-clerk; Hollis C. Austin, Laraoine, treasurer; O. W.
Foss, Hancock; D. J. Hall, Eden; F. A.
Orcutt, Ellsworth; George E. Davis, Ellsworth Falls; J. E. Gross, Orland; Daniel
Young, Mariaville; Hollis C. Austin, Lamoine; Roy C. Haines, Ellsworth, direcand

tors.

Three

more

directors

are

Hogs seem in a hurry to get fat
are usually saved from deadly diseases—when they are regularly given
—and

P'HS&JXL

yet to be

Nothing will more surely prevent
hog cholera and make hogs grow
larger and fatten quickly. And
when Pratts Animal
Regulator is
given cpws they produce more and
richer milk—it regulates the blood
a
digestive organs of all stock

chosen.

It is the desire

of

the

association to

purchase Wyman park for a fair ground,
but satisfactory arrangements have not
yet been made with the Hancock County
fair association, that owns the park. It
is

understood

farmers club

the

North

and thus earns its small cost
many
times over. Try it. Sold in 25c.

Ellsworth

contemplates extending

60c, 75c and $1.00 packages.
PliAlte Veterinary RmnAm, one for every
animal ailment, can be
depended on to
cure, when, anything will. Pratt. Wm

an

invitation to the association to hold its
first fair on its grounds at North Ellsworth.
Another meeting of the grange
sociation will be held Thursday,

fair asFeb. 24.

A record is better than a prostectur I
special meetings in the Baptist
this week are growing in interest Newspaper circulation is what counts for
and the service last night was quite well j advertisers.
j
The

church

FOOD FAIR.

quickly drives out

j

'■

worms.

Next time you’re in the store ask
about these famous preparations—
every one fully guaranteed.
For sale only at
PARCH R’.-* Ditto STORE.
""

■

CHRISTIAN

Topic.—Bible texts that help me.—Ps.
axlx, 97-104. Comment by Rev. Sherman
H. Doyle, D. D.
The Bible is divinely designed to
help men. It is not a ft*eatise on science, philosophy or even ethics, but a
revelation from God and of God. with

BT

EDITED

Prayar Maatlng Topio For tha Waak
Baginning Fab. 13, 1910.

EADSB'V

ADI*T

refrained from a wicked life and from
evil ways. (3) In it he found the truth
set forth and learned to hate evil. No
doubt various parts of the Scriptures
furnished the inspiration for these different effects, and therefore David
seems to have bad his favorite texts
or particular portions of the law that
helped him.
All

have

Christians

without

mucn

doubt had special texts in God’s word
In meeting
that have helped them.
trial and temptation bow many have
found strength in Paul's words, “I can
do all things through Christ that
In
overcoming
strengtbeneth me.”
temper and learning to control it how
many have found strength in the
words of Solomon, “He that is slow to
anger is better than the mighty, and
he that ruleth bis spirit than he that
Amid life's adversitaketb a city."
ties and discouragements how many
have leaned hard upon Christ’s promise, “Lo, 1 am with you alway.” The
fnct of His constant presence has been
a support to thousands in the Christian
centuries. In want and distress many
have turned to the Twenty-third Psalm
and have found help in the psalmist’s
stanza, “The Lord is my shepherd; I
shall not want.” The dying have pillowed their beads upon Ps. xxiii, 4;
“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear
no evil, for Thou art with me.
Thy
rod and Thy staff they comfort me.”
In the sorrow of bereavement help has
always been found in the consolation
of Christ to His disciples; “Let not
your heart be troubled. Ye believe in
God; believe also in Me.” The Bible is
full of helpful texts.
Seek one for
every necessity in life, and in them
yon will find “grace to help in the
time of need.”
To assure a successful meeting let
each one recite a helpful text and explain bow it has been helpful.
READINGS.

BIBLE

Ps. xxiii, 46; I Matt. v. 1-12; xi, 28;
rxviii, 20; John xiv, 1-3; I Cor. xv. 20,
64-58: Gal. ii. 20; Phil. iv. 13; Jas. v,
13-18; Rev. li, 10.
A Far Worth C. E. Society.
Here is a scene in Malmberget
Sweden, fifty miles beyond the arctic
circle, where the most northern Christian Endeavor society in Europe has
its home. Dr. Francis E. Clark visited
this region several years ago.
The
longest day here is 408 hours, and the

Motto:

lt§

"Helpful

and

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alias to be helpful end hopeful
Being for the common good. It la fer the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas, la ibis capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of

to view.

little more cross with its beautiful light.
Its lesson of love and its message of right;
A little less sword and a little more rose
To soften the struggle and lighten the blows;
A little more worship, a little more prater.
| With the balm of its incense to brighten the
A

care;

A little more song and a little less sigh.
And a cheery “good day*’ to the friends that
go

by.

little more cross and a little more trust
In the beauty that blooms like a rose out of
dust;
A little more lifting the load of another,
A little more thought of the life of a brother:
A little more dreaming, a little more laughter,
A little more childhood, and sweetness thereafter;
A little more cross and a little less hate.
WTith love in the bands and a rose by the gate.
Baltimore Sun.
Selected by Aunt Bmma.
A

Dear M. B. Friends:

February

is not too

late

for

New-

a

Year’s poem like this one. If we begin
the year with big resolutions, and find in

days

falling below the
standard we set, this thought of doing a
little each day may help the average for
the year. A “little” each day we|might be
able to accomplish.
two-score

we

West

are

come.

IN

MALMBEHGET.

longest night in winter is of the same
length. For seventeen days in winter
the

does not rise.
For seventeen
the sun does not set.
What leisurely Christian Endeavor
meetings they can enjoy in Malmbersun

days In

summer

get!
Advertise.
Many societies have splendid meetings, but no one ever knows about
them except the members and a few
of their particular friends. Every society should keep the notice of its
meetings before the public in some
way. The Sterling (Colo.) society does
It by placing a card in the postofflce,
In hotels and other public places, and
on that card the following is neatly

printed:

Dear Aunl Madge and Mutuals:
I hope I am not forgotten by all of you.
I know Aunt Madge does not forget
any of her
nieces. She sent me a dainty Christmas card
with which I was very much pleased and
felt glad that I belong to her family. I have
many excuses for not writing for the column;
so many come to my mind that I will not
speak of them, but try and do better in the
future.
I had not seen an American for a long time,
but since the first of the year it has been sent
us regularly—by whom we do not
know, but
of one thing I am sure: no one could
appreciate it more. After the first number came
my husband said to me: “Eunice, I think you
have read that paper over three times,” and
I told him he was only waiting for me to
lay
it down so that he could read it through
himself.
again
As I claim the Herrick family of England
as my ancestors, I was glad to see the article
by Mrs. Dieter in regard to them. Beaumanor

Park,
1,000

had

C. E
What is it?
▲ society for young Christians.
Where is it?
At the Presbyterian church.
When is it?
Every Sunday evening at 6:16.
What is the attraction?

Spiritual benefaction.
Good fellowship
And good music.
Shall 1 attend?
Sure!

•—Karl Lehmann. Interstate Field Secretary of Christian Endeavor in
Christian Endeavor World.
An End
>r Church.
Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, the world
renowned author of “Id His Steps,” is
building a new church in Topeka, and
on a big arch over the main entrance
to to be carved our Christian Endeavoi
motto, “For Christ and the Church."
His to ao Endeavor church If there
ever was one.
»

near

acres;

Loughborough, comprises nearly
it is

a

beautiful domain.

The

present occupant of the mansion is (or was a
short time ago) Lady Sophia
Perry Herrick,
widow of William Perry Herrick, the
eighth
William Herrick to possess it.
Lady Herrick
is very wealthy; also very charitable.
In Woodhouse, a small
village near by, she
a

beautiful

fountain

erected

where

passers-by may quench their thirst. The
picture of it is on one of the postals a friend
who visited in that locality brought me.
She also brought me a book
descriptive of
Beaumanor and its surroundings.
Beauis said to have one of the finest entrance halls in the kingdom, and contains
many things of great interest. After hearing
manor

DOES YOUR BACKACHE?
If it does you should know that
bncknche
is generally caused by weak or
diseased kidneys. A medicine called “Kidnets” has all
its ingredients printed on the label
so that
everyone may know Just what is in it. It is
the great kidney and bladder medicine.
It

d£%r.,iX?L1&natioaCHILDREN^

A SAFEGUARD TO
“Our two children of sixEand

??™enb*'i‘i.8ill.ce.lnfa“cy
Hon«yaniTar, aid

“““fa*

eight

years

to colds and
croup. About three years ago I started to
it has
railed to prevent and cure these troubles.
It
is the only medicine I can
get the children to
take without a row.” The above
from W. C.
Ornstein, Green Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience of thousands of other users of
Foley’s Honey and Tar. G A. Paacnaa.

nev£

be signed, but names will not be printed
comcept by permission of the writer. All
munications will be subject to approval by
without
the editor, but none will be rejected
good

Side

reason.

_

Thursday,

10

Feb

—

Meeting of

Green

Mountain Pomona grange with Schoodic
grange, W*inter Harbor.
Meeting of Hancock
Friday, Feb. 18
Pomona grange with Arbutus grange,
—

lOowew,
If you had positive proof that a certain remedy for
female ills had made many remarkable cures, would you
not feel like trying it ?
If during the last thirty years we have not succeeded in
convincing-ever}’ fair-minded woman that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has cured thousands and thousands of women of the ills peculiar to their sex, then we
long for an opportunity to do so by direct correspondence.
Meanwhile read the following letters which we guarantee
to be genuine and truthful.
Hudson, Ohio.—“I suffered for a long time from a weakness,
inliiimmation, dreadful pains each month and suppression. I
had Ix'cn doctoring and receiving only temporary relief, when a
friend advised me to take Lydia K. Fiukhani's Vegetable Compound. 1 did so, and wrote to you for advice, i have faithfully
followed your directions and now', after takiug only live bottles
of the Vegetable Compound. I have every reason to believe 1 am
a well woman. I give you fnil permission to use my testimonial.**
Mrs. Lena Carmocino, Hudson, Ohio. It. F. 1). No. 7,
St. Ucgis Falls, X. Y.—“Two years ago I was
so Itad that I had to take to my bed every month,
and it would last front two to three weeks. I
wrote to you for advice and took Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound in dry form. I am
happy to say that I am cured, thanks to your
medicine and good advice. Yon may use my
letter for the good of others.
Mrs. J. H.
Breyere, St. Regis Falls, X. Y.
—

—

There is absolutely no doubt about the
ability of this grand old remedy, made from
the roots and herbs of our fields, to cure
lemale diseases.

enough

to

We possess volumes of
most skeptical.

convince the

pfoof

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female Ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and

{
i

of this fact,

Coffin; food commit!**. Men. nTT^
Li«ie Libby, Jemima Tracv
J«on I.. Tracy, Fred Tracy
IVrley Tracy wu iiurtalicd «,
by Paat Master John Whitaker
third and fourth degrees w in be
com.
'"’f
at the next meeting.
PANOLA. 28&, HANCOCK
Pamola grange held its
regU|,r m
Saturday evening, Feb. 5, with attr
members and three visitors
present a,
the opening eKerctaes, two
were instructed in the first
snd second
grees. At the next meeting there
winT
work in the third and fourth
a harvest supper.

i?

candid

a?

DATES.

Surry.

Franklin, Jan. 26,1910.

Dear Friends of the\M. B. C.:
It may seem a little late to bring you greetings for the new year, but you know the old
saying: Better late than never: sol will just
say: May choicest blessings rest upon all the
readers of this column through the year 1910,
and may each one strive to do|a little better
than last year.
As we look back we see may changes which
have been wrought: some hearts have been
made glad, and some sad. There is no remedy,
but we all can think Kof them, and “rejoice
with those that rejoice and weep with those
that weep”. Special sympathy goes out to
the friends of E. A. G.,twho so
recently passed
on to the higher life.
All of the letters have been full of interest.
Was very glad to hear from Meb; hope she
can call again soon. To Littie I will
say I
tried the cornstarch in my cake, and it was
all right. Glad to welcome you to our number; also any others.
Susan, we are always glad to hear from you,
as you have something good for us.
But I
can tell you one thing at this
writing: It
would be very hard woik for you to find snow
enough for a snowball. Hope the flood did
not drive you from your home as it has in
other places. It is heartrending to read
about the distress and desolation in so many
places. God pity them^all!
Aunt Madge, I can agreed with you in regard to what you wrote in the last week’s
column.
I do not think I ever saw anything like it. I wish I could have counted
the different jewels on the trees back of the
house; it certainly was beautiful. No artist
could paint such a scene.
Aunt Maria, where are you, and how are
you this winter? We are;!all worried about
you. Please give an account of yourself and
oblige us all.
Now for fear I am making my call too
lengthy, 1 will say adieu, with love and best
wishes to all. From
Aunt Emma.

We are always pleased to hear from
you,
Eunice will also have a hearty wel-

SCENE

ObbtewtioK.

Hopeful

and

A

Thl* column is devoted to the (irange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to al! grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for report* of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication* mnst

pecially

the supreme purpose of telling men
what they are to believe concerning
God and what duty God requires of
them. Moreover, the book itself is in- writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
tended to help us to believe and to do
rejection by the editor of the column, bat none
There is no will be
God's will and desire.
rejected without good reason. Address
Christian who has not found the Bible all communications to
The America*.
In the One
a book cf helpfulness.
Kllsworth. Me.
Hundred aDd Nineteenth Psalm, the
longest of all the Psalms, having 17G
POE THE NEW YKAR.
verses, the psalmist speaks continually
A little more cross and a little less creed.
of the word of God, its greatness and A little more
beauty of brotherly deed;
Its helpfulness. In every verse of this A little more bearing of things to be borne.
resome
word
is
there
in
With
faith
the infinite triumph of morn;
lengthy poem
A little less doubt, and a little more do
ferring to the law of God.
In the paragraph selected for our Of the simple, sweet service each day bring*

especial study he speaks particularly
of the helpfulness of the Bible. He
begins by exclaiming: “Oh. how I love
Thy law! It is my meditation day
and night.” Then he proceeds to tell
why he loves it and meditates upon it
(1) It gave him wisdom. (2) By it he

3monoi the <S*rangtra.

SMnttummtt.

mutual Brnt&t Column.

ENDEAVOR.

brook lin, 251.

The regular meeting of Brooklin grange
was held Feb. 1, with thirty-two members
After the usual business, the
present.
lecturer presented a short program of
songs, readings, conundrums and tests.
HARVEST HOME, 408, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting Feb. 6, Worthy Master Manuel
A. Gasper presiding. On account of bad
weather, no meetings have been held since
Jan. 15. During the business part of the
meeting, committees were appointed.
Agnes Cunningham is pianist, and Lillian
Conar.v assistant. James W. Carter has

deecrtes,?!

HALCYON, MS, NORTH
!
BI.UEHILL
Halcyon grange held its regular meet,,.
Feb. 5. One candidete was
instructed!,
third and fourth degrees. Cake and
mm
were

12,

a

ft?

served. At the next
meeting
Lincoln program will be
pres*ntei

NICOLIN, 380, NORTH RLLBWOSTH
Nicolin grange held a regular
Saturday evening, Feb, 5. Six

tions,

merlin,
,ppljJ

accompanied by demit,

two

appointed!?

interest and disThe attendance
cussed
was small, as the traveling was bad, but a
profitable meeting was held and enjoyed
by all present.

received.
A committee was
get the prices on building materiel and
to
select a building lot from the ones
which
have been offered the grange,
andrepw
at the next meeting. Nicolin
grange in
very hopeful of owning a home in til
near future.
Owing to bad storms on the two preeeding dates set for installation, the office,
elect, with the exception of
i’umona.
Flora and lady assistant
steward,
installed
at
this
ably
meeting by brother
and Sister Hall, of Mountain View
grange
A rising vote of thanks was given
them
for the efficient manner in which theoffi.
cert were installed.
A number of the visitors
gnvesnggeations for good of the order. The earnnN
helpful words of Brother and Sister Hail
were listened to with closest
attention.
Owing to lack of time no program «u

BOOST! ElIhworth Food Fair,

served to

position

the

accepted

of

janitor

year for grange and all other

for

one

purposes.

A

committee on farming was appointed as
follows: Past Master Albion K. Guptill,
William M. Higgins, John H. Carter,
James W. Carter, George M. Cunningham.
The question: “What lessons have we
learned
taken

from

last

year's farming?'*

was

up with great
by all present.

Feb. 22-2G.

w!re’

given.
After the meeting, cake and coffee wen
thirty-one members and seven
visitors.
ne

478, SOUTH BROOK8V1LLE.
Harborside grange met Wednesday, Feb.
2, with twenty-nine members and seven
visitors present. A class of four was instructed in the first and second degrees.
It was voted^to purchase three shares in
the new hall; also to hire the hall at the
rate of |48 per year, paying the first quarter in advance. After recess the lecturer
HARBOB8IDE,

presented

an

interesting program.
VERONA, 206.

Verona grange met Saturday evening
with the master in the chair and a good
has thousands of cures to its credit,
attendance. The first and second degrees
were conferred on one candidate, and one
Mrs. Plnkham invites all stek women |
new member accepted.
to write her for advice.
She has
A recess was deguided thousands to health free of charge. (
clared, and all enjoyed a social chat and a
Address Mrs. Plnkham, Lynn, Mass.
game of tucker, after which the grange
was called to order and the
grange sale,
bo much of it, I wrote Lady Herrick, and reKLLSWORTH MARKKTS.
concert and ball was discussed.
ceived a reply asking me if I should ever
Verona grange and the ladies' indusvisit England to come and see her.
The quotation* below give tbe range ot trial
society will hold a sale Friday after1 would like to know who M. A. B. is, and
retail prioea in Ellawortb.
noon, Feb. 18, and a concert and ball in
v*hom she visited in Haverhill, as I might
Produce.
Country
the evening.
The concert will be by the
know them. And 1 should have been pleased
Rutter.
to have met her. as we belong to the same
U. of M. orchestra. Admission to concert,
Creumary pars..40*45
family.
i>nlry.so.ts 25 cents; to ball, SO cents; to concert and
1 have tried A. G. R. B.’s way of making
t*
OleomargartD*.
ball, 76 cents a couple. The sale will conbread with potatoes, and think I shall never
■m.
sist of fancy articles, home-made candies,
make bread any other way.
Freah laid, per dos.so
Also baking
ice-cream and cake. Ice-cream and cake
meat in the bean pot, we liked very much; it
Poultry.
Chick eat.40*95 will be served in the gallery throughout
came out very tender.
I don’t know as I have anything to offer in
Fowl.isaao the evening. There will be degree work
Ray.
at the next regular meeting.
the way of recipes. I will speak of a dish
Be*t looee, per ton.18*90
the wife of one of my sons has for tea occaBaled..
OOOD WILL, 378, AMHERST.
sionally. After removing the skin and bones itraw.
from a can of salmon, shred it, add three
flood Will grange met Feb. 5, with a
rolled crackers, one egg, one-half cup milk;
Baled.
15 small attendance. It was the first
meeting
add salt and small piece of butter; press into
Vegetables.
for three weeks, owing to storms and bad
a double boiler and cook on the stove or in
30 Onions, b
Potatoes, pk
C4«i05
The
lecturer
traveling.
furnished
a good
the oven one hour; have heated one can of Turnips, ft
02 Squash, lb
us
OS Carrots, lb
Beets,
02 program, consisting of stories, grange papeas, drain and pour around the loaf. Serve
bead
10 Cabbage, lb
Lettuce,
OS per, and
discussion of the question:
with a white sauce poured over, or serve
20a 25
Cehry, unch
“Which is the more profitable on the
separately. Some use a little melted butter
Fruit.
instead. The whole serves for a relish
Perthe man or the woman?''
25 (60 Lemons dos
This was
Oranges, do*
30(35 farm,
haps a little more milk may be needed to
decided in favor of the man. It w as voted
Groeerles.
make it moist enough.
Coflee—per ft
Bios, per ft
06(C* to postpone the grange meeting next SatI forgot to say that one of the Mutuals,
Wo,
16(25 Vinegar, sa)
20 (?5
as there will be au enter35 Cracked wheat,
S. E. A., painted for me the Herrick coat of
Mocha,
05 urday evening,
35 Oatmeal, per ft
J»*a,
20 tainment for the benefit of the grange.
arms; I am quite proud of it.
1 am glad to
Tea—per ft—
(4
Buckwheat, pkg
know she is expecting to be in this part of
45 (65 Graham,
Japan,
«4
30 (65 Bye meal,
EAST BLUEHILL, 252.
Oolong,
04
country in the early spring. After her long
ft—
Granulated
meal,ft 02k
Fast Bluehill grange held its
stay in California Bhe will be sure of a wel- Sugar—per
regular
Granulated,
gal—
5^06
Oil—per
come.
06
Tellow, C
Linseed,
«5(7C meeting Saturday evening with thirtyWith love and best wishes for you all.
06 (lu
Powdered,
»:
Kerosene,
members and two visitors
eight
present.
Molasses—per gal
Aunt Eunice.
Three candidates w,re instructed in the
35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
50
third and fourth degrees. Cake and coffee
Dear Aunt Madge:
Meats and Provisions.
were Berved.
I am sorry to hear that Sister B. is ill. Yes.
Owing to storms there has
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
been no meeting since Jan. 15.
Dell, my John and I went to hear Carrie
Steak,
15(30
Chop,
17(30
Roasts.
Nation. I bought two of her hatchets which
Ham. per b
10(25
18-26
Corned,
08(16
Shoulder.
13«.5
I
brought home to my boys, and
I
JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
17 (la
Tongues,
Bacon.
18*28
bought her picture and put it in a conspicu- Veal:
John Dority grange met ss usual
Salt
15 *16
Friday
ous place.
1 put it beside the looking-glass
25
Steak.
Lard.
a
15#
?vening, Feb. 4. As the walking was bad
Roasts,
16(18
in the sitting-room. I enjoyed her talk very
Sausage.lt.
iia*o
Lamb
there was a small attendance.
much. I wish there were more like her.
Thursday
12 (3u
Limb,
evening of last week the grange gave an
Are.
06
Tongues, each
entertainment and dance for the benefit of
Frash Pish.
I sick member.
If any grange wants to
06
Clams* qt
25
Will Susan please accept thanks for the Cod,
06 Scallops qt
Haddock,
40
tee
its young people
fine views of the “flower carnival”? We Halibut,
thoroughly wide
12(11 Smelts, lb
15
60
iwake, it should propose this topic for
of the East can have no idea of the won- Oysters, qt
40
Shrimps, qt
liscussion.
Grain
aad
Food.
Flour,
“Resolved, that a girl has
derful display and the profusion of blosgreater mental activity and capacity than
som which makes possible such elaborate
Floor—per bbl—
go
Oats, bu
6 50 (8 00 Shorts—bag— 1 40 a 50
boy.”
decorations.
160 MU.feed, bag 1 .* it go
Corn,100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
1*50 Middlings,bag 1 60* 1 80
Thanks also to our “Cloverdale” niece,
Cracked corn,
1 60
LAKE VIEW. 451, HAPPYTOWN.
also of the Pacific state, for her card.
Lake View grange held its regular meetM. A. B., we are missing you also. Have
LAV BKOAUDISO WEIGHTS AMD MKASl' aESng Jan. 31.
Owing to the bad storm, it
you been migrating, as you usually do,
A bushel of Liverpool sslt shall
was not held on tbe
weigh no
like the birds in the fall?
regular night. Three
and
a
bushel
of Turk's Island salt shall
pounds,
candidates
were accepted.
Will all the later letters of the alphabet weigh 70 pounds.
There was a
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
ihort
program of readings. The next regurespond?
In good order and Ai for shipping, is so pounds,
ar
of apples, 44 pounds.
meeting will be held Feb. 12.
Aunt Madge.
The siandard weight of a bushel of beans In
good older and At forsblpplng, Iseu pounds;
CUSHMAN, 371, GOU LD6BORO.
of wheat, beets, ruts-bags turnips and
peat, so
Nervous Lady—Don’t your experiments pounds; of corn, as pounds;
of oalont 54,
Cushman grange held its regular meetof carrots, Fngl'tb turnips, rye and
frighten you terribly, professor? I hear pounds;
ng Wednesday evening,
Feb. 2, with
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
that your assistant met with a horrible of
barley and buckwheat, ts pounds; or oats ;wenty-six members present. Commitdeath by falling 4,000 feet from a balloon. 32 pounds, or even measute as or agreement.
*es for the year were
appointed as foiProfessor
ows:
Oh, that report was greatly
Charity committee, Lorina Gnpexaggerated. Nervous Lady
ExaggerBut if flattery be the most sordid act
111, Annie Tracy, Willard Tracy; finance
ated? How? Professor —It wasn’t much that can be
complied with, the art of committee, Abbie Tracy, Ira Young, Leigh
more than 2,500 feet that he fell.
praising justly is aa commendable; for it
Never be discouraged; never be a dis- is laudable to
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHL
praise well; at poets at one
courager. Don’t cross your bridge unti. and the same time give immortality and
Pain along the back,
dluineas, headache
you come to it!— Annie FeUovoe Johnson. receive it themselves as a reward. Both
md
Get a package of Mother
KSDeralJauguor.
are pleased; the one whilst he receives
A UST KALI AN-LEAP, the
Iray’s
the
pleasant
of merit, tbe other whilst he
,or
Kidney,Bladder
he^b
Itching piles provoke profanity, but pro- recompense
shows he knows how to discern it; but
you feel all run
.whei1
troDl!.e>'
i®wn, tired, weak and without energy use
Doan’s Ointment above all, that man is
fanity won’t cure them.
happy in this art
his remarkable combination ol
cures itching, bleeding or protruding
nature's herbs
piles who, like a skilful painter, r. tains the
"KUlator it has no equal,
after years of suffering. At any drug store.— features and complexion, but still softens
uother Gray s *.
Anal ralmn-l ear is sold
by
the picture into the most agreeable UkeAdvt.
mail for SO cts.
Sample
ness.
There can hardly, I believe, be ir"*'by
Tb8 Moth«r Gray Co
Ee
imagined a more desirable, pleasure than
SOKE LUNGS AND RAW LUNGS.
that of praise unmixed with any nossiMost people know the feeling, and the mis- btlity of
HOARSE COUGHS, STITPPY
flattery.—Steele.J
erable state of ill health it indicates.
COLDS,
All
*°re lungs, are symptoms
people should know that Foley's Honey and
de,*loP into a dangerous illness
Tar, the greatest throat and lung remedy,
ur. Daniels—Horse Colic
th2
f
will quickly cure the soreness and cough and
—CureFoley’s Honey ,n<l
cures or
restore a normal condition.
heals and eases the conAsk for Foley’s
money back—at any dealers*
5* *.h c°ugb,
brin®* quick "H'1- G. A.
Honey and Tar. G. A. Parches.
Insure your horse against Colie

following resolutions

were

adopted:

Whereat, Mcolin grange has been called
to raonrn the loaa of our brother. Stephen M.
Gilley; therefore, be it
Reeotred, That In the death of our brother
we hare loat an honored member and one
held in high esteem by all who knew him.
fir Mired. That while we bow in ham hie
submission to HU divine will, we
sincerely
mourn the loss of our brother, whose
presence we shall miss in our meetings.
Rewired, That we extend to the relatives

deepest sympathy and commend them to
Him who careth for all.
RtMlred. That our charter be draped for
thirty days as a fitting expression of r«r#pect
for the memory of our brother, a copy of
these resolution* be sent the bereaved relative* and spread upon our records, also sent
to the
Ellsworth American and Bangor
Commercial for publication.
our

1

Bessie L. Patten.
Nettie C. Austin.
Libeocc I). Patten.
Committee.

Someone has Mid that he who has never
Mcriflced anything, who never crosses
any inclination to spend, who likes the
reputation of being a good spender, is
weak and shallow and in the same class
with those pitiable persons who pinch sod
cramp and starve themselves that the?
may MVe all; who. when they do spend,
are
robbed of the enjoyment of their
money by the mtaerly reflection of the loss
of it.

Join the great company of those who
barren places of life fruitful
with kindness. Carry a vision of heaven
in your hearts, and you shall make your
home, your college, the world, correspond
to the vision. Your success and happiness
lie in you.
External condition** are the
accidents of life—its outer trappings. The
great enduring realities are love and service. Joy is the holy Are that keep* our
warm and our intelligence aglow.
purpose
Kesolve to keep happy, and your joy and
you shall form an invincible host against
difficulty.— Helen Keller.
make the

Clara—They My that young Brokeleigb
married Miss Cvereeven for her money.
Maude—Welt, he certainly earned every
dollar of it.
iUmcttisnumtft.

Quick Relief

_

for

upset stomach, hic-

an

coughs, sick headache, constipated bowels, or a bilious
attack is secured by using
a

BEECHAMS
PILLS
la hoses Me. and 2Sc.

Sold Everywhere,

„_

—

—

Roy?NE YAddr*“’

?
fs‘,b.tnC£;d.i‘n0,CSrtd^Aacaaa,U’,nd

No Lame Horses
u

you

wui Use

Tuttle’s
Elixir

|

__
f,|her
have

things
When yoa mod to think that there an*
dred* of thousands of horses that have been made
and are kept sound. kept at their h*nl wt'ix
•pund
aay ia and day oat-thanks to Tattle s Ellsir-then
you will realise that It's time vow tried it, loo. Ut
at prove to yoa that it

ftUtf.

j

—“CUBEi-Cnrb,8pHnta.gnarln Uwimi. »!■*•
»—. Knttted fttfc Caefcle W»«.

Hy*ln.lMrfirtwlbi, Iwilllipjttw
MiMOMilir.MilMlWMiCtllt
»■" '“•»«o lorate Iwm UKI <•» thou.
who have Med It will tell you that It make*
Jjuulf
thedmet leg a ad kedr eraah
ever u»ed.
they

fiend tor the proof*. We wand yon to tiK'w ele
the remarkable coretlve power, of Tattle'. W ort”
Powder., Tuttle'. Condi turn Powdere,and Tattle*

of

Hoot Ointment. Tear dealer aellr Tnttle'. remedi*.

If
enrol a. hi. aaar and toe. In Hemp, and
wenot,
will lend a lame die hurtle prepaid. Don t eipertment. I let Tuttle', and be .we.

free assttWiSsriSKaii
ow»

to every horse

owner.

veterinary. Write
postage.

for

Enables you to be your
to-day, enclosing 2 «*“*

for it

TUTTLE* ELIXIR CO., 200 Bdvriy 8t.,Bo«tow. M»w

j

BOOST!

EHnworth

Pood

Pair,

Feb. 22*80.
~

(Tonwponotnct.
Days’ Trip
Capital.

to

A,

the National

East StjmvAW, Jan. 31.
of The American:
Editor
tM
To
from Berkeley, Cal., who had

cousin

A

first of Jane,
first
acquaintance with Eastnuking her
was joined by her father,
relatives,
on
return with his daughter and
whocame to
town after an absence of
native
hi8
rillt
were to stop in
twenty-nine years. They
D. C., on the homeward trip,
tlK„ in

Maine since the

Washington,

me to go that far with them.
,Dd invited
beautiful winWc |c(t Maine Jan. 13-a
the prosperous
which
magnified
ter s day,
western section of the State
of
the
look
Our Maine crop was
to a marked degree.
on the Kennebec. We
harvested
being
at 9.06 p. m.
reived at Boston promptly
for Washington in the
We were to start
Not bemorning from the South station.
with the hotels or elevated
ing familiar
of a gentletrains, Mr. Durney inquired
who directed him
man m the “smoker,”
across the street
to the Essex hotel, Just
went out of bis way
from the station, and
train—and this from a
to get us on the
Bostonian, whom some would have us believe are too busy to be courteous.
We left Boston Friday morning, in what
storm.
Things
rented a mild snow
looked rather wild along the Bound, but
were in a blizzard
we did not realize we

until the evening papers were bought on
Startling headlines
crossing the ferry.
told of damage done by the great fall of
jnow and high winds. What we did
realize was the delay at Harlem waiting
for the ferryboat, and the delay in Jersey

City waiting for, we knew not what.
The delay w as taken .very resignedly by
moot

of the passengers.

Arriving in ft strange city at 1.09 a.m.
instead of 9.35 p. m., or four hours late
gives one sort of a wiah-I-had-not-corne

feeling. The new Union station at Washington is a magniflcient building, with
grounds not yet graded. While we were
talking of the possibility of a carriage at
the late hour, a before-the-war vehicle,
ditto horse, ditto coat of driver, came
rattling up. apparently after our belated
party. The streets were icy, the horse
smooth and opinionated. We tacked and
hatted, until we almost thought we were
back in Jersey City, until finally, with one
grand burst of speed, we reached the
hotel in better humor for this Southern
touch.

Saturday morning

we were rested and
beautiful morning with October
crispness in the air. Washington has
had an unusually col'd winter. A young
man from Berkley, Cal., living in Washington more than a year attending medical college, met us at the hotel and joined

eager—a

:

[

eemstery, and aaw the moanmaat to *411
unknown soldiers, and tba monument to
tba aaUora ot tba Maine, which ia wonNORTH SEDGWICK.
derfully impress ire.
The driver, on oar return to the city,
Mrs. Curtis Durgatn, ol Bangor, was In
took ds to ths old Key mansion. This is town last wtwk.
In the hands of a memorial association : Miss Esther Carter is
working In Bluewhich is striving, by the sale of certifl- j hill at Charles
Dodge’s.
cates of membership at 10 cents
each, to ! Mrs. Abbie Allen, of Brooklln, Is visitraise flft,000 with which to
purchase the ing her nephew, George H. Allen.
mansion and fnrniah it according to the 1
date ot thai time. It is to be a national 1 School closed Friday. Miss Lilia McIninstitution to perpetuate the memory of tyre, of Bluehill, has taught a successful
term.
Pupils perfect in attendance are
the author of our national hymn, and ia
Daniel Allen, Robert Allen. Leslie Carter, 1
to come from the nation.
No larger sums
Evelyn Hutchings, Harold Staples, Dwight
are accepted.
I look a page, which contains thirty Staples, Lemon McPbeters.
Mrs. O. M. Allen, with her son Ray, ;
names in all.
If 1 get twenty-nine more
subscribers, I have an engraving ot the went to Hebron Friday, Jan. 27, to visit [
scene on board ship aa the “Star
Spangle Mrs. Allen’s daughter Esther, who was ill
Banner” was being composed, made out at the sanitarium. Finding her health
to me or any school or order I may cbnoae, failing, her mother thought best to bring
Miss Esther
and this page goes on record as from her home, arriving Tuesday.
Maine. There are only three pages from stood the Journey well, but is now very
Maine so far, which made me feel small. ill at her home, Oakland farm.
Feb. 7.
(Us.
In fact, bad I not mentioned living across
the bay from Bar Harbor, I think the
The many friends of Mrs. Annie Glenn
mind of the worthy secretary would hare Allen were
deeply grieved to hear of her
questioned my being a citizen of the death which occurred at her home on Jan.
United States.
17. Her illnsas was long and painful, and
The association is but little more than a
though she bore up bravely, putting forth
year old, and so far is only paying run- every effort to regain her health, it was in
ning expenses. The secretary and bis as- vain. She was a faithful member of the
sistant are very enthusiastic. If they can
Baptist church al North Sedgwick, always |
but get the ear of the people, the rest will
attending its services when able to do so,
be easy. The only thing of interest In the and taking
part In its social meetings.
building, aside from this object, is a tab- j Her pastor, under whose labors she was
leau, life-size, ot Betsy Roes (completing converted, Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, writes of
the first flag), Washington, Hoes and Mor- her that “her
humility was a beautiful
ris.
feature in her experience, her chief
Monday afternoon the same driver took j thought when becoming a member of the
us to the national soldiers’ home, which is
church being ‘am 1 worthy?' showing that
the church held its right place in her
a city within itself-churches, poetofflee,
healt.” She leaves a sad vacancy in her
library, hot-houses—no good thing is left home, leaving a husband and
two children
out in the entertainment of the nation's at the age when a mother’s love and counsel are most needed, while a mother, two
guests.
brothers and two sisters mourn deeply,
From the home we went to the Catholic
but not without s sure hope of a glad remonastery. Again we call down blessings union in the ‘'land that is fairer than
on the driver’s head, for this is for us a
day.”
|
Feb. 7.
wonderful experience, from the time the
A Fhiend.
Father
welcomes
us
a
and
sends
aged
TRENTON.
monk
show us through.
We are
to

COUNTY NEWS.

_

1

j

]

sweet and distant music stealThe monk lighted our tapers and
explained the different sepulchres, took
us into the corridor and showed us the
open courtyard with the well in the centre. He gave us silver souvenirs from Jei rusalem, and good wishes for safe and
pleasant journeys to our distant homes.
Tuesday morning, instead of trying to
get in to Belasco theater where the convention of governors was held, we had a
guide show us through the public rooms
of the White House, state, war, navy and
treasury departments. The ambassadors

greeted by

I

ing in.

I

Allen

Hopkins, of Ellsworth, spent part
sister, Mrs. Harry L.

of last week with his

Davis.
School in district No. 6 closed Friday,
after a ten weeka’ term taught by Miaa
Grant, of Cherrytleld.
The deepest of sympathy is expressed
I for Hoyt H. Hopkins and wife in the loaa
j of their only daughter Florence.
Feb. 7.

i

___Mat.

A Thought for Every buy.

as

pilgrimages

as

NATHAN HARDY.
(Copyright, 1810. hr American Frees Association.]
One morning about the middle of the
last century a French fleet had been
disabled In a storm off Sokotra and

By

put Into Aden, a British port, for repairs. Now, the British lion has always been used to prowling about looking for a bone with plenty of marrow
lo It, and If he observes another animal going In an unexplained direction
be Immediately scents a feast. In other words. Englishmen have occupied
every desirable vacant point on the
face of the earth.
Naturally when the governor at Aden
saw sc formidable a fleet he wondered
He asked the
what was Its object.
French admiral, and the admiral averred that the ships were making an ordlnary cruise, but the Britisher knew
very well that vessels In those days
did not make ordinary cruises In fleets,
and bis curiosity was sharpened by the
evasive reply.
Believing that some
move of Importance politically was on
toot, he gave orders that the repairs
on the vessels should be dragged along
as far as possible and In order to avert
any suspicion as to the cause of the
delay that might arise In the minds of
the French officers arranged for a series of functions for their entertainment
For a couple of weeks the French
and British officers fraternized while
the work on the vessels was pursued
with a pretense of activity, but with
little accomplished.
During this period the Britishers made every effort
to learn the Frenchmen’s secret The
French are not a secretive people, but
for once the mouths of the French officers on the subject of their Intentions
were shut like clam shells.
And so long as men alone bad the
matter in hand the secret might have
been kept forever.
Wheedling Information is a province especially belonging to women. The governor, despairing of Inducing the Frenchmen
to speak, asked his wife to help him.
He was met by the simple reply, "Why
didn't you ask me before?”
“Katie!” she called.
A trim serving maid whose pink and
I white complexion denoted that she
hailed from Ireland came Into the

j

Thursday.

as

courteous to

a

man,

Frank E. Gray, cashier of the First national bank of Honlton, died Sunday.
Ed. Helmore, aged twenty-three, lost his
life in a peculiar accident at Miliinocket
Sunday. While unloading logs from a car
at a pond, he was caught by rolling logs
and carried into the water, where he was
held by the logs and drowned.

Rev. Ammi S. Ladd, D. !>., prohibition
candidate for governor of Maine in IBM
and 1898, and well known to Maine Metho-

dists, having occupied pastorate* in a
number of towns and acted as presiding
The annual examination of candidates elder of the Lewiston district, died Monfor State teachers’ certificates will take day at Yarmouth, aged seventy-four years,
place Friday, Feb. 25. All actual or
“How fast do you run your antot"
prospective teachers desiring to take the
examination must register ou or before “Eight miles an hour. She’ll go faster,
February 15, by forwarding to the educa- but l am no speed fiend.’’ “How long
tional department at Augusta complete have you bad her?’’ “Two days.”

SbtatiMmtntt.

1

HERE IS THE PROOF

body-building
strengthening tonic for

That the best
and

\ Delicate Children

Ytroi
Mr two children, who were pan*
“My 9 year old daughter waa
ana
weak, pale, and had no appetite. I and ailing, rapidlr gained flesh
when 1 began to give them
gave her Vino], and ahe began to strength
thrive at once. She gained rapidly VinoL I proved that Vinolisasplen*
did tonic for delicate children.”
in weight, color and atrength."
Mra.W. H. GILMORE, Durand, Mich. Mrs. C ALLEN, New Bedford, Mass.
Vinol builds up healthy flesh and makes thin little limbs round
and plump. Children love to take it.
—

—

We return people's money without question If Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim for It. Try It. please*

GEO. A. PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.

room.

”Katle,” Bald her mistress, “what
coming from the state department as are to a picture, which we are willing to are your intentions with reference to
we were going in.
The guide raised his give the
advantage of a good light.— that young French sailor who Is attentive to you?”
hat, and, as he said, “France spoke to Emerson,
"Please, m'm, it's only sparkin’.”
you.”
Friday.
We went into tho National museum, but
“Do you love him better than your
It matters not how long we live, but
! government?"
here, as in the Smithsonian institution, how.—Bailey.
“Oi don't love him at all, m'm.
days are need. In the afternoon we visSaturday.
1
ited the dead-letter office, where one is
No man lives too long who lives to do
Leastawuys It’s only French love besimply amazed at the amount of mail with spirit snd suffer with resignation tune us, and that’s no love at all, at
Wc must be

aa we

were

handled and the articles

in

the

museum

what Providence pleases to command

or

either been taken or gone inflict; but,
indeed, they are aharp comastray in the mails, from false teeth to modities w hich beset old ane.—Burke.
adding much to our
rattlesmakes. The dog which traveled
Sunday.
j enjoyment, while he visited many places all over the world in mail cars and
It is well. God's ways are always right;
with us for the first time. He told us
I
steamers is mounted, and literally covered and love is o’er them
all, though tar above
| strangers in the city were easy marks, with medals. We also visited the Lincoln our
sight.
as they were always looking
|
up with an museum in the house where Lincoln died
Monday.
| expectant took for what they might see. on
On bravely through the sunshine and the
being brought from the theater.
We soon noticed a strain on the muscles
j
j
we went by trolley
showers!
morning
Wednesday
of the back of the neck.
to Mt. Vernon—a fifty-eight minutes’ ride Time hath work to do, and we have ours.
Our hotel on Pennsylvania avenue was
—Emerson.
into Virginia, down the Potomac.
One
midway between the capitol and White
j
can look mto all the rooms in the manTuesday.
B<ju-»c, which made a good starting-point.
I pray you with all earnestness to prove,
sion, but invading tourists have made bars
We first went to the
capitol, where a
in recent years. As one looks and know within your hearts, that all
guide took us in hand In the rotunda. necessary
things that are lovely and righteous are
over the terraces through giant trees to
W- found' these
guides to be wonderfully
ivy-covexed walls and the peaceful river, |K)ssible to thuae who believe in their poswell informed; one is sure not to miss a
and hears no sound of strife, one does not sibility and who deteriniue that, tor their
point of interest, and time is utilized. 1
wonder Washington left bis home for part, they will make every day’s work
was glad to find
Maine represented in
life with regret.
Here is his j contribute to them.- Buskin.
Statuary hall, though I was not quite political
Wednesday.
i tomb, and here he yet speaks in the silent
sur
.f rny aequantance with the statue.
Nature counts uo.biug that she meets with
language of the dead.
j
1 bv Senate was not in
session, but we
base,
We stopped, on our return, in Alexandrifted into the House in time for the
Hut lives und loves in every place.—
which Mr. Durney says has not
ojxmitig. It seemed to me the Speaker's dria,
for the better since the war. We
gavel was charged with the spirit of in- changed
itlctural.
see the Marshall house, where Col. Ellssurrection, and all the members insurworth was shot while taking down the
gents, judging by appearances.
confederate Hag; Christ church, where
wem to
Washington’s monument
Washington worshiped; the masonic temafi-.-r lunch. The elevator
moves so slowly
built in 1733. Another guide took us
one does not
realize the height of 650 feet ple,
until, looking from the windows, one sees through the old Carlyle house, which re1
mains in its original state. Until within
tbf city in
miniature, and skaters looking about a year
have passed it by as
people
like chessmen on the board.
The air was
being haunted. The fort was built in Ellsworth Citizens
not very clear, so we
coaid not see far
Testify for
1615, when the Potomac Howed around it.
dmvn the
Potomac, but across to Arling- The
tlie Public Benefit.
house was built on the fort in 1732.
ton heights and
where used to be the hisWashington received bis first commission
toric Long Bridge.
from the monament we went to the in 1756 in the “blue room”.
The whole house is full of traditions of
Congressional library. This building is
the history of the nation then unborn.
4 truthful statement of an Ellsworth
°° t>e*otifaI
for attempted description.
The vaults and jails where are human
One is simply
citizen, given in hia own words, ahould
atiil, in awe of wbat the bones and last used for
confining negroes
bond of man can
conceive and execute.
convince the moat skeptical about the
before being brought out to be told, are
Cne picture in
we
were
coat
mosaic,
told,
merits of Doan’s Kidney pun.
a little too creepy for for long tarries. The
if yo„
V»,000, and took one man eleven yean to
land has been built up until one can anffer from backache,
complete.
nervousneaa, sleepWe were told a
not see
the river.
W e went to see Ben
lessness, urinary disorders, or any form of
Hot In the evening,
British ship was sunk in the next street
*nd ,elt that our
first day had been full
kidney ills, the oure is at hand. Read
below.
»nd complete.
this:
A visit to the Smithsonian institution,
Sunday morning we sallied forth, not
Mrs. Charles E. Higgins, 108 Water
with Belasco theater in the evening,
•ure of our
8t.,
direction, bat were Uken in
Ellsworth, Me.,says: “My back ached so
Charge by a driver who had his stand at finished the day.
I
that
could
forenoon
the
of
the
severely
not assume any comthe hotel. I
Thursday
proprietor
suppose by the way we held
fortable position.
At times the aching
ur “eftds
he knew we needed him, and he Metropolitan hotel had. arranged for our
would
to
a
friend
change
sharp twinges, especially
“rtaioly proved himself to be a public meeting the President, through
acnte when I made any sudden
nefactor. That morning he drove us in the executive office. Mr. Taft was abmovement,
and
for
awhile
after getting from a chair
sent at the funeral of the Brazilian amover the
residential part of Washington,
I
was
to
bassador. Our card, however, gave us the
obliged
»nd no
go about in a stooped
interesting point did he let escape
view of the private rooms, after Mrs. Taft position.
*'
beaming of Doan’s Kidney
w*
President Taft in his auto
I
®°m*ng frotn the UniUrUn charch. Th, and Madam Taft had left the White Pills, procured a supply at Moon’s drag
•iternoon we spent in Corcoran art House in their carriage. We saw the ston, and the second night after beginState
dining-room, the “red”, “blue” ning their use, I was able to sleep soundly,
(tsllery.
and “green” rooms.
something that I had been unable to do
Monday morning oar faithful friend
We visited the bureau of engraving in for several months. The nse of two more
aa
engaged to take tu np Arlington
the afternoon, where money seems to be boxes of Doan’a Kidney Pills made a comei*hts to the Lee mansion. The
military made so easily. I left for home at 6.35 plete and permanent cure, and I have had
oad np lbs
Heights was icy. With the
no mtnrn of my trouble since.
I do not
lo»ds going np and the reckless p. m., spending Friday with friends in
believe then is a kidney nmedy on the I
where
1
hear
a
Boston
and
Newton,
Blass.,
of
ng
the soldiers coming down, we
market to-day of such gnat worth aa
a wireless message from a private station.
peeted any minute to be In a
mix-op, I
to my duties Saturday, thank- Doan’s Kidney Pills.’’
_?**** »ould have bean hard to tell fulreturned
For sale by all dealers.
it had been my privilege to learn
Price SO eants.
Whether we wars black or white.
of the great world of which Foster-Mil burn Oo., Buffalo, New York,
• passed
through Boealya on our way, something
sole agents for the United State*.
H.
I am ever so small a part.
*
***“ "" op—“Snow Balls, 1
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Ok
The houses, if such
they could be
Miller era who soy they have tried every- no other.
looked “ 11 “ earthquake had
we
are
the
are
without
benefit
peoplt
thing
*lpp#<* H*o over. Windows were looking for. We want them to know from
on,
‘°'p'-»b. top and botton. The driver {lad experience that Ely's Cream Balm will
f*mUy l‘v«d in one end, the hone bonqoer Cold in the Head, Hay Fever, and obIn 7v
the other. 1
thought the born had the stinate forma of Nasal Catarrh. This remedy
'*8‘ quarters.
fcete directly on the inflamed, sensitive memaealed with Blue RiUnjo.
branes.
Take oo other. Boy of yoap \T/
Cleansing, soothing and healing.
V
w_nt through the Lee mansion and
Oranlal. Ask for <111-4 I|>>-TFR R
3ne trial will convince you of its healing
DIAMOND ItRAND 1*11,1.M, f. MA
™*>stered. I found no recent names from
Price 6Sc, All druggists, or mailed
years known as Best, Safest, Aiwav* RelfaM
power.
o. We drove
through the national | >y Ely Bros., M Warren St., New York.
SOU) BY DRUGGISTS
in

many of our
studies would permit,
us

IMEIIU DIMM

re porta, blanks
for which will be sent on application.
This ia especially important in order that
circulars stating places of examination
may be mailed to Candidatea.

preliminary examination

K1TTERY TO CABIBOV.

which have

his

j

_

cent"
h.i«*d.’i

CHICHESTER

S PILLS

W”,

EVERYWHERE

was refused.
"D'ye think." said Katie, "that Ol'U
lx* givin' ye kisses and ye goiu’ away
to Maddygascar or some other haythen
place and never see me again?”
“1 not go so far as zat,” the Frenehman protested.
“How far ye goiu', then?”
“Oh, wo go west.”

he

j

..

all.”
“His excellency Is anxious, Katie, to
learn to what point the French fleet
will sail after leaving Aden. Do you
think you could find out from the
sailor?”
“Ol'U thry, m’m.”
"Well, try, anil if you succeed I'll
have something handsome for you.”
In a day or two the French sailor,
who was a petty officer ou board one
of the French ships, came to see Katie.
During his visits he had been used to
taking an occasional kiss. This time

1

"To France?”

1

“To Ameriky T
“Non. 1 don't know.”
“Theu ye’ll get no kiss.”
“Why you wish to know?"
“Ol don’t let n fella kiss me an’ thin
go to the other side o’ the worruld.”
The hunter was kept up for some
time. Katy’s red lips being very near
those of the Frenchman. At last, hungry for the kiss, he gave up the secret.
As soon as he had gone Katy sought
her mistress. The governor was present

f

LET
if the breakfast

US

cup

SUGGEST

of coffee is

1

disappointing, that you
COFFEE

•T. <21 K.*

|

try

«

I
i
|

A perfectly blended product; selected with the greatest care; blended
by people
who know how, for people who know good coffee; toasted to a
nicety and
packed in air and dust proof pound tint. Try it once:

YOU’LL TREAT YOURSELF TO A TREAT.
If you do not know My Wife's Recipe for Good Coffee" drop us
we

j

will

gladly

tend it.

WMed. Croccre

THURSTON & KINGSBURY,

L

a

I

|

card,

|

I

Bangor. Maine

1

Ready lor the^
Emergency
First aid

foil
VQll

the sick and
most
important.
may check
otherwise serious results.
That is why every home
should contain a liberal supply of

f

injured

to

L

is
It

JOHNSON’S

|

Anodyne LINIMENT
Cramps,

quickly

Cholera Morbus, Colds, and many other ordinary troubles are
relieved and the patient made well by internal use of this 99-

!

year-o»d remedy.

For Sprains, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Neuralgia, etc., Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment gives quick relief when affected parts are thoroughly bathed with it

Parsons’Pills
aa| |k. |iwap n,inn

dyspepsia

Sold In 26e and 60s Bottle*.

Baa* la.

and cooatlpatl**

I. S. Johnson Sl

CO., Boston, Mats*

"tie towld me, m’m.”
“Where do they go?" asked the governor

eagerly.

“It's a place called Farim.”
“Farim!”
“Yla. aor; Farim.”
“You mean Perlm.”
“Yla aor; Farim."
Da
The governor opened bla eyes.
Laaaepa had Just completed hla arrangementa for building the Sues canal,
and when It waa hula bed Ferim talaad
would be of great Importanca aa commanding the southern entrance to the
Red aea. a part of the waterway conIt was, of
necting two hemispheres
course, the Intention of the French admiral to occupy it and hoist on it the
tricolor of France.
Secretly giving orders for a gunboat
to immediately sail wltb a detackment
of British soldiers under cover of the
night and occupy the island, the governor Invited the French officers (who
were about to aatli to a farewell banquet and ball for the day bnt one following. The admiral was loath to delay tailing, but could not well decline,
having placed himself under obligations In the matter of repairs tor hla
fleet The dinner came off, and while
the Frenchmen were eating It the governor had news that Ferim bad been
occupied by British soldiers.
Whan the French admiral reached
hla point of destination and saw the
British flag flying there he knew that
hla secret had escaped. But he never
knew that It bad been revealed by
one of hla petty officers to an Irish girl
of no higher degree than the maid of
the governor’! wife
Ferim baa to this day remalnad British territory.

(•WINDSOR HOTEL I
p

H
I

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, (1.M per day and up
American, I2.M per day and up

j

I
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Purest Flour
"Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
grades are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria: the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity."
Pbok. Wm. Jago.
tk* %r*U knuwn KHghth chemitt.

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
■haled tanka at the big mills of Ansted
fk Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

machinery'.

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

having

I

ELLs WO Kill FALLS. ME

|

only moderate prieed hotel of
reputation and ooneequenee in

The

I
jffi

CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OUR

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

APP4.B8, VEALS, EQG8
FARM

and

PRODUOE.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North Market
can

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

Midway between Broad Street E
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street
■

JHjLADELPHIAj

—

William Tell

——I

I—

St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market reports,

tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

OBITUARY.
TELEPHONES CHECK PIKES.
which “Orcharding” will be the chief
THOMAS C. PAGE.
topic of diaoaaaion. Commissioner A. Results of One Year’s Work lu the
Thomas C. Page, born In Hollis, York
W. Oilman, of the State board of
Forests of New York.
New York state finds that the first year county, in 1832, one of the pioneer manuagriculture, will have charge. He will
died in
be accompanied by Prof. E. F. Hitch- under its new regulations for the protec- facturers of Chicopee Falls, Mass.,
Near York city last Saturday, Feb. 6. Mr.
ings, State entomologist, and others. tion of its forest land has been a profitable
will be remembered as the husband
The value of an event of this sort to one. Fkcts and figures that have Just been Page
show an enormous Increase in of Mary E., a daughter of the late James
the community in which it is held published
died last
efficiency for the year 190B; they demon- F. Davis, of this city. Mrs. Page
cannot be overestimated, anu we canstrate that the measures adopted to safe- November.
to
not too strongly urge our people
Mr. Page waa one of the best-known
guard the wooded area of the Adirondacka
prepare for and make the most of it.
and CaUTcills have been instrumental in business men in central Massachusetts.
Falls in 1867, snd to
saving to the state many large tracts of He went to Chicopee
the day of his death led an unusually acLittle excitement has thus far de- precious woodland.
The forest, fish and game commissioner, tive business life. He learned the machinveloped in the coming municipal
ist’s trade in Saco in the early ’60s. He
election. Election day is Monday, James 8. Whipple, gives some interesting
went to Holyoke, Mass., in 1853, and beMarch 7. Indications all point to the figures in his report for last year. Durwith 131 towns under the juris- came interested in knitting machinery,
ing
1908,
of
ex*
the
nomination by
republicans
diction of the state, the loss from fire going thence to Rochester, N. Y., later reMayor A. C. Hagerthy. If the demo- amounted to $44,000. In 1900, with the turning to Massachusetts and locating at
crats are doing anything they are
Chicopee Falls.
new laws in effect, the lose was only (2S,The Lamb Knitting Machine Co. was
carefully concealing it from their 101.
republican friends.
Last year there were 280 fires, burning organised, which later became the Lamb
Machine Co., and the manufacturing of
over 11,907 acres; the year previous there
had been 700 fires, burning over 177,000 other machines waa undertaken, and now
NEW SCHOOL FUND.
acres.
In other words, with more than Includes bicycles and automobiles, Mr.
Change Effected by Law Enacted by twice as much territory to care for there Page continuously holding responsible
positions.
was an increase in efficiency, baaed on the
Last Legislature.
Beside* holding a prominent place in
Under the terms of chapter 177 of the number of fire, of 180 per cent., and an inhe
public laws passed at the last session of crease in efficiency, based on the number manufacturing and banking circlet,
the legislature, a State tax of one and one- of acres burned, of no less than 1,303 per was active in religioua and social work.
Mr. Page waa twice married; his first wife
half mills is to be assessed annually upon cent.
all the property of the State for the supThe new state laws provided, among died in 1878, leaving three sons; in 1879
he bad
port of common schools. The fund raised other things, for a paid fire patrol and for he married Miss Davis, by whom
by this new tax will be additional to the the construction of observation stations one daughter—Catherine H., all of whom
common-school fund hitherto provided. on mountain tops, together with tele- survive him.
The fund made available by the new law phone lines through the forests, connectHELP FOR HEBRON.
will be distributed,to the cities, towns ing up these stations. Watchmen staand plantations on the following basis: tioned at these heights sweep the entire
One-third according to the number of forest fire section with telescopes, and at Sanatorium Promised 9215,000 If
Maine will Raise 945,000.
scholars and two-thirds according to the the least sign of smoke their telephones
The sum of (200,000 in cash for an envaluation as fixed by the board of State bring them into immediate communicadowment fund, and (15,000 towards its
assessors.
tion with the nearest settlement.
The telephone method is
The following table shows what the
the one present debt, have been offered to the
cities, towns and plantations of Hancock generally accepted for checking the Maine State sanatorium at Hebron by a
county will receive approximately:
spread of dangerous blazes.. Through it gentleman who is not a resident of Maine,
sanaIfetc Fund Both Fundi aid U brought to the spot within a very on condition that the friends of the

€t)r <£U0t»ortt) 3.mencan.
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 9, 1910.
Maine’s Senior Senator.
[Boston Herald.]
The republicans of Maine will think
twice before they will sacrifice the
services of the senior senator from
that state to satisfy the group of ambitious or disgruntled politicians who
for some time have been undermining
the political situation with a view to

securing this seat to serve their own
purposes. The search for a candidate
worthy

to measure swords with Senator Hale has been one of the difficul-

ties, although several men have undergone quiet grooming in the past,
but the drafting of a man of the
ability of Judge Powers, which now
seems to have been accomplished,
will not in itself be sufficient to convince the people of the state that the
.present senator should be deposed.
-And the republican organization
•uu

iuo

lu^ioiaiuic,

iu

tuo

avsouuo

of any popular demand for a change,
will hesitate to take the initiative in !
such a movement unless they have
some substantial reason for their
!
course to present
to the people.

That

reason

is

not

apparent.

The

of such

opposition to Senator
Hale as has appeared is too apparent
to be deoeptive or to justify any pretense that it is representative of
Maine sentiment or that it prooeeds
from the people.
And the political rivalries and the
personal interests which are so
prominent in the opposition movement, now seeking prominence,
1 hardly can set at
naught the traditional New England dignity of the
senatorial toga which places this
office apart from the political plumtree with its standing Invitation for a
genesis

free-for-all scramble.
The republicans of Maine are not
likely to forget the prestige and
power that state has enjoyed in
'national affairs. They will not delude
themselves with the Idea that It has
*
been the wealth, the population, the
material forces of the state, or its
numerical atrength in Congress, or a
wsaegnised position as a determinative factor in national elections, that
has given it this power and prestige.
They will recognize, as other New
England states recognize, that New
England influence in Congress is dua
.to the men who have been sent there
-wild who continue to be sent there,
'term after term, exerting in Washington as they do at home a strength
-exceeding any political calculation,
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WKST KLIAWOBTH.
Mil* Corn Qrlndell ii quit* ill.
Mil Effle Tourtelotte U Tiliting her
mother, Mrs. Herrick, et Heppytown.

Boy Trneworthy, of Worridgewock, ie
Tisiting his sunt, Mrs. 8. P. Steokpole.
Boy Pleisted, of York Comer, is Tisiting
hie grandparents, Q. B. Floyd end wife.
Mrs. L. M. Seed* has mored her household goods from her home here to Eliaworth.
Mre. Abram Sargent met with s painful
accident last week. While standing on
the doorstep the storm door blew against
her, knocking her off the steps and fracturing some ribs. She spent e few days
with her daughter, Mr,. Edith Emery, at
Bar Harbor, last week.

merely by their recognized personality and merit.
Maine’s influence on national legis- BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
lation (or a half century has been be-

Feb. 22-26.

yond the measurement of votes. The
:
republican majorities, state interests
LAKEWOOD.
^represented, the wealth and influence
'<jf the state have been raised to the
Elmer Bodge and wife an receiving
higher degrees of power by the men congntnlations on the birth of a daugh«

who have been its congressmen and ter.
senators.
Mies Hazel McGown has returned to her
Senator Hale, with more than forty home at Nicolin after the close of her
years of public life behind him, with a school hen.
familiarity with national affairs of
Mrs. Charles Garland is in very poor
many terms in the House and Senate, health. Being at the age of ninety-one,
recognized as a Senate leader, chair- her illness is canfully watched by those
man of the important oommittee on who have tenderly cared for her so long.

short

time

after

The newspaper which hat mo uniform
rate for advertising tpaet, and it tatif
lad to take what it earn get for it, it a
the adekoap advertieing medium, and
vertiser meed expect nothing but cheap
eeeulte.—Lawrenoeburg (Ind.) Press.

LAND In

dress Da. A. L.

Dix,

A S to 4 horee-power
MOTOR
Belknap "Little Giant" water motor.
Good as new. Just the thin* *or bgbt power

WATER
In

town

cheap.

which has waterworks. Will be sold
Address P. O. Box 4HL Ellsworth.

ftelp JZlantrti.

BOY

Apply at

CSanteb.

newspaper.
New York state has done remarkably
well in its first year of organised protection.
_________

Buck* port-Pros poet Ferry.
The Bucks port and Prospect ferry at
Bucks port has changed bands, and about
April 1 will hare a complete new equipment including a big power boat now
building that will carry two large touring
care.

In addition, several neat and fast power
boats will be maintained for passengers.
New waiting-rooms are to be built, and
the ferry equipment when completed will
be one of the finest equipped ferries in
eastern New England.
The new owner is George W. O’Dea, of
Prides Crossing, Mass., formerly of Prospect Ferry, who still has a summer home
there.

SALESMEN

Special Noiuns.
FREEDOM NOTICE.
is to give notice that I hereby sell
my son. Edward T. Silsby. the remainder
of hla minority; that after this date I shall
claim none of his earnings, and shall pay no
bills of his contracting.
Ensox L. Silsby.
Aurora, Me.. Jan. 15.1510.

THIS

FREEDOM NOTICE.
HEREBY give my minor son. Edgar 8.
Gordon, hla time during the remainder of
his minority, and will claim none of hlswages
nor pay any of his debts after this date.
Hamlin A. Gonnox.
Dated at Franklin. Me- Jan. 54.1510.

I

Sbbnttsnnente.

STATE OF MAINE.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Heating and Plumbing Normal School

Domitory, Caatlne. Maine.
Proposals addressed to tbs State Nor-

mal School Trustees will be received at
the offlce of the State Superintendent of
Public Schools, State House, Augusta,
Maine, until 1 P. M. Tuesday, March 1st,
1910, for the famishing of all labor,
material, etc., necessary for the installation of besting apparatus and for plumbing in the domitory now in the process of
construction for the Eastern State Normal
School at destine under the provisions of
Chapter 91 of the Resolves of 1909.
Plans and specifications for the same
may be second from the architects. Miller
ana Mayo, Portland, Maine.
A bond of 20 per. cent, of the amount of
tbs contract made will be required for the
faithful performance of tbs work.
For information address,
Paybox Smith,
Secretary of the Bord of State Normal
School Trustees, Augusta, Maine.

National Bank Statrmmt.
REPORT OF THE

OONDITIOW
—OF THE-

Bitbprt latioul But

at Backs port, la ths State of Malae,
at ths alas* of baslnsss,
January II, 1SI0.
RESOURCES.
Loans aad discosata. *177,09***
Overdrafts, aecaisd aad aassesrsd,
99 ■
U. B. Bonds IS sscnrtclrvulaUoa...
99J9999
Premiums on D B Bonds.
1,999 99
Bonds, securities, vtc. MMI9 99
Banking boost, faraller* and 9stares.
19999
Do* tram Stats aad Private Beaks
sad Baaksrs. Trust Companies,
sad Barings Basks.
2,119 If
Da* from mrand rsssrrv agents,
>M97 91
Chseks aadothsr cash itsnm.
97999
Hotel of ether Katies*! Basks....
«*9*
Fraetlosal paper currency, nickels
sad esata.
1719
Lawful messy reserve la bank, elm.:
HJ9S7S
Spade.....
Legal-Under notes. 9,19999
MAM 79
Redemption fond with U. 8 Tressnrsr (9 par eeat. of clrcalation)..
9A99M

j

For Paris Flood Sufferers.
philanthropy.
me commmee mereiore appeals loine
Ambassador Robert Bacon, American
minister to France, has asked the Ameri- people to help.
Bend checks or cash in any earn, large
can Red Cross for funds for the relief of
or small, to the Portland Trust Co., Portthose suffering from the Paris floods.
The society has notified every local sec- land, Maine;
School No. 1 closed Friday, Feb. 4, after retary in the country to give this appeal
If the entire snm of |45,000 is not seAppropriations, a member of the oommittee on naval affairs and of the a successful term taught by Martin A. the widest possible publicity, especially cured, the money will be returned.
Make checks payable to the order of the
committee on finance, wields for his Garland. School No. 2 closed Saturday through the newspapers.
to a day missed during the term.
Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, of Ellsworth, is Portland Trust Co. Be prompt in giving,
state a great power in national legis- owing
Miss McGown has had good success, and the local treasurer, and contributions may for it is desirable to dose the lists as soon
lation. That fact is recognised, withthe pannts an well satisfied' with the be sent to her, or they may be sent direct sa possible.
The committee urges each
cut statement, throughout the counwork and the school.
to the treasurer of the American Red person who reads this to remember that
try. It is not likely that the people
Cross, Charles D. Norton, 341 State, War his gift, large or small, may be instruof Maine will ignore It.
Maine, as
mental in securing this great endowment
and Navy building, Washington, D. C.
WEST TBENTON.
well as Massachusetts, has believed
to an institution that is a blessing to huOBITUARY.
in the permanency of the senatorial
manity.
The Jfnnebec Journal, in reprinting
The funeral of Flonnoe Mildred HopLet all aasiat.
This belief has been conoffice.
of Hancock county
kins was held at the home of her pannts, part of
“necrology
firmed by experience, in which the
H. Hopkins and wife. The services printed two weeks ago in Th* Amkbican,
Hoyt
Mew Steamboat Service.
Accumulation of influence and power wen conducted
by Bev. C. F. McKoy, of errs in saying there were 602 deaths in
the Maine
Commencing yesterday,
with the experience of continued oc- Bar Harbor.
Ellsworth during the year. That is the
Central steamer Pemaquid added Winter
Her age was nine years and five months. number for Hancock oounty
cupancy of the offloe has brought
Ellsworth Harbor and
South Goulds boro to its
honor and distinction, as wall as ma- The circumstances of her death wen par- lost only sixty-two people by death last schedule on
its east-bound trip from Bar
terial benefit, to the commonwealth, ticularly sad. On Jan. 19 she went to the year.
Harbor.
in greater measure than to the indi- Bangor hospital for a slight operation on
This extra service will be performed
Blood
set
from
arm.
the
Deafness
Pen
not
Be
Caved
poisoning
In,
wldual.
three times a week, on Tuesdays leaving
local applications, as they cannot reach
Jan. "if.
death
ensued
which
by
As public sentiment in Maasaehuthe diseased portion of the ear. There is only Bar Harbor at 12.30 p. m.; on Thursdays,
Flonnoe will be greatly missed In her
way to care deafness, and that is oy con- leaving Bar Harbor at 11.50 a. m.; and on
watts stands
to-day against the school, in the Sunday school and in the one
stitutional remedies. Deafnees is caused by
Bar Harbor at 1.45 p. m.
schemes of personal ambition and community. She was advanced for her an inflamed condition of the mucous lining Saturdays, leaving
of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is
poMrical desire in defense of able and Tears, too sweet for this world—“budded inflamed yon have a rambling sound or imMany advertisers forgel that advertismeritorious service for state and na- on earth to bloom in heaven.” Everybearing, and when it is entirely elosed,
afness is the result, and unless the inflam- ing space in a newspaper is sained action through a long term of years, so
mation can be taken oat and this tube rewas good and
beautiful
that
thing
apto (he circulation of that paper.
stored to ica normal condition,
Maine, if its truer and deep-lying
will cording
pealed to her. Her gentle disposition be destroyed forever; nine caseshearing
oat of ten Advertising space in a journal without
controlling sentiment is expressed, and
are canoed by Catarrh, which is nothing bat
of
will
abide
cheerfulness
long
spirit
the
that
will demand
circulation ie dear at any price the pubpolitical spoilsan inflamed condition of the muooas surfaces.
men keep their hands off the sena- in the memory of all who knew her. The
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any lisher may demand.
Without circulation
torial seat.
profusion of flowers at her funeral bon case of beDeafness caused by catarrh) that there can be no results, and without
cannot
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
evidence of the love and esteem of her tor circulars free.
results the money which the advertiser
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
A farmers* institute is to be held in many friends. Heaven is made richer by
invests ie lost -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
C.
F.
our loss.
M.
Take Hall’s Family Fills, for constipation.
> Times.
MUsworth on Tuesday, March 16, at
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Wiuy firm nolle* that
THEheOfnlmnbn
ha* bean duly appointed administhe
eatate of

trator

FBANK

W.

THOMPSON, late of PE NOBSOOT,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
liven bond* aa the law directs.
All pereona
having demanda againat tbe aetata

of aaid daceaaad are dealred to preaent the
•ante for aettlement. and all indebted ttaieto
are reqneated to make
payment Immediately.
Crsos K. Bnioona.
Peaobacot. Feb. >, Hit.
_

_

subscriber
THE
ah* baa been
tratrix of

hereby give* nolle* that
duly appointed adminis-

tbe eatate of
DANIEL R. HAOBRTHY,

tat* of

BUCKS-

PORT.
In

tbe county of Hancock, deoeaaed, and
given bonds as th* law direct*. All parson*
having demands againat th* aetata of aaid
deceased are dealred to present th* same for
aettlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to maka payment Immediately.
CanaiH M. HaasaraT.
Bneksport, Feb. 1,1*M.
_

fTtHB anbaeribar

hereby gives

notice that
~"

of-tbeiia^r^d^US??1^
MABOARBT

LEACH, lata of BUCKSPORT,
la tbs county of Hancock, daceaaad. no bonds
h*1"* required bv the terms of aaid wtll.AU
againat tba estate of
tun?* “»*“«
A.

aaid deceased ara desired to preaent the aam*
for settlement, and all indebted thereto us
requested to maka payment immediately.
KuDDUHAO Tina* fio
Feb. AIMS,

ByH.E^rttetMteSJteiy.

JiHB

labaeribtti

henoj nye

notice

NAHUM B. GRANT, late of HANCOCK,
county of Hancock, deoeaaed, and
given bonds aa the law directs.
All per•°“s having demanda againat tbe estate
of
aaid deoeaaed are desired to
present the
eame for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto
arc reqneated to make
payment immediately.
in tbe

n*

__

Dnhif.'i.*11*hefd

tf,

£lMn«r*n00",“ldb*hC*rd
Malone, late

.51"

,h,r(0» «

John

t^

of EllsworC i.
county, deceased. A certain instrument **tl1
porting to be the laet will and
*
mid deceaaed. together with petition
bat. thereof, P re muled be CnrrieR.
*»»> Monroe, the executrix therein namm
Ellen Hayes, late of Bden. in said
deceased. A certain taetrumeui
to be the <aat will and testament
ceased, together with petition lor
thereof, preeented by P. p. Flanagan
““Min, tkr
executor therein named.
(Jeorge Ttrrlll, late of Dedham in _u
county, deceased. A certain Instrument
porting to be the loot will and
mid deceaaed, together with petition
bote thereof, presented by Sarah c.
nll>
the executrix therein named.
Robert Oerry, tote of Bliawortb. |0
„u
county, deceased. Petition that Charles nr

IreSISfjt*'?„?!
h.^
If SJT'i*

On law do W. Pose.
Rojcawwa W. Gkawt.

teaumlK

i”?*,'*
3

Caroline M. Bice, laleof Cranberry Isu,
mid county, deceased. Petition the*
A. Rico or some other tollable person
pointed administrator of the estate of
8<th« ri»

Wiiui
b.22

22

Julia A. Patten, late of Buckaport, In aaid
county, deceased. Pint account ol theodTe.
H. Smith, administrator. Bled lor
Frankie M. Jordan, Inin of Orl.ud, ,n »id
county, deceased. First account of chain!;
J. Dunn, ndmlalatrator. Bled for settlement
Stephen Smailidge. law of Mount Uemrc
In mid county, deceaaed.
First account oi
Anguata A. Smith and Fred A. Foster, admin,
latratora. Sled for aettlemeet.
Am B. Young. late of Dedham in Uld
county, deceaaed. Firm eccouut of Almeaa
B. Young, edminintrstrlx. Bled for settle,
menu
EC win u. rarier. int ol r.uen, id Hid conn,
ly, deceaaed. Pirn account of Otlvis j ptr.
ker. administratrix. died far settlement.
William B. Qulmby, late of Ellewortk, In
Pint account of Ed.
■aid county, deceased
mond J. Welsh, administrator with the will
annexed, died for settlement.
Marla T. beam mens, late of Franklin, In said
county, deceased. First account of Alice H
Sout, execatrix. tiled for aattlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, lata of Orland. In uld
First account or Merrill
county, deceased.
Trust Company, esacotor. died for sett'ement.
Abby M. Fulton, so Insane person of .Southwest Harbor, la aaid county.
Petition Sled
by Joba B. Redmaa, guardian, for license to
■ell certain real aetata of said ward, as described la uid petition
Wellington ft. Pendleton, late of Eden, la
said connty. deceased.
Petition filed by
Charles W. Hargent, administrator, tor if.
cense to sell certain real estate of said deceaaed, as described la aaid petition.
Oilea H. Sargent, lata of Moant Desert, la
•aid ooaaty. deceased. Petition died by Wa|.
lor dargeat and Roderick D. Sargent, admliletratora. that as order bo laooad to dlstrlbale
among the bain of sold dsaeaard, the smonnl
remalalag la the bands of said administrators a bob the ecttlement of their ftrst sccoost
Sarah B. Young, lata of Hancock, In arid
county, deceased. Petition Sled by Rufus B.
Young, administrator, that as order be issued
to distribute among tbs heirs of uld deooeaed. the amonat remaining la the beads
of said admiatatrator, apon the settle me a I of
kit ftnl MMNUlt
Bdward P. Carrier. Iota of Sedgwick. In said
ooaaty, deceased- Petition Sled by Harsh A.
Currier, executrix of the aatetc of uld deceased, that tha amount of collateral Inheritance lax apon eald estate be determined by
the Judge of probate.
Hiram BlaMdelt, lata of Orland, in mM
Petition that Alpbeus B.
coasts, deceased.
Blelsdeil or soma otbar suitable person be
appoiated admlalatratoe af tha natal a of mM
iteesaied, praaaatud by Alpbama H. BlaMell.
son and bole-at-law of aaid deceased.
Praacaa B. Oriadla. lata of Orland. In mid
ooaaty, deceased. PaUttoa Bled by Morris L.
Oriadla. administrator, tor Ueaaaa to sell certain rani aetata of said dstiaaaeil. as deaertbad
la aaid patillaa.
HOWARD R. CRASH, Jadga of aaid Court.
A teas copy of tbu original seder.
Attest:—T. g. Mi—t, Register.

aetiieme,?

•TATB OR

MA1XR.'

Havoocx as.—At a probata eoart bald at
RUaworth, la aad tor said ooaaty of Hancock,
on the drat day af February, la the year
■f oar Laid oaa thousand alas bandied snd
Ian.

A CRRTAIM Instrument purporting In be
A a copy of tbs last win aad testament
aad oaa codicil of
JOSBPHINR B. T1LTOH, lata of BODTOM.
tbs ooaaty of SaBolk, aad Commonwealth
Mamacbaaatm, dsnaaaad, aad of the probate thereof la add Commonwealth af Mastseh as ails, daly aatbaatlaa tod, baring bean
praaaatad to tha lodge of probata tor Our uld
ooaaty of Hancock for tha parpoaa ol being
allowed, died a— recorded la the probata
court of oar said ooaaty of Hancock.
Ordered, That aoUoa thereof be risen to
alt persons Interested therein, by publishing
a copy of thin order three wreaks successively
la the RUaworth
tmariraa, a newspaper
printed at RUaworth. la said ooaaty o! Hancock, prior to the drat day of March,
a. d. two. that they may appear at a probata eoart then ho bo bold at RUaworth,
la aad for sold ooaaty of Hancock, at ten

»

o'clock la tha fore BOOS, aad show cease, It
say they have, against the earns.
EDWARD 7. CHADR, Jadga of Probate.
A true copy at the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Maooxsy, Register.
STATE OS MAINE.

Hacoci as.—At > probate court heM at
Ellsworth, In usd for sold county of Hancock,
on the first day of February, In the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ten.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
n copy of the Inst will and testament of
STEWART KENNEDY, late of the
city, county nnd state of NEW YOKE,
deceased. end of the probate thereof in caid
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate
forour sold county of Hancock for the parpom of being allowed. Sled nnd recorded in
the probate coart of our said oounty of Han*
cock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
nil persons interested therein, by publishing
e oopy of this order three weeks successively
In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at EUrworth. in said oounty of
Haneoek, prior to the first day of March,
a. d.
mo, that they may appear at a
oourt than to be held at Ellaworib.
probate
In and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and chow cause, if
any they hare, sgminot the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true oopy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Masonnr, Register.

A

JOHN

■TATE OF MAINE.
n probate oourt held at
in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first
of
day
February, in the year of
oar Lord one thousand nine handred and ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
n copy of the lost will nnd testament of
SAMUEL M. DOWNS, late of ANDOVER,
in the county of Rsoex, and Commonwealth of
MiemehaseUs, deceased, nnd of the probate
thereof in sold Commonwealth of Muooecbu•ette, duly authenticated, haring been pre•autad to the
of probate lor oar a*1”
epanty of Hancock for tho purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded la the probate
court of our said oounty of Heuooeh.
Ordered, Thai notice thereof be given to
nil pareone intonated thenin, by
a oopy of this order three weeks successively la the Ellsworth Arne rime, n newspaper printed nt Ellsworth, in sold county
of Hnneook, prim to the first day of March.

Hanooca as:—At

Ellsworth,

A

judge

publishing

iJSL,SSI iHKwfi

in nnd for said county at Hancock, at ten
cimk In the forenoon, nnd show cause, if

c

kofir ard’ %*CHASM.*Jm£ieof Probate-

A true

thM

sPPoliudexSJalSS
thTTLfrX.T?
the
last will and testament of

Hancock, Feb. 8,1818.

i

H™

In Hancock and adjacent counAddress
ties.
Salary or commission.
Tun Heaver on Co.. Cleveland. O.

resumed their old activities in life. The
public is thus concerned in this great
work
not only from a philanthropic
but also from a business standpoint, for
each ills restored to the community has a
practical bearing on the welfare of the
State and nation.
The institution la of state-wide benefit.
Beery oounty in Maine has had patients
in tbs Hebron sanitorium. There is no
distinction as to location. Aroostook has
Total. MJSAMM
had nsarly ae many patients there aa has
LIABILITIES.
Oxford, in which it is located. Every Capital stock paid in. PISass M
oounty in Maine is represented among the Bnrnlna fund.
MuMOO*
Undivided profits, less sapesas*
sixty patients now in the sanatorium.
sad taxes paid.
I9A99 U
The committee feels that there is no National Bank notes oatatandtag-.
4S.11***
to other national banks.
Si 19
need to urge the cause of the anti-tuber- One
Dividends unpaid.
129 09
culoeii campaign. It hopes that the people Indiridnnl deposits subject to cheek. MS ASS 27
Demand certificates of deposit.
SAM 47
of Maine wiU rally to this cause and con- Cashier's
checks outstanding.
414 fit
tribute this $8,000 in order to secure the Bllla payable, including certificate*
of deposit for money borrowed...
S.00009
magnificent contribution of $215,000 by
this out-of-the-state friend of the sanatoTotal. 9S7SAMS2
STATE OF MAINE.
rium to its debt and to its endowment.
Corner or Hancock as.:—f, Edward B.
If this sum is raised, the debt cleared off,
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
and this $200,000 from the endowment is solemnly swear that the shoes statement la
secured by gift, the Hebron sanatorium true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
EDWARD B. MOOR, Cashier.
will be in condition to devote the interest
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th
of this fund more largely to the help of day of February, 1*10.
WALTER H. GARDNER,
patients who are unable, in whole or in
Correct-Atteat:
Notary Public.
THOMAS P. MASON,
to
the
cost
of
maintenance
at
the
part,
pay
HORACE K. SNOW.
Directors.
will
be
able
to
its
sanatorium;
EDWARD L. BEASLEY, I
enlarge
scope; to handle more patients, and thus
to advance] the cause of humanity and

value of New York’s forest lands. The
water power developed in this state, and
dependent upon the forests for its maintenance, he declares, is about 27 par oent.
of ell that developed in the United States.
And than, to emphasise the need of
mom adequate conservation, he makes the
statement that it requires ftfteep asms of
woodland to supply the paper to a single
Sunday edition of a certain New York

orderedV^%‘

all'pareou"^|„£**te.
°r

purSiV1'

to learn the printer’s trade.
office.

AMsarcax

torium in Maine and elsewhere will pay

the start of the fire.

Many hours would be lost if messengers the balance of the debt of the institution
—f»»,uuu—Deiore Marco i.
were dispatched.
Ul bClC^UUUCB 1W
£jAICU9IVC
UIB
Up to Feb. 1, ell but $8,000 of this $45,protection are found in the national 000 had been pledged, in same ranging
forests of the far West. They form part from $1,000 to $1, and this $8,000 most be
of the scheme of precaution used in the raised within about twenty days, or this
woods of northern Maine. New Hamp- magnificent gift to a public institution in
shire hss pis ns which involve a consider- Maine will be lost.
The committee having this matter in
able expenditure to safeguard its White
Mountain district in this manner, and the charge has tanvassed the State by letter
state of Massachusetts is considering the and by circulars so far aa has been possible
tor them to do up to this time, and it is
plan for it- wooded sections.
Last year New York purchased from the •now appealing to the people of Maine to
Western Electric Co, manufacturer of the come to the rescue.
Tbs Maine State sanatorium was incor“Bell" telephones, instruments and line
Sines the opening of the
material for systems extending to tbs porated in 1(00.
tope of Mount Hills yr. Mount Hunter, sanatorium up to November, 1(08, 386 paBalsam Lake Mountain, Whitetaoe, Mount tients have been treated therein. In 31%
Morris, West Mountain, Snowy Mountain per cent, of these cases the iflssass has
and Gore Mountain. At the crest of bean arrested, or in other words cured so
Whitetaoe the telephone station it placed tar as can be determined by the best
mad leal examination. In a large percentat an altitude of nearly 6,000 feet.
Speaking of the results of the first year, age of additional Basse, the case eras so
Mr. Whipple says, in hia report: “Many nsarly cored whan the patient was distimes, if the old system had been in use, charged that the patients have completed
large conflagrations would have ensued. the cure after their discharge from the
The point is to get at the dm when it institution, so that it is conservatively to
starts." This is one of the chief argu- be said that fully 00 par cent, of the patients suffering from this hitherto “inments for the telephones in the toasts.
The prominence of the conservation curable” disease have gone out from this
question at the present time makes Com- institution to be restored to lines of usemissioner Whipple’s stalsmsnts of mom fulness.
Aside from this 30 par cent., yet another
than usual interest. In his leetums and
writings the state forester has been plead- large, per eegtage have bean so far iming to a mom general recognition of the proved that they have in large measure

McKinley or Tremont
Choice
end 45 rode.
further particulars, adPhiladelphia, Pa.

be.

glean to
a copy of tht. ird
„
liahed three week. anocoMleeU
worth American, a newspaper
Kilsworth, In aaid county, that tfier ‘l,*d «•
pear at a probate oourt to be
r
worth, in aaid county, on
, i'
of March, a. d. 1(10, at ten
by cauaing

acre

Ira

day «l February, a. d. itlO.
lol lowing matte's

haring
THB•ruled lor the aetioo thereupon^**
after Indicated, it la hereby
tice thereof be

JFor Sale.
containing 1
FIELD
For
building lot.

y «..%■

w^MM,.^.mer.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he hoe been duly appointed administrator of ths estate of
ALBERT BLAI8DBLL, lata of OBLAND.
ths oounty of Hanoook. deceased, sod
van bonds as ths low dirsou.
All persons
tving d amends egninst ths estate of sold
deceased arc desired to present the same lor
settlement, end all indebted thereto an requested to make payment immediately.
Howaun H. BLaisnaUOrland, Feb. S, U10.
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CITY MEETING.
TO GASOLENE TANK
ON HIGH STREET.

OBJECTION

to bid m pro-ayob aithorbbd
perty AT TAX ML*—ROUX
OF ACCOCHTB PASSED.

of the bonrd of alThe regular meeting
held Monday evening. Preegermen was
Aldermen Stockbridge, Eetey, Hagan

wt,

and Smalloi

Boll,

account! were paaeed

lows:
BOLL or

iccouirre

WO.

IS.

Amount.
* MOO
MOO
uuhul
Drummer.
2W183
190 W
Ital, 78 it
5 80
10 00
EE Springer,
105
01
B
Laurtat
Co,
Oharlee
17 80
Mrs H H Emerson.
15 00
Mary A Hodgkins,
MOO
Edward RCard,
M 00
Wm H Pornroy,
1M
Charlea J Treworgy,
1 50
A 8 Clement,
155
Whitcomb, Haynea A Co,
It 58
C.W Orlndal,
8 41
An.tin B Joy,
21 58
Whiting Broa,
1515
C W A F L Mason,
8 78
Edward O Moore,
1 00
Oeorge L Jordan,
1 00
Emery Strout,
1 00
A W Cortie.
57 IS
Charlea B Sinclair,
100
Arthur C Bart.
1 88
A F Stockbridge,
4 05
B B Clough,
4155
PAAKIllam.
8 52
H F Weeooti.
8 71
Charles A Beal,
1 70
F
H
Weecott,
5 05
Harrard Jordan,
880
Maynard Qnlna,
yam*.
Simeon C Fuller,
Edward L Dnnnmey,

j

r

fol-

ae

fc.iM

1

!
Fire Dept.

guptof seta*.
8cbooihouie,
High school,
School,

James w t arter,

u

LD Patten.
Harold M Splllane.
Edward Haney,
Town of Orlaad,
Charloa JTreworry.
Roy P Moody,
Fred Royal,
Books and sop, Han Co Pnb Oo,
Houghton, MiSlin Co,

<iu

Charloa A Beal,
Prank T Doyle,
Charloa J Treworry.
Charloa M Withom,
R R Rlohardaoa,
R O Moon,
NE Tel A Tel Co,
Charloa R Sinclair.

NN
SIS
MM
U t>
tU
6N
1N
SOS
IM
IN
IN
ta
«N
»M
7N
8B7
BN
BN
NN
(N
»N
BN
BN
SN
IN
1N
BN
4 ti
N
W78

Total.

B1.NI 87

HoyC Halnea,
DC Heath RCo,
Austin H

Contingent,

Joy,

PAAKUIam,
HFWeeeoM.
Simeon 0 Poller,
A W Curtis.
HR Joy.
JohaH Inland,
L* Jordan,
E W Alloa a Son.
CS Johnston,
O

arson

WTripp,

cosncrasiosaa'a sous.

Wsst side

road.
Bridtee.
Bidewalks.

SMN
BU
NN

of both parties the petition was laid on
the table until the next
regular meeting.
The mayor was instructed to attend the
sale of property advertised by the collector
of taxes, and bid in what he thinks is for
the interest of the city.
Alderman Hagan was appointed a committee to arrange a settlement of taxes on
the Horace Maddocks place which was
wrongly taxed to B. K Carter.

Adjourned.
FARMERS’ INSTITUTE
In Ellsworth March

15-Orchardlng

be Chief Topic.
A farmers’ institute is to be held in
Ellsworth at Hancock hall under the austo

pices of the Maine State board of agriculture, on Tuesday, March 15.
This is the result of the correspondence
between Commissioner Oilman and the

special committee of the Ellsworth board
of trade appointed at the annual
meeting
of the board to arrange, if possible, for an
institute to be held here this spring.
The department of agriculture was
formally notified of the desire of the
board to hold another institute here, and
last Thursday President Whitney received
the following communication:
My Dear Sir: Your letter of January 211
have received.
It is very gratifying Indeed
to hear such a report as you give us of the
farmere’ institute that was held at your place
for the purpose of discussing the subject of
Potato culture last year. I was very well
pleased with the attendance, and especially
so with the interest manifested in the audience during the discussion.
It will afford us pleasure to accept your invitation and hold an institute with your
people on the subject of orcharding, I will
take this matter up immediately with Prof.
Hitchings. and I think Prof. Oardner, of the
University of Maine, who is giving the apple
orchards of the State a good deal of attention, will be pleased to attend the institute.
If Tuesday, the IMh day of March, would be
a satisfactory da> for your people, you will
please notify me, after you take the matter
up with your board, and I will make arrangements for the meeting.
We should be grateful for any suggestions
from you In relation to this institute.
Respectfully yours.
A.

Besides ths

commissioner,

W. UlLAAIt.

Prof. Hitch-

ing* and Prof Gardner, It is possible that
Prof. Munson or Dr. Twitchell—per ha pa
both—will be present.
The suggestion, which will probably

Dame Plunkett’s Class Gave a Right
Smart Performance.
The good people of Ellsworth turned
out in full array Monday evening when
Dame Plankett’s singing school gave a
concert. It was the first publick appearance of her pupils, and
they certainly did
do themselves and their teacher proud.
Dame Plankett is the best singing teacher
in this town, and certainly does do wonders in developing voices, even creating
voices where none existed.
The school made a real handsome picture grouped on the stage. All wore their
prettiest clothes, which were very becoming. The gay colors of the wimmin’s
dresses set off the sober attire of the men
singers, while the shining face of Julius
Caesar and the glowing head of Moses
Simpkins added bright spots.
Dame Plunkett modestly assigned the
honor of directing the singing to Squire
Bellingham, the celebrated music director,
while she kept a watchful eye on the behavior of the boys in the class, who occasionally lost themselves in admiration of
the Kiris, and forgot to sing.
The squire’s compliments after each effort of the class would have turned the
head of a vain teacher, but Dame Plankett merely blushed her pleasure and gave
the credit to the singers.
Cynthia Bigelow, who has took music
lessons in Boston, played on the harpischord. She is a real smart player, and
helped the singers wonderful.
Hadsc Comstock is one of the best singers in the class, and he sang twice all
alone.
Everybody said he done flue.
Sylvia Nightingale and Nancy Jane Morris
sang a real sweet duet, and Sandy McPherson sang a Scotch ballad that was

touching.
Betsy Martin and

Moses Simpkins,
not yet quite finished,
sang together, and tried real bard, too. It
Just shows what Dame Plunkett can do in
creating a voice.
whose voices

juiius

are

iwsar,

toe

squire

s

coiorea

uoy,

brought his fiddle along, end when the
class got tired oI singing they got him to
fiddle. He can fiddle, too, and when he
struck up "Suwanee Ribber1’ it made the
class want to sing again.
Then Nancy Jane Morris and Jeremiah
Green sang a love sonnet, and they did
fine, too, for it was easy to see their hearts
were in the song. Everybody dapped so
they had to come back and do it all over

be carried ont, has been made that at this again.
Here is the whole list of the tunes sung:
institute there be an apple exhibit in the
hall in front of the stage;that a general In- Windsor.School
Invitation.
vitation be given to fruit-growers in
“On Springfield Mountain.”.Hadac Comstock
Hancock oounty to contribute to this ex8onnd the Loud Timbrel.School
and
that
there
be
an
informal
hibit,
Duet,
in
the
to
forenoon
an
masting
give
opporSylvia Nightingale and Nancy Jane Morris
for
folks
and
to
meet
become
Aunt
Dinah's Quilting Party.School
tunity
Bonnie
Dundee.Sandy McPherson
acquainted.
The formal seeaions will be held one In
the afternoon and one In the evening, and
to these everybody In Hanoock oounty ia
cordially invitad.
The special committee of the board of
trade is composed of H. Fremont Maddocks, Mayor F. F. Bimonton, Hon. John
A. Patera, Horace F. Weecott and F. W.
Rollins. This committee is to hold a meeting next Monday, Feb. 14, at which the
details of the ‘paopoaed Institute will be
discussed and a program decided upon.

“Mine Byes Have Been the Glory”......School
**
Auld Lang Syne,.
Cousin Jedediah.
Solo by Hadac Comstock

Sherburn.School
Violin solo—“Way Down'upon de Suwanee
Ribber”.Julius Caesar
Duet—“Dost Thou Love Me, Sister Ruth?”
Nancy Jane Morris and Jeremiah Green
School
Jingle Bells.
Juanita.
America.

Here is a list of those who took part:
Plunkett, the teacher, Mrs F W Rollins
the musical director,
Tuonans’ uuar sou.
Express Rates to West to be Reduced. Squire Bellingham,
Common schools.
Harry L Crabtree
SBIB N
A contract has been made between the
Julius Cwsar, the squire's colored servant,
Bleb school.
Nfl
and
the
Union
Co.
American
Express
SUNW
B F Robinson, Jr
Pacific railroad, taking effect April 1,
WIMMIN 81 NO KM.
Grand total. BUS 78
service
will
be
American’s
the
rtrn
inovie.
whereby
The report of City Auditor T. E. Halo,
Miss Mary F Hopkins
extended from Omaha and Kansas City Sylvia Nightingale
printed in full elsewhere, was approved westward to Denver, Ogden, Salt Inks Prudence Pettijohn.Mrs A P Royal
•nd filed. Petition of L.
M. Moon and City, Portland, Tacoma and many other Patty Dalrymple.Mrs C R Burrill
fifteen other!
Dolly Endicott.Mrs H L Crabtree
requesting the board to re- points.
voke the license granted the Standard OU
Sophia Stickney.Annie Louise Lord
This arrangement means a reduction in
Mehitable Brigham.Miss Bernice Giles
Co. to main tain a
gasolene tanir on High rates from Maine to many points in the Arabella Clark.Mrs A W Greely
street, was presented. W. E. Whiting tar West, for the reason that the American Phoebe Ester brook.Miss
Agnes A Lord
represented the petitioners before the will handle the business at a through rate Sarah Elizabeth
Dyer.Mrs F O Silsby
fioerd, sod W. T. Thomas, of Portland, when heretofore it has been necessary to
Second Tribble.
represented
utilize two companies and pay two rates. Nancy Janes Morris.Mrs H E Rowe
Sally Ann Carew.Mrs J P Eldridge
Penelope White.Mrs J T Giles
CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.
Patience Styles.Mrs W R Parker
(After charging off rolls and orders passed January 3,1910.)
MEN SINGERS.
Dame

*17714

....

th^oil^oompsnT^Bweqneat^
Appropri-

.,

r-una.

Sundry

Mon.

credits,
*963 07
25 94

Contingent. *8,00000

"fhw»y.

Sidewalk.

{P1*6.

Rock crushing.
State road.
,

ty P°°r.

*n,ane.

City schools.
High school.

Text-book.
Sehoolhonse.

Snpt. of schools.

Jl?Uc*.
department....

Eire

C'ty library.
:”West.
City water..
Electric light.

«rpt. care osm. lota,
West side road...„.
ever

4,800 00
1.600 00
500 00
1,000 00
754 00
3JS60 00

00
50000
50000
1,200 00
800

4,526 W
‘1,5#0 00
600 00

432 78

1,24212
8 38
17 62

3^68 38
1,017 52

8,83193
1,016 91

8,33193
3,316 91

1,660 01
4,805 82
3,254 13
1,333 51
7,236 63
2^38 20

6 31

808 31
50000
62721

2721
33 37
545 30

2,80000
800 00

2,84791

1,345 30

889 81

3,80000

3,80000

2.00000

2.00000

2^8500

612 20
64 50

59 00

1,50000

.

25000

layings.

1,30008

113 60

1,500 00

1,44309

726

480 01

2^08 70
304 25
315 99

1,088 30
7414
1164
8140

1454
475 49

62341

813 78
72 90
56 91
267 26
86867

Totals,
*42,888 08 *8,482 01 *61,380 09 *45,868 81 *10,823 85
Accounts undrawn.
t! credit*.—. *61,36009
°tal

warrants drawn.

Aocte. overdrawn.

45^86881

*5,130 57
*10,82386
5,180 57
(6,493

(6,493 23
OOLLBCTOB’S ACCOUNTS.
Uncollected last
Col. since
auditor’s report.
last report.

28

TAX
tv

■

^18W.

%9jmU

.

64808

...

1,81247
12^88 36

.

total».-...
“«»noe on hand last
report,
“®<*iTed since last

report,

Total,
February 7,1919.

(14,517

73

10714
1,080 27

(1,187 41

TMASUHKB’8 EEPOBT.
Paid since lait report,
(82181
Csah on hand,
3,820 42

”*24178
<

Total,

SINGERS.

Betsy Martin.Helen E Bonsey
Moses Simpkins.,.F Carroll Burrill

Third Annual Gathering of DownEasters at (Cambridge.

Bal. uncol.
to date.
*578 82
64808

1,70638
11,608 08

Cynthia Bigelow.Miss May Bonsey
The entertainment was given under the
auspices of the February committee of the
Congregational church, which is as follows: Mesdames F. C. Burrill, H. H. Higgins, A. F. Stock bridge, F. O. Silsby,
Lewis Hodgkins, R. J. Goodwin, W. E.
Whiting, L. M. Moore, E. F. Robinson,
jr., Misses Helen E. Bonsey, Agnes A. Lord,
Mary C. Stuart, J. A. Thompson, Eva E.
Aiken, Hannah L. Holmes, A. May Bonsey.
Much credit is due this committee,
especially to Mrs. Burrill, the chairman, on whom devolved the executive
work, and to Miss Aiken, who looked
after the staging of the entertainment
and who procured many of the oldfashioned costumes worn and which
made a great hit.
Mrs. Rollins, as Dame Plunkett, was a
success. The part was not over-done,
and was admirably carried out. Mr.
Crabtree, as director, took the part well.
The entertainment was most enjoyable

throughout.
The net proceeds, which are for the
(23,330 32 benefit
of the church, amounted to 970.
W. H. T.

(3,730 61
61122

(4,24173
T. E. Hale, Auditor.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb. 28-20.

GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Nettie Conners, of Boston, is visiting her brother, Archie Rolfe.

Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 7 (special)—
A party of seventy-seven genuine Down
Boy Sparling end wife have gone to
Easters gathered at Luther hall, Camhousekeeping in Ira GuptilTs house.
bridge, Mass., Friday evening, Feb. 4, for
Miss Lola Sparling is employed at Fred
the third annual reunion of the

sons

and

Baker’s,

Steuben.

Maurice Guptill and wife, of Bar Hardaughters of Lamoine. It was good to go
through the crowd receiving the welcom- bor, were in town last week, called here
ing hand and the smile of cheer from so by the death of Mr. Guptill’s nephew, Osmany. One could almost imagine him- car hernaid.
self under thejplnes at Blunt’s pond at one
.Mrs. Bessie Colson, of East Steuben, is
of the old-time Sunday school picnlos, or
visiting Mrs. Brewer Sparling.
down at the shore when the clams were
Stephen Cole and Havey Newman, of
steaming in the bake.
visited at Enoch NewThere were John Coolidge, young and Prospect Harbor,
man’s last Week.
jolly as he was thirty years ago; Still
Oscar, eldest son of Lewis and Mabel
Young, Tom King, Eb. and Tilda Googins,
“Ant” Reynolds and Elite, Albert Whita- Fernald, died Jan. 31, aged twenty years.
ker and Addle, Otis and George, Addie Though so sad an ending for a bright
Jote, Cole Hodgkins, Ed, Bunny, Marcia young life, Oscar’s death came as a release
from weary months of suffering from conD., Art, Walt, Pert, Blanche, Grace and
He is survived by his parents
Lou, Sadie Coggins, Esther Whitaker, sumption.
Wilson
and Forrest, Cad and Frances, Celia and and by two younger brothers
and Lloyd, who have the sinoerest symCharles, Abbie Pad, Dan McFarland, Mel
and Della, Henry Gerrish, Harvard Per- pathy of all.
Lucy Ann Libby died at her home in
kins, Warren Whittaker, John Brooks,
Cros. and Graf.
Gouldsboro, Feb. 3, after an illness of but
These were not all, nor are these the two weeks. Miss Libby was seventy-four
names that you will find in the list below,
years of age. She leaves three brothers—
but these are the names by which we know Samuel, Elisha and James, all of this
them, and each will bring to the mind of place. She was a kind, large-hearted
woman
of sterling
worth and great
every old Lamoiner happy memories of
the old days.
strength of character.
All who knew her were her friends, and
Well, by and by Eb. Googins, the presi- many have been
privileged to enjoy the
dent, called the meeting to order and a generous hospitaity of her borne. She
brief business session was held. Next could ill be spared, and her sudden death
as a terrible shock to all.
Funeral
year’s officers are Ant. Reynolds and Sadie came
se-vices were held at the home Saturday
Coggins Tweedie, and all the rest of the sfternoon, Rev. W. M. Keyes, officiating.
sons and daughters seem perfectly willing
Feb. 7.
Jeh.
to leave everything in their hands and let
them do all the work If they want to.
A Thought for Every Day.
Then Henry Gerrish’s girl played a vioThursday.
lin solo, beautifully, too, and after that
When we strive to do the best we can
we
are
sure
to
And
that our best is beyond
several short talks were listened to. John
inything we had dared to hope for.
Coolidge, Dan McFarland, Mel McFarFriday.
land, Cole Hodgkins, Ant. Reynolds each
When you hear an evil report about any
making remarks.
halve
and
one,
quarter it, and then say
Refreshments came next, and although
nothing about the rest.—Spurgeon.
no dun stew
or haddock » mo. her was
Saturday.
served, it was noticed that the ice-cream
We prepare ourselves for sudden deeds
was warmly reoeived. A lot more chatby our reiterated choice of good or evil.—
Eliot.
ting followed, and I think everybody George
Sunday.
wondered where the time had gone
Genuine work alone, what thou workeat
when we looked at the dock and fonnd it
laithfnlly, that is eternal as the almighty
to be after 11.

MANBET.
Miss Emily Haynes Is spending the winter with Mrs. Robert Newman.
Mrs. Marion Newman is visiting triends
in Boston and Gloucester, Mass.

Ruth, aged three, youngest child of B.
T. Dolliver and wife, died Feb. fi, of pneumonia. This is a very sad case, as only
about three months ago they lost another
daughter. The family has the sympathy
of all.
Mao.
Feb. 7.
BUCKSPOBT.
Verona grange will have a concert and
ball at Emery hall Feb. 18. Music by the
U. of M. orchestra, loe-cieam and cake
will be served.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. W. P. Woodward, of Ellsworth,
was the guest the past week of Mrs. Henry
Bartlett, at Riverview farm.

—

tounder

Through the secretary a most cordial invitation has been extended to all Latnoiners to attend the big Ellsworth reunion at
Paul Revere hall, Meohanica building,
Boston, Feb. 25.
It may be that some son or daughter of
Lamoine did not receive an invitation
card. If so, it is because the address was
not known, or that the oommittee did not
remember that the persons had removed
Will everyone who
to Massachusetts.
reads this who has not attended any of the
reunions, please send name and address to
the secretary, that it may be listed for futfare use?
Those present were: J. F. Coolidge and
wife, Fairfield Coolidge, C. W. Cushing
and wife, Winifred Cnshing, Mrs. A. J.
Gibson, Florence Gibson, 8. K. Young
and wife, Misa Abbie Padelford, Mrs.
L. R. Hodgkins, Merle Hodgkins, E. F.
Hodgkins and wife, Arthur N. King,
Thomas Y. King, Miss Grace Reynolds, of
Waltham; Maurice Creamer and wife,
M. F. McFarland and wife, H. D. Gerriah
and wife, Miss Frances Gerrisb, of Dorchester; Colman F. Hodgkins, D. Y. McFarland, Otis C. Googins, Mrs. Addie
Reynolds, of Lamoine; A. T. Whitaker
and wife, of Everett; Mrs. Esther Whitaker, Forrest Whitaker, of Needham
Heights; H. H. Perkins and wife, of
Manchester; Mrs. Adelia C. Frye, of
Leicester; Arthur W. Reynolds, A. W.
Reynolds, Jr., of Derry, N. H.; Warren H.
Whitaker, of Roxbury; E. L. Hodgkins
and wife, Mrs. C. A. Hoxie, Warren
Hoxie, of Mattapan; Harlan Hodgkins
and wife, of Malden; Mies Edith Hodgkins, of Medford; Miss Anna M. Young,
Dr. J. L. Chamberlain and wife, of Boston; Miss Alice Chenery, Warren L.
Stratton, of Roslindale; Walter L. Reynolds, of Somerville; J. L. Brooks, of
Hyde Park; S. T. Doten and wife, of
Brookline; Reuel B. McFarland, of Melrose; W. E. Lyman and wife, Grace Lyman, of Watertown; L. A. Springer and
wife, Earland Springer, Edna Springer,
of Concord Junction; C. A. Reynolds and
wife, Miss Louise Reynolds, Mrs. Sumner
W. Foster, E. H. Googins and wife, W. A.
Flewelling and wife, J. K. Tweedie and
Helen
Miss
wife, George GooginB,
Googins, Crosby R. Young, Grafton C.
Covey, of Cambridge.

HARPISCHORD PLATER.

20805

25725

1,390 08

Tenors.
Jeremiah Green.O W Tapley
Job Pettigrew.L F Giles
Sandy McPherson.A P Royal
Hadac Comstock.B L Potter
Basses.
Zachary Whitcomb.J A Cunningham
Jefferson Jones.Harry E Rowe
Martin Luther Joyce.F W Rollins
Benjamin F Brown.Walter Scott
Josiah White.. .A W Greely
Micah Dyer.E K Hopkins
UNCLASSIFIED

778 71

8,800 00
2.00000
2,063 44
4080

2^77 20

165 45
87 24

680 45
48836
446 81
99896

1,20000
2,63337

Bal overdrawn.

*1,43819

6,98213
1,334 55

1,070 00
1,96812

70 00

1,00000
4,500 00
2^0000

Total Warrants Bat underdrawn.
credits, drawn,
*8,963 07 *6,210 24 *1,772 83

COUNTY NEWS.

LAMOINE REUNION.

SINGING SCHOOL.

GREEN LAKE.

Lyman Johnson and family are visiting
his sister, Mrs. Fred Grace, at the hatchery.
Bert Spencer and wife, of West Sebois,
are visiting Mrs. Spenoer’s parents, Arthur Moore and wife.
Wilbur Moore has moved his family
lrom East Holden to Green Lake, where
he is chopping wood for M. Quinn.

—

and

world

builder

himaelf.

Caryls.

Monday.
martyr’s life for the sake of a
good cause is a much greater strain on the
snergies of the soul than to die a martyr’s
“To live

Stomach Misery
for Over Six Years.
Think of it!

After six years of soar
of gas eructations, of nervonaneas, during which time every
meal lay on his stomach like a lump
of lead, a man was restored to perfect
health by Mi-o-na stomach tablets.
Read what Mr. Hoffman, landlord
of the Webater Hotel, writes:
“I suffered misery and intense pains
from stomach trouble for over six
years, and all the doctoring that I did
or medicine 1 need were of no avail
until about two years ago, when I
used a treatment of Ml-o-na.
The
first few days’ treatment helped me
greatly, and upon using it a while I
was made entirely free from any
stomach trouble or complaint whatever.
Since the cure by Mi-o-na I
have regained my weight, I eat and
sleep well, am never nervous, and my
entire general health is mueb better.’,
—Max M. Hoffman, Webster, N. Y.,
Aug. 2, 1909.
Mi-o-na relieves the stomach distress in five minutes.
It acts like
magic. It is guaranteed to eure sour

stomach,

stomach, gas eructations, heartburn,
dizziness, biliousness and nervousness, or money back. For sale by
druggists everywhere, and by O. A.
Parcher, for SO cents a large box.

a

death.”

Tuesday.

»

No man is born into the world whose
work la not born with him. There is always work, and tools to work withal, tor
those who will; and bleased are the horny
hands of toil.—Lowell.

Wednesday.
They

gsnied

are

never

alone that

are

Cures catarrh or money back.
Just
breathe Itin. Complete outfit, including
Inhaler $1. Extra hnttlcit 0Ool Dniggiete

aocom-

—

by noble thoughts.—Sir Phillip
BOHN.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

CARTER-At Ellsworth, Feb I, to Mr mod Mrs
Clarence O Carter, a daughter.
CARTER—At Stonington, Jan tl, to Mr and
Mrs Samuel Carter, a son. (Donald Frank-

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

lin.)

MAR8H—At Stonington, Jan SI, to Mr and
Mrs Harry R Marsh, a daughter.
(Ethel

Thurlow.)

PIERCE—At Sedgwick, Jan IS, to Mr and Mrs
Foster A Pierce, a daughter. [Louise Pearl.}
STEWART—At Bayside, Tremont, Nov 15, to
Mr and Mrs George 8tewart, a daughter.

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

[Rena Helen.)

Ellsworth.

MARRIED.

DO YOU KNOW BEANS?

BLACK-TAYLOR—At Sedgwick, Feb 1, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Olive J Black
to Howard O Taylor, both ot Sedgwick.
EATON—PERT
At Deer Isle, Feb 2, by
Elmer P Spofford, esq. Miss Lila E Eaton, of
Deer Isle, to Herman R Pert, of Sedgwick.
JORDAN—HARDWICK-At Ellsworth, Feb 1,
by Rev William Forbes Emery, Miss Hazel
M Jordan to Grover M A Hardwick, both of
Ellsworth.
NOYES-CLARK—At Ellsworth, Feb 2, by Rev
P A A Killam, Miss Elsie H Noyes, of Ellsworth, to Edmund Joy Clark, of Surry.

8WA8EY BEANPOTS and
crocks are tbe best
Our
is on every one. Accept
no substitutes8WA8EY
on sale^at all first-class stores.
name

—

BEANPOTS are
I.

SWASIY A CO.,

Portland, Main#

DIED.
BOWDEN—At Marlboro, Feb 7, Mrs Abbie D
Bowden, aged 82 years, 6 months.
CAREY—At Amherst, Feb 5, Michael Carey,
aged 81 years, 1 month, 18 days.
CARTER—At Stonington, Feb 5, Donald
Franklin, infant son of Mr and Mrs Samuel
Carter, aged 4 days.
DOLLIVER—At Manset, Feb 5, Ruth, daughter of Mr and Mrs B T Dolliver, aged 8years.
At Oouldsboro, Jan 31, Oscar
FERNALD
Fernald, aged 20 years.
HATCH—At South Deer Isle, Feb 4, Capt Seth
Hatch.
LIBBY—At Oouldsboro, Feb 3, Miss Lucy A
Libby, aged 74 years.
PAGE—At New York city, Feb 5, Thomas C
Page, of Springfield, Mass, formerly of
Chicopee Falls, aged 77 years, 10 months, 12
—

ELLSWOBTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

PAY, NO WA8HKK.”
notice*

All kinds of laundry work done at short
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A
Estey Building. State St*.

CO.,

Ellsworth, Me

days.

POTTLE—At Maine general hospital, Portland, Jan 19, Robert Pottle, of McKinley,
formerly of Eastport, aged 46 years.
STANSFIELD—At Bluehiil, Feb 4, Samuel
Stansfield, aged 48 years, 1 month, 24 days.
TAYLOR—At Bar Harbor, Feb 5, Mrs Eliza A
Taylor, aged 79 years.

3fct>nti0rmRit0.

What Parisian Sage will door
Money Back.

DR.

C.

E.

HOLT,
BANGOB,

Quite a number visited the lake for the
first fishing through the ioe, but the
weather being so stormy, fishing was poor.

Stop falling

DENTIST.

Gapt. H. C. Chapman gave a week-end
honse party, among those present being
Hon. Edward H. Blake, Dr. E. T. Nealley,
Henry W. Cushman, E. E. Walker, Hon.
A. R. Day, A. L. Smith, W. W. Palmer,
P. H. Gillin, Hon. I. K. Stetson, Fred W.
Ayer, Alden Webster, Fred Snow and
Hatry A. Chapman. Other visitors at
W. P.
the lake were W. L. Morse,
Lowell, Alfred Robinson, W. H. Sally,
John Wing, Dave Goldberg, John Thornton, lawyer Crawford, A. H. Babcock,
M. C. Baker, Jules Crocker, F. Crowell
Chase, J. Baird, T. Canfield, C. Foster,
J. McCoskey.

Stop itching scalp immediately.

H.
ALICE
SPECIALTY

hair in two weeks.
Core dandruff in two weeks.
Stop splitting hair.

Grow more hair.
Make harsh hair soft, silky and luxuriant.
Brightens up the hair and eyebrows.
As a hair dressing it is without a
it oontains nothing that can
peer
possibly harm the hair, it is not
sticky, oily, or greasy—it is used by
thousands to keep the hair healthy—
it prevents as well as cures scalp dis—

DR-

ease.

For

women

and

SCOTT,

MADE

OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

children Parisian

Sage is the most delightful hair dressing and Bhould be in every home. G. MAIN
A. Parcher sells it for 50 cents a large
bottle. Ask for Parisian Sage.

harry c.

mason,

DENTIST,
STBEET,

ELLSWOBTH.

Over Bijou Theatre.

ing and patiently waiting for warmer
COUNTY NE\ >
ahe may gain faster.
a- sd^itioul Omni* Ntw m esaet
isgei
Rev. Mr. Mayo, pastor of the Baptist
church at the village, was in East Franklin
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
cas it not the only paper printed in calling on his parishioners last Tuesday.
Another (be has startled the people ip
Hancock county, and ha* never claimed to
Bert Scammon, who has been visiting Southwest Harbor into a
realising sense of
•a, but it it the only paper that can prop- his sister Myrtle and other friends at what it would mean to have a
conflagrathe
all
be
called
County
a
paper;
erty
Mt. Desert for the past week or two, is tion at the Corner on a
windy night. BePoet are merely local papert. The circula- home.
tween 10 and 11 on the evening of Feb. 1
tion f The American, barring the Bar
Mrs. Truman Blaisdell, who has been an alarm of fire was sounded, and when
Harbor Record'» mmmcr lint, it larger
visiting her husband's sister, Mrs. Mabel the hose cart reached the spot flames were
Ikon that of all the other paper* } Tinted
Gould Erskine, of Bucksport, a week or bursting out of tbe Ralph studio, which
(a Hancock county.
ten days has returned.
has been empty for dome months.
In
Men in this vicinity who have timber some unaccountable way the Are had
started inside, and though the firemen did
and fire wood to haul out are very glad
of the snow, though there is not nearly heroic work, when the flames were extinguished only the outside shell of the
enough yet to make good hauling.
FRANKLIN.
R.
building stood. The adjoining bouses
Feb. 4.
Charles F. Parsons, of Presque Isle, viswere endangered, though the evening was
EAST LA MOUSE.
ited relatives here last week.
mild, with no wind. The roof of the GilArthur Hamor, who has been employed ley barber shop caught, but the owner
The snow’ which fell Friday was sufficient for the return of camp crews to the in Milo, is home ill of typhoid fever.
kept a sharp watch and this, with the
woods.
Master Neil Hodgkins is home from Bar blistering of signs and paint, was the exMiss Nellie Hutchins, of North Han- Harbor, where he has been attending tent of damage to neighboring bui’dings
Much praise is due the volunteer fire comcock, spent last week with Mrs. H. G. school.
and the water supply from the hyWorcester.
Mrs. Hoyt Smith, who has been visiting pany,
drants is a blessing.
Mrs. C. E. Dwelley left for West En- friends in Bangor a few days, returned
Feb. 7.
Sprat.
field Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs. home Saturday.
«
Mr. Brown, who has been very ill, is ont
Cecil Butler.
Leslie Deslsles and family have reOapt. Edward Dyer, who has been very turned from Bar Harbor, where he has again.
Rufus Trundy cut his foot badly one
ill of mumps, is improving. Hal P. Blais- had employment.
dell is much better.
Miss Peach and Miss Moran, who have day last week.
Mrs. Ivory Butler has returned from a been visiting Miss Myrtle Hodgkins, reMrs. Mary A. Lurvey is at home, after
visit with her daughter, Mrs. Grace turned to their home in Bar Harbor this spending three months with her sister at
week.
Indian Point.
French, at Oakland.
Arthur Bunker, while working
in
Mrs. Almena Holt, who is spending the
Naham Norwood has resumed his work
(he woods last week, cut his right leg to winter with her sister, Mrs. H. L. Smith, at Seal Harbor, which be left a few weeks
(he bone, above the knee.
is visiting her son, Capt. A. B. Holt, at ago on account of the cold weather.
The ladies’ aid society is planning for North Lamoine, for a few days.
Master Burnham Stanley, of Northeast
a valentine party at the Methodist vestry
Mrs. Harry McNider, who was called to Harbor, spent Saturday and Sunday with
Monday evening. Ice-cream will be on Boston by the sudden illness of her his grandparents, Walter Stanley and
sale.
daughter Edith, expects to return soon, wife.
Several dinner parties have been given bringing her daughter w ith her.
Daisy Trundy spent two weeks’ vacation
Feb. 7.
N.
at the home of her father, Rufns Trundy.
recently by friends of Mrs. Marion D. Higgins, of Ellsworth, who returns home
She was accompanied by Mr. Hopkins, of
hat tubtcribert at 107
in Hancock county.
4U the other paper* in the Countyoompimed do not reach to many. The AmeriAmericas

Of the 117 poti-office*

weather that

COUNTY NEWS.
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SOUTH BLUEHILL.

(his week.

Mrs. F. P. Gott

was

called to

Calais last

by the illness of her father, Simpson
Gordon, who has since died. Mr. Gordon
week

brother of the late John Paul

elder

was an

Gordon.
Feb. 7.

B.

Mrs. Wallace Hinckley and Miss Hinckley, ©f Brooksville, were the guests of C.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Resolved, That while we miss his presence
end mourn his loss, we know that God
doetk all things well.
Resolved, That we extend ;to the mother
end family our fraternal sympathy, and
commend them to our Father, who knows all
our sorrows.

Resolved, That in token o. our love and respect for Brother Springer, our charter be
draped in mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be spread on our records, a copy be sent to
the family, also be published in the Ellsworth American and Bangor Commercial.
C. L. Clark,

As

no more cases

of scarlet

friends here last week.
Jan. 31.

Kinsman,

P.

Bangor, spent

a

few

days

at home

in
last

week.

Mrs. Rose Grindie and little daughter
Ruth, of Sargentville, are the guests of
Gancello Herrick and wife.
Feb 7.
C.
_____

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

H. Walton and wife have gone to
keep house for their son-in-law,
/odson Carter.
to

Erastus Bunker, who iias been ill
long time, is slowly gaining—to the

Mrs.

for

a

pleasure

of her friends and

family.

Miss CasBie A. Stover, who has been ill
Since ihe last of December, is slowly gain-

and

were

TO FIGHT
A WORM!
A million dollars as been contrib
a ted by John D. Rock efeller for the
extermination of the Hook-Worm.
Scientists have now proven that the
pale amc mic condition and listless
inanition of hundreds of thousands of
Southern people are caused by an in-

■pecies

Worms.which

of fifty
known to

one

are

was

Hodgkins spent a part of last
M. J. Coolidge.

week with Mrs.

Mary H. Coolidge, who has spent
the past month in Lake View, is home.
Mrs.

Gorham Stratton has gone to Hancock
spend a few days with his aunt, Mrs,
Aubine Wooster,

to

Lester Salisbury and Mansel Young,
who are working in Ellsworth, spent Sunday with their parents.
B.
Feb. 7.

successful

Miss

Elvira

Mrs. Arthur Morgan is ill of appendicitis.
Mrs.

There will be a social dance at the town
hall next Friday evening, Feb. 11. Refreshments will be served.

Hanscom, of Mariariile, is visiting

Kaymond here.
Qeorge Cunningham and James Grant
were in Harrington over Sunday.
her

son

church social was held at the home
of Mrs. Charles Hinckley Saturday evenThe

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. George Smith and daughter have
visited relatives the pest week in Frank-

ing.

Mias Utah Marshall, who is employed
in Ellsworth, made a recent visit to her
sister, Mrs. Bernice Salisbury.

Thomas J. Whitten left for Portland
Monday to attend the auto school.

news

SALISBURY COVE.
Master Walter Garland, who has been
spending a week with his grandparents,
returned home Saturday.
Miss Beatrice Johnson, clerk at L. L.
Smith’s, is taking a much-needed vacation
at

her home in East Sullivan.

The many friends ot George W. Hopkins
are pleased to learn that be is recovering
from a severe attack of pneumonia.

turned to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Florence Grant, teacher in the
Heald school. Bar Harbor, has been a
guest at J. Andrew Wood’s during the
past week, the schools having been closed
on account of diphtheria.
R.
Feb. 6.
TREMON1.
Mrs. Julia Newman is visiting in Seawall and Manset.
Mrs. A. C. Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, is visiting Mrs. F. J. Rich.
Jacob Keiiay went to Bar Harbor Monday where he has employment.
Howard Keiiay and wife are spending a
few days with Mr. Kellay’s mother, Mrs.
Jacob Keiiay.
Capt. D. N. Morphy, of the schooner
Minnie Slausen, while here last week took
the third degree in masonry.
The ladies’ aid sewing circle met with
Mrs. Wilford Kittredge Wednesday. Next
Wednesday it will meet with Miss Isabelle
Clark.
Feb. 4.

j

ssct these conditions.

science

can

devise.

An

_

is

He is somewhat improved.
Capt. Willard Staples snd wife, of the
wrecked schooner 8. Q. Haskell, arrived
home Wednesday.

Wylie Hall died suddenly Saturday
evening, after a brief illness of pleuropneumonia, aged seventy years. He had
been about the village in bis*usual health

j

MT. D€»ERT FERRY.

who has been in RumFalls the past two years, visited relatives here last week.

Irving Leland,

ford

Mrs. Emma Kingsley is visiting friends
in Bar Harbor.
Miss

Miss

l’hebe

spending

Mrs. Alida McGown is visiting her husband, who is employed in a mill at Lagrange.
Miss Colson and Miss Ella Sweet spent
last week at Miss Sweet’s home here daring the dosing of schools in Bar Harbor,
where they are teachers.
A class in sewing for girls and one
teaching the boys the art of tying knots
used by sailors, were began last Saturday
in the Neighborhood house. All boys and
girls are welcome to these classes.
There was a chopping match in the
woods last Tuesday tor Orient Brewer,
who is in poor health. About twenty men
worked all day, and were served with a
picnic lunch by Mrs. Brewer, Mrs. Frank
Hamor and Mias Ella Sweet.
Mnx.
Feb. 7.

a

Dorothy M. Noyes

visiting

is

rela-

Frances and Margaret Wood,
attending Bar Harbor high
school, are at home for a few clays.
Misses

are

Friday after a successful
term taught by Miss Mary A. Young, of
Miss Young will visit her
Hancock.
grandparents, J. B. Wright and wife, a.
few days before returning to her home.
School closed

Uott, wbo has been
days at McKinley, is

EL

few

Feb.

BLUEH1LL FALLS.
to the storm

Owing
Bishop tailed

fred
vice

to

Saturday,

Rev. Al-

get here to hold

ser-

Atlantic,

who

Sunday.

Miss

L.

7._

home.

Marion Trask,

of

visiting her Bister,
H. Harding, is home.

has been

Mrs. Charles

Florence Flye and. two little sons,
of North Brooklin, spent, part of lash week
with her parents here.
Mrs.

ila«keli Herrick has gpne to Toqps for
indefinite stay. Ha is missed by his
neighbccs. He has lived here about forty

an

__Chips.

years.

Mrs. Bray has tho sympathy of hfer
friends in this place in the Blness of
her only son, Pierce,,In Dorchester, Mass.
All hope for a speedy recovery.
Jaik 31.
Crumbs.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

many,

Elizabeth Thompson, or “Aunt
as she is belter known, has gone
to live with her only daughter, Mrs.
Abbie Bryant.
Capt. Charles EL Haskell and wife have
returned from Boston, where they have
spent three weeks, Mr. Haskell having
been in the hospital for treatment.
Mrs.

Betsey”,

_

closed Friday.
Millie Eaton is visiting in Sadgwick.
David Friend i&still quite poorly.

School

Albert Conary lost
last week.
Chopping matches are the latest. Mrs.

a

very valuable oust

_

&ftrrt lament*.

the
Pearl Stratton, while working
woods last week forQ. O.Treadwell, broke
one of his legs between the knee and

specks appeared before my eyes. A sample
of Foley’s Kidney Pills that I tried, so benefltted me, that I bought more. 1 continued to
take them, until now I can safely testify they
have made me a sound and well man.” G. A.
Pancuaa.

in

is the world’s food
Eaten

in

country;

;

Mr. J. P. Evans, of Ml. Airy. Oa..
aays: “After being nfllietod for three
with rheumatism, I used Sloan's
liniment, and waa cured sound and
well, and atn glad to aay I haven't bwa
troubled with rheumatism since. My
leg waa badly swollen from my hip u>
my knee. On*-half a beetle took the
pain and swelling out.**

every

eaten

Sloan’s Liniment
has no equal as a
remedy for Rheu-

matism, Neuralgia
any pain or
stiffness in the
muscles or joints.
Phew, 25c,50c. »»d S1.00
or

Sloan’* Hawk
horse*, cattle,
flree.

am

"**
tbeey^

PAddrCM

Dr. Eui S. Shu,
Boslo*. Mw, U.SJL

HmymE4air

Health
NEVER VAILS VO RESTORE
GRAY HAIR TO ITS NATURAL
COLOR AMD BEAUTY.
No aaiter how old and
faded yaw hat looks, or bow
loa yen hive been pay. it
win Beta wooden toe you.

'keapyoa loalnnt youn*.
mtae

n

wniisl

pfopowtn of

haaMw ban. atop its (elimg

oBwni MOvcIjr BeWill aaftaed Ain at fam. Wil
yatnbata. fa Nb» ■ By*.

aei

injure

IMI» Baypenrn .HoBn*hJf
«. O. MQOU. ■Ilsworth.

ITCH RELIEVED AT ONCE.
That terrible itch disappears with the
FUBT DKOPH of a simple compound ot
oil ot wintergreen, tbymol ana glycesine
This
mixed in U D. D. Prescription.
•nothing, healing lotion, used externally,
kills the ecxetna germ instantly.
Heretofore the D. D. D. remedy ha* been
told only in 11.00 bottles; bnt as*special
otter, any sufferer in this town who has
never tried D. D. D. can now try this
remedy in a special bottle at 26c. U cures
the itch instantly. We KNOW this. K.
O. Moose.

by

infants, athletes,
young and old.

Recognized as the
great strength
builder.

Most disfiguring akin eruptions,
ptmplea, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters la s cleansing blood
tonic. Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained

1 clear-skinned.— idd.

instantly

mBT*

Mrs. Bell Wood and Mrs. P. W. CanCharlene Lowe had one at her door and
her wood waa fitted for the stove and put
dage, of Sedwsck, were gsiesta of Mra A.
into her barn. Mrs. K. B. Staples bad one A. Conary Saturday.
Austin Chaito has returned from Portin the woods one day last week.
H.
Jan. 31.
MARLBORO.

Data is

year*

tives in Builivan.

who

acuing

Sloan’s
Liniment

WB3T GO I'Ll >8 BOKO.

who have

son’s wood.

a

a

all around my stomach waa fust aa If I
had bm baatoa with a dab. I dm4
every plasesr I coaid am with no relief.
Sloaa'* Liniment took lb* pain right
•at. and 1 can bow do as maeh ladder
work aa any man lnthaahop, thanks la

—

W. Jellison and A. B. Foss went to
Tunk pond Monday to haul out Mr. Jelli-

Murphy

report

Mr. JlHM C. LU, of 1100 9th St,
SK.,W«aagtoo, 1KC,vrftoo: “Thlrtr
jmt> uo I fail from a maffotd and seriously Injwwftnj bapk. 1 suffered terribly at time#; from Use small of my bark

until with a week of his death. He will
be greatly missed in the church, of which
he was a member, as well as iu the
j neighborhood in which .he lived. He
leaves one son —Fremont Hath.of Bangor,
in
The drama ‘Hinkle Josh” was given
j and one daughter— Mrs. Biwood Hamand
s
was
Odd Fellows hall February I,
Thuri mond; also three grandchildren
great success. The company will play it lowe and
Wylie Hammond, oC this place,
again February •.
and Mildred Hall, of Bangor.
Feb.
8.
Feb. 7.
Phoebe.
7._

W.

Ail

—without rubbing—through
the shin and muscular tissue
right to the bone, quickens the
blood, relieves congestion, and
gives permanent as well as
temporary relief.
Mnw’s (ha Proof.

ilL

Bartlett spent Saturday and Sunday
Thomas Pink ham, who has been criti- at home.
Fremont B% Hall, of Baogor, was .called
cally ill some time, is somewhat better.
Emery Joyce has been haring a bad home by the illness and death mt hia
time with a cold which settled in bis eyres. father, Wylie Hall.
Isa

Arthur Jellison was at home part of last
week, ill of toneilitis.

served.

relieved by an application of
Sloaa’s Liniment
This liniment takes the place
of massage and is better than
sticky plasters. It penetrates

Mrs. Mattie Hanna was called to Steuben
the death of her grandmother, Mrs.
Susan Pinkham, this week.
Phoebe.
Jan. 31.

ATLANTIC.

children,

were

sea.

Delicious and economical.

troubles that medical

ments

by

Alden Robert»(»«»

Mrs. Alvin Moon’s
been ill, are better.

Harbor gave Mrs. Clara

surprise party Monday evening. U fresh-

Robertson haa employment in
Doyle’s mill in East Sullivan.
Miss Marion Guptill, who haa been at
Fred Bean’s recently, is visiting in West
Sullivan.

seem

Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities, builds up the system, and restores lost
vitality. O. A. Pabchbb-

Twenty-eight young people from Northeast

Alden

_

Remedy every year. It is considered the most
effective remedy for all kidney and bladder

Mrs. Balph Springer and son, oi Trenton, are visiting her sister, Mrs. John
Carter.

ARUVIELE.
Fletcher Martin is home from

Quaker Oats

to put any force into the day’s
work; has no vim. A few days’ treatment with Dr. True’s Elixir will cor-

Mrs. Charles Cousins, of Bar
Harbor
called on old friends here this week.

Lame
Back

Ethel Ward well left for Baugor Thursday. She will be employed at governess.
E. S. Haskell and wife pleasantly enterankle.
tained friends at their home Wednesday
Maynard Ford and Mrs. E. C. Alexander,
BEACH.
evening.
who were called home by the illness of
Mrs. Mary Eaton is visiting relatives at their mother, Mrs. Ford, have returned to
Misses Lydia and Jennie Grindle, of
j Aroostook
Seal Harbor, are viaiting their former Little Deer Isle.
oonnty. Mrs. Ford la batter.
home here.
is
of
Deer
Feb.
working
Iale,
Harry Haskell,
7._Am.
Jen. 31.D.
for Levi Knight.
BEAL HARBOR.
The friends of Charles 8. Foster, who is
ASK THEM ABOUT IT.
Doans Gandags will go to Boston on
Children, especially, are frequently
spending the winter in Dorchester, Maas.,
For many years physician* and nance have with his son, were
sorry to hew that he business this week.
sickly, peevish and fretful from no considered
Kemp’s Balsam the best cough
The young ladies’ sewing circle had an
•ther cause than worms. Dr. True’s cure. Every druggist and dealer in medi- has broken his hip by a tall on the ice,
cine sells and recommends Kemp’s Balsam.
~~i toe-cream sociable at Mrs. Lons Liaoombs’
Elixir makes them healthy, strong and Ask the doctor, the nurse, or the druggist
Mr. E. A. Kelley, Belvidere, 111., writes os: Wednesday evening. Proceeds, (30, tor
about it. It is for coughs, irritation of the
well.
throat, bronchitis, asthma and all throat and “I am an ex-engineer with 2> years, active the
parish house.
service to my credit. About three years ago
troubles. The price is 26c. ana 60c. a
Msny a man finds himself listless lung
Mxlvina.
bottle.
Jan. 31.
my kidneys were affected so that 1 bad to give
I
with
seI
was
troubled
First
and without energy; does not know
engine.
up my
vere, aching pains over the hips. Then folwith
him.
matter
Canuot
the
is
what
More people are taking Foley's Kidney lowed inflammation of the bladder, and
scrofula,

Worms cannot exist where Dr. True’s
Elixir is taken.
Instead of pills, syrups, or cathartic
tablets, why not take Dr. True’s
Elixir? It fulfills everything that is
asked of a laxative and also insures
the expulsion from your system of
all pernicious animal life, if any
exists there.

Mrs. Charlotte fiichaidson ha.
gone to
to visit bar son Gerald.

Bangor

7.___

Km-

Alonzo Sprague has sold his motor boat
C. W. Stockbridge. He will build another larger one for himself for use in his
fishing business.

a.

good
time.
A public installation of the I. O. F. was
Pearl Bordeaux is very m of pneumonia.
held Monday evening, Jan. 31, in the
Mrs. Kathleen Waagatt Swan, of Northtown hall. The installing offleer was Dr.
east Harbor, is visiting her father, Warren
S.
C.
of
assisted
DeBeck,
by Waagatt, and her grandmother, Mrs.
Franklin,
R.,
fa.
Fred Roberts, S. M. The officers are as becca
Waagatt, this week.
follows: C. R., George B. Sumner; C. D.,
Feb. 4.
B\
Julia Jewett; P. G. R., Sewall Nickerson;
R.
Alvah
W. C. B., Ervin Sumner;
8.,
atmrxtuntunu
Jewett; F. S., C. E. Dunham; treasurer, J.
G. Dunham; orator, Adalbert McDonald;
organist, Gertrude Crosby; 8. M., Arthur
Treadwell; J. W„ W. G. Orcutt; S. B.,
John Crosby; J. B„ Cecil Crosby. After
the installation, all were invited to the
dining-room, where supper was served.
The evening was enjoyed by all.
O.
Feb.

Percy Sargent and wife, who have been
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Sargent’s
sister, Mrs. Chester Johnson, have re-

Feb. 4.

Mrs. Fannie Cunningham spent a few
days last week with friends in Salisbury
Cove.

lin.

_

the Best Tonic Laxative ever
devised but it absolutely expels all
rnnimai life (worms) from the system.

a

Cnuwa,

Little Alden Nickerson is ill with
tarrbal pneumonia.

Peter and Edward Giles received the sad
last week of the death of their sister,
Mrs. Anna Giles Brown Kimball, at Lancaster, N. H.
the home of
Michael Carey died at
Sewall Nickerson Feb. 5, at the age of
eighty-one years. He was a veteran of the
Civil war. The immediate cause of death
was a general breakdown incident to old
age. His native home was Brewer, but
be had made this town his home for more
than forty years. Although he had no
relatives in town, he waa well cared for by
Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson.

law, during the fall and winter, went to
Boston last week for an indefinite stay.
Feb. 2.
L.

_

in

infest the human intestines. Many
Dr. Clarence Holt, of Bangor, spent Satof stomach troubles, blood im- nrday night and Sunday with his brother
poverishment and'general debility and Arthur at the Elms. Their mother, Mrs.
A. L. Holt, who is spending the winter at
weakness are caused by Worms.
Dr. John F. True, of Auburn, Me., East Lamoine, joined them there.
Y.
Feb. 7.
was fifty years in advance of bis time.
He recognized this in 1851 and gave to
NORTH BLUEHILL.
the world Dr. True’s Elixir, which
Charles Dahlqnist is employed at South
positively Expels Worms.
Brooke ville.
is
Dr.
Whenever a laxative
needed.
Mrs. Lorenzo Blaisdell, of Dedham, it
True’s Elixir should be taken. It is visiting at Charles Conary’s.

only

Friday after
taught by

of ten weeks

___

Phonograph
selections;
recitations,
Gleorgia Eaton, Bernice Martin, Russell
Walter Moon and wife were in Bangor
McDonald, Maisie Martin; phonograph; two days last week, attending the ChapFrances
recitations,
Eaton, Dorothy man-Alexander meetings. F. L. Colby,
L.
Jan. 31.
Young; exercise, “The Flag;” recitations, Humphrey Jordan and Eugene Moon and
Fred Springer, Persia
is
ill.
Karl
still
Young
seriously
Young; phono- wife went to Bangor Saturday.
graph; recitations, Effie McDonald, BerC.
Feb. 7.
( apt. Henry Hammond is quite ill.
nard Eaton; phonograph; exercise, “LinMiss Dorothy Noyes, who has beea
coln’s Gettysburg Speech;” recitations, BOOST! Ellsworth Foot! Fair,
visiting relatives in East '-hilli.'an. reZelma Walker, Niel
Walter
Walker,
turned home Saturday.
Feb. 22-26.
Walker; exercise, “Our First President;”
Henry Stevens, of Everett, Maas., was
Kenneth
Allard
recitations,
Young,
in town last week to attend the funeral
GOTT’8 ISLAND.
Springer,
George
McDonald;
song,
of his brother, Oscar K. Stevens.
“America.” Candy
and peanuts were
Frame A. Babbidge went to Baas Harbor
Mias May Young and taster Franocs,
served.
Tuesday on business.
who have been visiting tbeir grandparA.
Feb. 7.
wife
are
and
visitIL
Charles
Hardin?
ents, J. B. Wright and wife, have returned
ing friends at Atlantic.
to their home in Hancock.
HULL’S COVE.

Sunday.

cases

not

were

smith. Several visitors were present,
rhe pupils gave the following program:

Mrs. H. A. Butler was called to Green
Lake this week by the serious illness of
her little granddaughter, Doris Scribner.
Feb. 4.
G.

W. F. Hatchings, of Gouldsboro,

of

School closed
term

School has closed after a profitable term.
The teacher Miss Madge Moon, of Mt.
Desert Ferry, has returned home.

Mrs. Seth

James Grant and Edgar Springer
Bangor last week on business.

week, returned home with him.
The statement in the paper last week
that Jordan River camp, M. W. A., was
instituted Thursday, was an error. The
camp was instituted about ten years ago.
New officers were installed as reported.

Delia Clark and
in Ellsworth this

AMHERST.
Mrs. Peter McDonald la ill.

Floyd Sumner haa returned home from
■OUND.
Seboia, where be haa been working.
Boston.
Miss Christina Malison visited at fa.
in
ill
waa
who
Walter
Veaxie,
Fletcher,
Miss Adrienne Torrey, who has been the
Harbor last weak.
haa recovered sufficiently to oome home.
guest of her sister, Mr*. Comfort Green-

here last

Miss Helen

to working to* Ratos
Chatto
ioa. tor Chatto has Ahd Mrs.
N.vlm.
ieehoum, and to now Oiling the boose. ..
the point.
***>■ 7.

to

Delancey Tinker, of Northeast Harbor,
jpent Sunday with Edgar Springer and
family. His brother George, who visited

LAMOINE.

$1,000,000

Bar Harbor to

home.

week.

town

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Lee Smith has gone to
work.

who is employed at
Harbor, spent Sunday at her

Miss Hazel Butler is at Green Lake with
hersister, Mrs. Charles Scribner.
Mrs. Fred Graves

was

Mrs. Ethel Eaton,
| Northeast

last week.

McKay, Miss

“mothers’ day” at Norwood
There was a good number of
mothers and friends present, and they
were well pleased with the work of the
little ones. Great credit is due their
teacher, Miss Elizabeth Magee.
Feb. 7.
Spec.

Friday

in

FRANKLIN ROAD.

StmrrticnitrMf

testinal worm.
The Hook-Worm is only

Fair,

!

Feb. 22-26.

Daniel

John

Surry

|

ser-

Mrs. A. Daffy has gone to Marlboro to j
visit her mother, who is very ill.

were/n Bangor

employed

who is

C.

_

Mr. Beckwith, of Ellsworth, held
vices here last week.

The many friends of Stephen Gilley
were grieved to learn of his death at tbe
home of his daughter, Mrs. Carrie Moore,
of North Ellsworth. Mr.
Gilley was
stricken with a shock of paralysis several
days before. The body was brought here
for interment in the Haraor cemetery.
Cove school.

ited

Mrs. Victoria Butler
FRANKLIN.

I

fever have

developed, school was reopened last week.
Miss Maggie Duffy and Harry Duffy vis-

C. E. Dwelley.
H. E. Hardison,
Committee.

F.

j

B. Henderson and wife last week.

Whereat, The Great High Chief has 9een
fit to remove from Court Tugwassah, I. O. F.,
Franklin, Me., our esteemed and beloved
brother, William A. Springer, to a higher
coart above; therefore be it

EAST

Stockton.

Blanchard Bowden has gone to Brockton, Mass., to work.
Bert Hendrickson has moved to Stonington for a few months.

to04, and

COUNTY NEWS.

now ir tin City hospital in Boston.
Moody Eaton cut his leg quite badly
while chopping wood last week.
The engagement is announced ot Lloy d
K. Allen, formerly of this place, now of
Boston, to Miss Ethel Maxwell, also ol

and is

Eonlir 10c paclun:

j

w«

>L»

Mckam 23c.

■imansw, IN all coumthics.
Jtafcsw tarrrt ws/k ITssMwWa «•
SMWf mndafUu the/simi,

Mwt set bfrtafMMst Prsstkn lutssiwiy.

a

I

B-»—.
bbTCHh
I
WAIHIHftTOH,
C._B
—

Os

Umilr

t:

Merrill, Virginia Chen, Archibald A.
Grindle, Arthur H. Snow, Walter H.
Littlefield, Sidney H. Kane.

NEWS.

COUNTY

EAST BLUEHILL.

F. E. McGouldrick, district
superintendent ol schools, will conduct the State
examination ol teachers in Bluehill
Feb. 2b.

Leach came home from Five
Wednesday.
i,lands
waa caUed
j Long, of Watarville,
the death of his
by
Wednesday
n
Hirrv

Jother, M.

Rev. W, H. McBride began hia third
year as pastor ol the Congregational
church Feb. 6. Mr. McBride has tfao
sympathy of many in the loae of hie wife and
the loneliness of the home to which he
has returned.

Long.

H.

Johnson, who was visitVrs Lillie
here Monday to see her
Brewer, came
M. H. Long, who was Ul.
of Springfield, Mass.,
EIIi, stansfleld,
of North Jay, were
,„d John Stansfleld,
here last weak by the death of
A.

^ther,

A large number of the members of Ira
Berry lodge attended the funeral of Miles
called
H. Long at East BluehiU Feb. 3, and after
Samuel.
their brother
at hla home Fri- the service by Rev. R. L. Olds, the masonic
Bsmnel Stansfleld died
burial rites were impressively oonducted.
...
He had been In faUing health for tbe
Rev. Charles Hargrove filled the
as usual
chaplain's
few years, hot was around
place.
.bout a week before bis death. He
.ere

“j,

„til
of Giles and Jana Stansfleld,
wM the son
In Waterloo*, Lancashire,
•0d was born
He came to
in.
England, Dec. 10,
and had
America twenty-one yean ago,
of the time here working at
.pent the most
until bia health
hil trade, paving cnttlng,
married, June 17, 1899,
failed. We
The funeral aarvices
Mr, Ella Amick.
at bia home, Rev. W. H.
were held Sunday
Mr. StansDon bam, ol Surry, officiating.
man and a
8eld was an honeat, upright
hla widow and
food neighbor. Besides
Harold Amick, of
two step-children
Hardwick, Vt., and Miaa Edith Amick, of
this place, he leaves two brothers-EIlis
Stanflield, of Springfield, Mass and John
Mansfield, of North Jay.
Miles H. Long, a highly esteemed citiFeb. 1, at his home He
xen. died Tuesday,
bad been in ill health for the past few
rears, but bad been confined to tbe house
onlyabout two weeks. His wife and three
children Mrs. George Hussey, of Everof Stonington,
ett, Mass.; Homer lying,
and Archie Long, of this place, were with
bim during bis last hours. After bis
health began to fail, he cut monuments!
work in a shed at his home, and had a
small lumber yard, but he bad been unable to do any manual labor for the past
two years. Mr. Long waa tbe son of tbe
late James if. and Lavina Long, and was

Fbb. 7.

SEDGWICK.

Miss Laura Means came from Boston
Wednesday for a few weeks at home.
Mrs. C. E. Cooper and son, who have
been visiting friends in Sargentville, are
home.

State Missionary Divis will hold the
evangelistic services for this week at West
Brookiin.

revenue cutter Dobbin during tbo
of tbe ten years be foltowed tbe

last part
He
Tbe funeral
was sixty-four years of age.
eervices were held at tbe Baptiat church
Thursday. Rev. K. L. Old* officiating. The
Mascos then took charge, and services of
tbit order w ere performed. In addition to
tbe relatives mentioned, be is survived by
three brothers- Alonso J., of WaterviUe,
Solon A. and E. C. Long, of this place, and
three sisters Mrs. Laura Hheafe, of Jacksonville, Cal.; Mrs. Lillie A. Johnson, of
Bluehill, and Mrs. Harry W. Binder, of
Council Bluffs, lows. They have the sincere sympathy of tbe community.
Feb. 7.
R.

1

The winter term of school, Miss Ida
Morse, teacher, closed with exercises and
recitations Friday afternoon.
The civil service examination for census
for the towns of Sedgwick
and Brookiin was held at the
postofflce
here Saturday, conducted by Postmaster

enumerators

Small.

!
J

!

W.

J. Johnson returned from
with Mrs. C. H.
Sleeper, who has been very ill there. She
is somewhat improved, and endured the

Capt.

Boston

journey

Wednesday

well.

J. F. Lane went to Kockport last week to
attend the funeral of his brother, Capt.
Fred W. Lane, who died suddenly of heart
failure. Capt. Lane was well known here,
it being his home for the greater part of
his early life. He leaves a wife and son in
also a daughter by a former
Kockport;and
two grandchildren. Much
marriage,
is
sympathy felt for the here aved ones.
Feb. 7.
H.
SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

aea.

Tbe granite company boa
crew ot cutters.

on

a

small

ot five took civil service examinations here Saturday.
A class

|

[
j

Walter Harvey, who has been working
at Intervale, is at home.
T. T. Harvey isbuildiuga large power
boat for New Haven parties.
The Foresters are to hold
stallation Thursday evening.

a

public

in-

Lester Veazie bas moved into the house
with J. C. Cousins and family.
Ferdinand Veazie bas moved his family
Bluehill into Wayside Inn.

__

from

BLUE HILL.

The steamer Pemaqnid brought a load
of freight to local merchants Saturday.

Miss Helen Joy Hinckley is at home.
The district schools closed Feb. 4.
a

The three-year-old child of Mr. and
Mrs. Secondnir is quite ill of pneumonia.

applicants for census enumerators
took the examination Feb. 5.

M. D. Cbatto has hired Mr. Wentworth,
of Belfast, to carry on his farm at Cape
Rosier.

Miss Jusie

Snow

is in Portland

on

visit.
The

The grimmer
continued for the

school

been

has

present

on

disof

account

illness among the pupils.
The ladies’ Congregational circle was
entertained Feb. 3 by Mrs. H. E. Morton,
Mrs. L. J. Osgood and Mrs. H. H. Wood.
The girls’ basket ball team of the B.-G.
A., is putting in considerable practice.
They have engaged Mias Mabelle Babson
8.

is

Miss Madeline Harvey, wbo is attending
normal school at Castlne, was at home
Saturday and Sunday.
Charles R. and Kay C. Gray were in
Rockland in the Grace and Nora last
week, to bring a load of powder and
dynamite for the Brooksville Granite Co.
C.
Feb. 7.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

coach.

The following pupils were not absent
day during the winter term of
the primary
school, of which Miss Julia
Saunders liis been teacher: Helen M.

BHOOKLIN.
a

The Cause of Colds.

A. E. Farnsworth and wife
few weeks in Boston.

Advice

the

Regarding

Prevention

of

Coughs and Colds.

are

spending

Byron Sellers has moved his family into
Capt. G. W. Herrick’s house.
Miss Musa B. Dollard visited friends in

Sedgwick

Good

Fair,

Feb. 22-2(1.

one-half

last week.

Miss Clara Freethey came home from
Providence, R. I., Tuesday.
Miss Rachel Cole went to Castiae Friday
to attend tbe State normal school.
Miss Lina Gray is boarding with Mrs.
Gardner Carter and attending high school.
Miss Ada Herrick has closed her winter
term of school at Sedgwick, and is home.

E. E. Lurvey came home from lawreuce,
fortify and Mass., Saturday, where he has been em•trengthen the system, the majority of
ployed.
case/, of
coughs, colds snd pneumonia
The library circle held its first meeting
Uilfht be avoided. These troubles are freIf

would

people

quently due
•

to

only

weakness, which produces

catarrhal condition of the mucous memwhich is an internal skin of the
■v- When this skin is weakened it becomes easily infected with
germs which
<*use many of the diseases to which flesh
“ **eir.
Healthy mucoua membranes are
essential safeguards of the body’s general
health.

bratie,

of the year with Mrs. Laura York last
Wednesday evening. The next meeting
will be held with Mrs. A. H. Mayo Feb. a.
Unk Femme.
Keb. 7.
NORTH BROOKUN.
Mrs. Annie Dodge is ill of tonsilitis.
Philip Pervear cut his right knee quite

badly

last

Tuesday.

An

excellent aid in the prevention of
Charlie Choate and wife had their housecoughs, eolds, pneumonia, and such like warming Saturday evening.
infectious diseases, is a remedy that wUi
Mrs. Georgia Hail is slowly recovering
Prevent or cure catarrh.
from the paralytic shock she suffered
We have a
remedy which we honeatly some time ago.
believe to be unsurpassed in excellence for
Mrs. Sidney Hamilton has received
he
prevention of coughs, colds and all word that her brother, Capt. Hanson
commitcatarrhal conditions. It Is the
prescrlp- Joyce, has been sent as one of the
to
‘on of a
famous physician, who has an tee from Seattle, Wash., to Washington,
bill.
subsidy
on the ship
enviable reputation of
report
of
thirty years
Revival services have been in progress
cures gained
through the use of this for- here all the week in the chapel, conducted
“mlsWe promise to make no charge by Rev. E. A. Davis, State missionary,
Be-

the medicine bhomd it tail to do aa we assisted by Rev. Messrs. Sanderson,
interest
claim. We urge
wail, Taylor and others. Much
everybody who has need is
manifested.
ol such a
medicine to try Rexall MncuXenophon.
Feb. 7.
fone.
It stands to reason
that we conld not
M’KINLEY.
* ord
to make auch statements and
give
has returned to Stononr own
Norwood
Nettie
personal guarantee to this remy if we were not
ington.
prepared to prove the
Rockreasonableness of our claim in every perAnna Norwood has gone back to
il
Charles
and
ular,
we see no reason why any one land. She was married Feb. 5, to
•nould hesitate to
accept our oftor and try Hnntley, of that place.
We have two sixes of RexaU MueoOrr’s Island
James Thurston left for
one, prices 60 cents and fl.00. Bomewith whom
Saturday with Capt. Martin
lme* * 60-oent
bottle is anffleient to give he goes as far as Portland.
®"ked relief. As a general thing, the
Feb. 5.P‘Mchronic case is relieved with an
»»eraged of three large bottles. You ean
o tain
Rexall Remedies in Ellsworth only
onr store-The
E. G.
RexaU Btore.
or

®°°REi

cor.

opp. postoffice.

(J. A. Parchkr.

Window...

I

A Clever Bit of Detective Work

That Won

By KARL

a

Reward.

K. SHIMANSKY.

Copyright, two, by

American Prase
Association.

The acquaintance began In thla wise:
Lieutenant Philip Vandermuth was
walking toward the war department In

Washington

Wallace Saunders left Wednesday via
Ellsworth for Minneapolis, Minn.

—

born in Searsmont, tbe family moving
here when ho was two years old. When
eighteen years of age he went to sea, and
was in the U. 3. government service in the

m.

The Mystery
Of the Open |

when Miss Beverly Comstock's hone started to run
away.
The groom was thrown out, and the
reins dropped to the pavement. Vandermuth was Just In time to stop the
horse. Miss Comstock distrusting her
groom's driving abilities, Vandermuth
drove her home.
He was introduced
to her father and spent the evening at
her home.
When Vandermuth arrived at his hotel he found that all that he could
think of was Beverly Comstock.
The next morning he received a note
from Captain Comstock requesting him
to go to Comstock's private office In
the Westing building, and he responded forthwith,
"I am glad you came,” said Captain
Comstock.
“I want to talk to you
about some plans I have In hand.”
The captain went to a large safe
which stood open before a wide window.
“Young man,” he said to Philip, “If
you knew how valuablo that roll of
plans Is you would not wonder at our
watchfulness.
They are the same
ones I told you about last night. The
man you saw at tbe door is a secret
service agent detailed for duty here.”
While he was talking be bad taken
a paper from the safe, and, leaving
tbe door open, he took it to the table
where Pblllp was sitting. Philip and
the captain discussed tbe plan for half
an hour or so, when Captain Comstock
went to tbe safe to get other drawings
Philip was startled by a loud cry
und saw the captain fall with a thud
to the Door.
Vandermuth rushed at him, saw that
he had fainted, then opened the door
and called for help.
He looked into the safe and gasped.
The plans were gone.
The secret service man stationed outside rushed in and exclaimed: “What’s
the matter? What’s this disturbance
about?”
"The plans are stolen!” cried Philip.
Several other men came running in
One ot
to see what had happened.
them, a doctor, examined the captain
and announced that his condition was
serious, but not dangerous.
In the meantime the man whom Philip had met at the door called up the
secret service office, and in a few
minutes the chief himself hurried in,
and straightway Vandermuth was put
on the grill.
The secret service men examined the
room from end to end. The doorkeeper said no one bad passed him.
The captain had recovered by this
time and was sitting on the couch,
pale and weak.
“Well,” said the service man, “the
secretary ef war orders us to find
those papers if we have to use the
whole force."
As Vandermuth went to his hotel he
heard the newsboys yelling:
All about the big
“Extra, extra!
robbery! Government plans stolen!”
Philip bought a paper and saw that
all the facts were correctly stated.
Halfway down the column he read In
subhead type:
THE SECRET SERVICE ACCUSES NO
ONE. BUT A FRIEND OF CAPTAIN
TO BE
IS THOUGHT
COMSTOCK
UNDER' SUSPICION.

Vandermuth gasped.
The same night captain comstoca
was discussing the absorbing subject
with his daughter.
“Beverly,” he said, “there is only
one way I cun think it was done.”
“How?” she asked, with interest
"I hope it is not true, but when 1
was closing the door Lieutenant Vandermuth might have thrown tho plans
out of the window to a friend.”
"Oh. father, you don't think that, do
you?” cried Beverly in despair.
The next morning Vandermuth went
over to the Comstocks', where he was
met by Beverly, who led him to her
father's study. There Philip found the

captain.

"Ah,” be said scornfully and tactlessly, “a clever rogue! Sir, neither
my daughter nor myself can associate
Betty,
with n man under suspicion.

show him the door.”
was staggered by this and
about to make a hot retort, but
he turned and marched to the door,
followed by Beverly.
When out of hearing of the Irate
captain the daughter looked the lieutenant full In the eyes and tremulous-

Philip

was

ly inquired:

“Did you take those plans V
“No. Miss Comstock: I did not touch

them.”
A week later he was sitting In the
window of the captain's office, as he
had done a dozen times since the plans
He had volunteered his
were lost.
services to the officials, and, more with
the idea of keeping him under surveillance than expecting any help from
him, they had permitted Vandermuth
free access to the offices.
Vandermuth was looking dreamily
at the big building across the street
when he saw a man’s face at a window several floors up.
“If that man’s arm were long enough
he could reach down here,” thought

Philip.
That evening he went to the Comstocks’, where he found Beverly and

told her what he had discovered. She
laughed at him. Philip explained the
thief might have Ashed for the papers,
but Beverly pointed out that he would
have been seen from the street
Two whole days were spent by Vandermuth going from offlve to office In
the building across from the Westing.
He asked all sorts of foolish questions,
but he always managed to look out of
the office windows. He got into every
office on the sixth, seventh and elgbtli
Boors except one.
That was on the
seventh floor, with the name Steven
Bkivetaky on the door.
Philip had been able to see the captain’s office from every window he had
looked out of, and from some be could
even see the safe, but when the door
of the safe was open he could not see
the inside. He figured lit he could enter the office of Steven Sklvetsky be
would be able to see the compartment
where the plans had been kept So he
went there time after time, but could
never And any one In.
He told Beverly about Sklvetsky,
and when she was downtown the following day she heard some one say

"Sklvetsky.”
Beverly turned around quickly. The
speaker was a tall, clean shaven man
and was talking to a large man with
full beard.
The one with the beard was saying
to the other, "Sklvetsky always does
as he Is ordered.”
They were walking slowly down the
street, and she followed them. They
soon came to an old fashioned office
8he
building, which they entered.
trudged after them up a rickety flight
On a
of stairs to the second floor.
door she read “Progressive Order of
Liberty.” and as She passed It the two
men she had been following came out.
She heard one say:
“With those papers In our possession
we can make them do anything we
want.”
Beverly went home feeling sure that
she had learned where the plans had
gone, and when Philip called that
night she told him all she bad found.
He became very excited and started
for the door, rushing madly to the secret service office. He wanted to know
what the Progressive Order of Liberty
a
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found that the secret service is hard
to dodge.”
“Bather, ’tis hard to dodge you. Lieutenant Vandermuth,” said the chief.
“Congratulations on your fine detective
work. Here are the plans. They are
the best proof you have that you are

Innocent.”
Philip took them and drove quickly
to the Comstocks’.
As he went into the living room be
met Beverly, who, seeing the roll of
papers, figured out what they were.
She cried, “Oh, Philip, I’m so glad!”
"Beverly.” he said, “did you ever
“No, Philip.’
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Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
1 Stops on signal to conductor,
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction,
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and

cure

Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Me.

especially

Eastern SteaistiiD Comply
Reduced Winter Fares,

$3.00

I

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Summer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
m, Mondays and Thursdays for 8eal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connectlrg with steamer for Boston.

a

simple.

t. Ths source of his title to said real property was a warranty deed of the fee thereof
from one Hannah Hamor to him dated March
16. a. d. 1860, and recorded in the Haacook
county. Maine, registry of deeds, vol. 173, page
490. The said Hannan Hamor being in possession of said land at the date of her said
deed.
8. On tbe third day of February, a. d. 2864.
he, the petitioner by deed of warranty of that
date and recorded in said registry In vol. 186.
page 18, conveyed all said real property in few
to Hosea K. Hamor bis heirs and assigns, and
in said deed by covenants of title and warranty, covenanted for himself. Bis heirs, executors and sdminlstratois to warrant and
defend said real property to the said Hosea K.
Hamor and his heirs and assigns lorever
against the lawful claims and demands of ail
persons, upon which covenants, be, tbe petitioner may be liable.
4.
The said Hosea K. Hamor entered into
of said real property under said
etd to him and afterwards conveyed tbw
same, and the said real property by said conveyance and other subsequent mesne conveyances in fee simple duly executed, delivered
and recorded in said registry has come to and
is now vested in fee in the Mt. Desert Seasidw
Land Company, a corporation organized and
exising under tbe laws of Maine, and located
at Ellsworth, in said county, which company
is now in possession of said real propertyclaiming title in fee simple to the same under
said deed from tbe petitioner through the said
subsequent mesne conveyances.
5. The said petitioner and those under
whom he claims and those claiming under bins
have been in uninterrupted exclusive and adverse possession of all of said real property
for more than ten years, to wit, for more than
fifty years, and have paid all the taxes thereon
during that time.
6. Nevertheless an apprehension exist s that
Clarence G. Stanley, ot Boston, Massachusetts, Myra E. Overley, of Albany, New York.
Caro M. Turner, of Mt Desert, in said county
of Hancock, Richard H. Stanley and Maurice
A. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, in said county of Hancock, and also that Forrest R. Higgins, Seneca Higgins and other persons whose
names and residences are alleged by tbe petitioner on oath to be unknown to him, claiming as heirs, devisees or assigns, or in some
other way through or under one Richard Higgins, late of said Eden, deceased, claim or
may claim some right, title or interest in said
real property adverse to the estate therein
convened by the petition as aforesaid; and
such apprehension creates a cloud upon tho
title and depreciates the market value of the
property.
wnereiore me petitioner prays rnitui
7.
said persons be summoned to show cause why
they should not bring an action to try their
title to said described real property.
Obbington Ha mob.
January 12,1910.

Sossession

County

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as:—January

ok

19,1910.

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 9CO am,
Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Brooklin, 8edgw!ck, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Subscribed and sworn to.
Before me,
Albbbt H. Lynam,
[L.S.l
Notary Public.

RETURNING

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Supreme Judicial Court, in
Vacation.
Ellsworth, Maine, January 21,
a. d. 1910.
the foregoing petition ordered: That
Uponof
the pendency thereof be given to
notice
each of the supposed claimants whose names
and residences are set forth in said petition,
by causing personal service of a copy of said
petition and this order thereon attested by
John F. Knowlton, clerk of said supreme judicial court, to be made upon each of such
by some person duly
supposed claimants,
authorized to serve civil processes in the
where served, fourteen days at least beore the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1910.
And it is further ordered that notice be
given to all such supposed claimants whose
names or residences are alleged in said petition to be unknown to the petitioner, by publication of a copy of said petition and thia
order tbereon attested as afoiesaid in the
Ellsworth American, a public newspaper
at Ellsworth, in said county of
iancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before said second Tuesday of
April, a. d. 1910, that all such supposed claimants may then appear before our supreme judicial court then to be held at Ellsworth,
within and for our county of Hancock, it being the county in which said real estate lies,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer in said petition should net be granted.
Abno W. King,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the petition andforder of
court theron.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
Clerk of said S. J. Court.

New turbine steel steamer Bel fact leaves Boston at 5 p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at S.15

a m, or on

arrival of

steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate landings.

E- L.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

tanking.
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Is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

is

now

earn

if

Sublisbed

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share*

open.

WHY

PAY RENT

when

you

can

borrow Ton

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

For

particulars Inquire

of

O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W.'Kino. President.

aoocrtiscnuTUg,

ARemeadby'e CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re- || A V CCXiCD
stores the Senses of Mw§\ 1
• LvLll
Taste and Sm< 11. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Fly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and
for those who
HAVING
need Assistance
the next five
care

during
legal residents ot Ellsworth. I
persons trusting them on my acconnt, as tnere is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
may

and
years
forbid all

are

house.

M. J. Drummby

THE AMERICANS

advertisers

ars

letting down the price-bars into the field
of barqains.

iUga:

-XcUcts.

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
Hancock ss.:—Bucksport, Maine, January 28.
a d. 1910.
the undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Edward
E. Chase, judge of
probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of Julia
A.
Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been

WE,

represented

insolvent,

hereby give

NOTICE OF FOKECLOBURK.
Lucy A. Tarbox, of Brooksville. in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
March 1, a. d. 1904, and recorded in the registry of deeds for said Hancock county, in book
405, page 295, conveyed to Mary E. Warren, of
Castine. in said county, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Brooksville, to wit:
Beginning at the southeasterly side of the
town road near Abram Tapley’s at the corner
of land owned by Anson Greene; therceon
said road easterly twenty-three and one half
rods to stake and stones; thence southwesterly at right angles with said road nine rods
to stake and Btones; thence southwesterly sixteen rodB to land of Anson Greene: tbence
northwesterly on said Green’s land, fourteen
rods to first mentioned bound, containing
about one and one-half acies.
Also one other parcel of land situated in
said Brooksville, to wit:
Beginning at a small sprnce tree nine rods
from the road on the land of Anson Greene
and the southeast corner of land once owned
by Louisa Smith; thence southeast on said
Green’s line fifteen rods to stake and stones;
thence northwest eighteen roiis to said road;
thence southeasterly on line of said Louisa
Smith's house lot nine rods; thence southwesterly on said Smith’s line, nineteen rods
to first mentioned bound, being one acre more
or less.
And whereas the said mortgage deed and debt
thereby secured were sold and duly assigned
by the said Mary E. Warren to trustees of the
Adams Fuel Fund of said Castine, by deed of
assignment dated April 4, a. d. 1904. and recorded in said registry of deeds, in book 464.
page 111; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage is broken and still remains unperformed; now therefore, by reason of the
breach of tbe condition thereof, the undersigned claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give this notice tor that purpose.
Dated Castine, Maine, January 17,1910.
Tbustbb8 of the Adams Fuel Fund,
By C. Fred Jones, Treasurer,
Elmer P. Spofford, attorney.

WHEREAS,

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

think I took them?”
"But your father did.”
“Yes. And, Philip, I know he’ll be
proud of the fact that you’ve cleared
your good name.”
“That I’ve cleared it? Why, Betty,
you helped. Only for your faith and
patience the task would have been Impossible. And, Betty,” he continued,
even more seriously, “we’ve earned a
good name, haven’t we?”
She understood.
“I—I think we have,” she replied.
And they forgot to rush immediately to Captain Comstock with the plana.
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Philip.

recognized.
“The plans!” he shouted. The man
with the gun turned to Are, but in a
twinkling the men were overpowered.
“Ah, Steven, thunks for those plans!”
sarcastically said Philip. “And you’ve
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ent.

“You’ll hud out soon enough,” said
“If Steven comes back keep
him here.”
Vandermuth dashed to the secret
service office, rushed in and yelled:
“I’ve got him—the man who stole
the plans!”
“What!” cried the chief, springing
up. Philip hastily told his story, and
the chief, with several meu, went up
to Skivetsky’s office. The superintendent was sitting on a chair and was
covered by a revolver held by a tall
A third
man with a heavy beard.
man was leaning over the desk taking
out a bundle, which Philip instantly
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was.

He was informed that, the Progress
lve Order of Liberty was a society of
Russians which had been watched by
the' service for some time, but was
nothing but a socialistic order.
The following day he went to the
superintendent of the building where
Steven Skivetsky had bis office and
made bold inquiries about him.
“He is a good, quiet tenant,” said
the superintendent, "but we will lose
him, for he is going to vacate next
week.”
“Finer’ said Vandermuth. “I would
like to take his office when he leaves.
May I look through it?”
“Well,” said the superintendent, “I
will ask Skivetsky, and if you come
around later and I get his permission I
will show you through.”
Philip returned to Captain Comstock’s office, opened the safe and then
went#over to the office of Skivetsky
and knocked on the door, but as no
one answered he went after the superintendent That functionary greeted him with the tidings that he had
Sklvetskjr’s permission to show him
through the office. It was a small,
dirty place, with one desk and several
chairs.
He opened the closet door and found
hanging on a hook a large coil of silk
fish line, with a long barbed dart attached to the end.
“This was what he got them with,”
mused Vandermuth. “But bow did he
get them on that line?”
“Ah, here it is!” be exclaimed aloud
as he picked up a large air rifle with
a dart in the barrel like the one he bad
found in the closet. “This is what he
shot them with.”
“Shot what?” asked the superintend-

l^jal IJgUtm,

_

To the Supreme Judicial Court for the county
ot Hancock, and State of Maine.
/''VRRINGTON HAMOR, of Bden, in said
1/ county ot Hancock, respectfully petitions and alleges as Jollows:
1. On the sixteenth day of March, a. %U
i860, he entered Into possession of certain real
property in said Bden. then described as follows:
“Two lots of land lying in Eden aforesaid
and bounded as follows: Tbe first. Beginning at the shore and follow* John Hamor's
line sooth forty-firs degrees west to Beth
Remlck'slint; thence following Remiekand
Leri Cutter's line, noith sixty degrees wssi
to John Hamor's line; thence following said
John Hamor’s line north forty* five degrees
east to the corner of John Campbell'* lot;
thence to the first bounds, containing twentytwo acres, mors or less, with the building*
thereon.
“The other lot. Beginning at the northoaat.
corner of Daniel Hamor's land; tbtne# following said Daniel Hamor’s line forty rods to
a spruce tree; tbenoe south sixty-seven degress east to the said Campbell fine to tho
shore: thenee to the first mentioned bound,
containing fifteen acres mors or less. And to
the same lot deeded by Richard Higgins to
the above named Hannah Hamor, Juno 7.
1867,” claiming the same ss his own in fsw

pub-

lic notice agreeably to the order of the
•aid jndgeof probate, that three months from
and after January 4, 1910, have been allowed
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, and that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of W. O. Conary, at
said Bucksport, on Monday, April 4,1910, at 10
of the clock in the forenoon of said day.
Guy W. McAlister,
Edward L Bbazlky,
Commissioners.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
'VKT'HEREAS Lilia A. Hutchins, of Penob▼T
scot, county of Hancock. Slate of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 26th
day of December, 1903, and recorded in vol.
400, page 457, in the Hancock county registry
of deeds, conveyed to George M. Warren, of
Castine, in said county and State, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Penobscot. and bounded as follows: On the west by
the highway leading to Orland, on tbe north
and east by the land of the late Wm. G.
Heath, and on the south by land once owned
and occupied by Willard Bowden, containing
one and a half (Da) acres more or less, with
all buildings thereon.
And whereas the said mortgage deed and
debt thereby described was sola and duly assigned by the said George M. Warren to Celi*
Alexander, of Castine, in said county and
State, by deed of assignment dated the 4th
day of November, 1904, and recorded in said
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 466.
page 473. And whereas tbe condition of said
mortgage deed is broken and srlll remains
unperformed, now therefore, by reason of tbs
breach of tbe condition thereof, the undersigned claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
deed and gives this notice for that purpose.
Jan. 28,1910.
Celia Albxandms.
By W. E. Whiting, her attorney.
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hundred years ago, when there
but a few million people in the
United States, oar progenitors fell In
love in the old fashioned natural way
and, being once in love, married as a
matter of course, very few of them
considering what they would live on
in the married state. One reason for
this, or cause, whichever one chooses
to consider it. was that they fell in
love and married young.
The reason why I appreciate St. Valentine’s day is that it had a great deal
to do with my present domestic happiness.
A valentine began It, a valentine furnished means of keeping it up,
; and a valentine settled It
Effie Winston at sevent4*en was at
ihe exact age her mother marriedmarried for love—married without any
But Mrs.
provision for the future.
Winston married much later than a
hundred years ago, when getting a living was easier and not so much was
required. Consequently she didn’t find
married life as charming as it might
■
have been had Etfie's father had a fortune or at least an income commensurate with the requirements of an increasing family. Therefore, ns might
lie expected, the lady did not propose
that her sons should take wives until
son, "have I mingled with a people so
they could support them or that her
tricky as the Neapolitans.”
should marry men who were
“Oh, you don't know how to handle daughters
“If you wish not prosperous.
them.” said Carstcirs.
naa ocuoiuic(
a
to be immune from being robbed you
must tickle their vanity, and the way ble Idea Is carried too far it ceases to
To come to the point.
to do that is to tell a man of some be sensible.
Mrs. Winston determined that her
woman who is dying for him.”
And Carstairs told of how he had daughter Effie, in whom I came to be
interested, should marry none other
secured the use of an umbrella.
“But the man must have supposed than a rich man. I wanted Effie. and
that you had made a mistake,” re- I hadn't a cent. Ergo, Mrs. Winston
marked one of the party. “He could was a very stupid and a very obstiThis was my boyhood
nate woman.
have had no interest in this girl.”
“Ah, you don’t know the Italians! reasoning, and since I have grown to
They are so full of romance that the middle age I have not, in my case,
fellow doubtless enjoyed the matter as seen any reason to change It. I confess, however, that my daughter Effie
much as if it were his own.”
“Your shirt bosom is unbuttoned, shall not marry a pauper.
I made Effle's acquaintance at dancCarstairs,” said one of his friends,
“and your necktie is away up under ing school. I asked her to dance with
me twice in one of our afternoon dancyour left ear. Yau should have looked
St Valentine’s
in a mirror before sitting down to ing school meetings.
day came along soon afterward, and
dinner."
This was
Carstairs put his hand to his shirt she sent me a valentine.
front, where he wore two diamond the beginning of it. Indeed, the pretty
studs for which he had recently paid little missive was my first Intimation
sex saw
$500 each. They were Votb gone. A that a member of the opposite
trifle pale, he thrust his band into the in me something more than in the
1
pocket where he kept his wallet It other boys of her acquaintance.
was not there.
It had contained $400. didn't stop to consider that she might
It was not the loss of the studs or have sent one to a dozen other boys.
the money that affected Carstairs. It If I had the heavenly flower of love
might have been nipped in the bud. I
was the fact that he had been “done”
by an Italian upon whom he thought knew Effie had sent me the valentine,
he was playing an innocent joke. The for, fearing I might be mistaken with
her name
expression ou his face was one of regard to it, she scrawled
on it
I assumed that the verses priutshamefacedness.
“What is it, old man?” asked a guest. ed on it bad been laid down there by I
!
“What is it! Why, I have given two the printer for the express purpose of
diamond studs and 2,000 lira for the letting me know that Effie loved me.
Many n verse, many a letter, has
use of that umbrella.”
For a few moments all looked seri- been penned by a woman who Intends i
tell of the love she bears a man
j
ously sympathetic, then the ludicrous to
aide of the adventure got the better of that have not in them a tithe of the 1
pure sentiment that came to me in
the party, and all burst into laughter.
had been slung off I
“My friends," said Carstairs, having those lines, wjiich
recovered himself and raising his In thousands by a pressman in a dirty
over my valentine, j
glass, “here's to the Neapolitans, the apron. 1 dreamed
She Is now
and I dreamed of Effie.
prestidigitators of the world 1”
very necessary to me, but she is inDo You Rosily Lovo Dogs?
capable of inspiring me with any of
Perhaps the final test of anybody'* that delicious feeling which welled up i
love of dogs is willingness to permit within me like waters fitted to be j
them to make a camping ground of the
1 carried it to
quaffed by angels.
bed.
There is no other place in the school with me and at recess stole
world that suits the dog quite so well. away from the other children to look
On the bed he is safe from being step- at it. 1 had it with me in my room
ped upon, he is out of the way of when I went to bed and studied it till
Irafts, he lias a commanding position '■ I knew every flower, every vine, every
from which to survey what goes on in i cupid. It wus the last thing I thought
the world, and, above all, the surface of before going to sleep and the first !
is soft and yielding to his outstretched after awffking in the morning.
limbs.
No mere man can ever be so
Where was I?
l remember—I was
tomfortable as a dog looks. Some per- abusing my future mother-in-law for
lons object to having a dog on the
being so stupid as to refuse me her
bed at night, and It must be admitted daughter's hand. This was long after
lhat he lies a little heavily upon one's I had received the valentine, for Etlle
limbs, but why be so base as to prefer was nineteen and I was twenty. Ef- |
comfort to companionship? To wake tie was as stupid, 1 thought, as her
up in the dark night and put your hand mother about the matter, for although
on that warm, soft body, to feel the
she declared she would never marry
beating of that faithful heart—Is not any one but me, she demurred at bethis better than undisturbed sloth? The coming my wife, l being in possesbest night's rest I ever had was once sion of an income of nothing a year.
when a cocker spaniel puppy, who had
At any rate, she told me that, her
lust recovered from stomach ache (dose mother having forbidden her from reone to two soda mints) and was a little
ceiving or communicating with me,
Indeed, she was
frightened by the 6trange experience, she would obey.
curled up on my shoulder like a fur forced to obey.
I couldn't take care
tippet, gently pushed his cold, soft nose of her as my wife, and I had no right
Into my neck and there slept sweetly
to be dangling about her keeping deand soundly until morning.—H. C. Mersirable suitors away.
win in Atlantic.
I accused her of heartiessness and
other unattractive traits till I drew
Lettuce Salad With Fried Cheese.
tears, then called myself a brute, then
Dress the lettuce in the usual way kissed her goodby and then went
with French dresring. Have a mild away determined to put myself in a
cheese, rather dry. cut in strips like position to earn enough to marry on.
I worked like a Trojan. I did not
French fried potatoes, dip the strips In
beaten egg, roll them In fine bread- only my own work, but every one
crumbs and drop them Into boiling fat else’s in the office
where I was emto brown as quickly as possible.
Serve ployed. While other boys who had no
such spur as I had thought only of
with the lettuce.—Boston Post
getting a holiday now and then or of
shirking what work they didn’t (fancy
Passing Events.
Time is a sort of river of passing 1 was thinking only of Effie and a tiny
events and strong is Its current
No cottage. I worked all day and often
sooner is a thing brought to light than
at night.
Indeed. 1 worked so hard
It Is swept by and another takes Its that my employers noticed It and kept
place, and this. too. will be swept on raising my salary and advancing
me till one day 1 was astonished at a
away.—Marcus Aurelius.
proposition for me to manage the deVengeance should be left to women tail of the business at a salary of $6.
000 a year.
—Petrarch.
While I was standing before the
Advertising brings the customers and members of the Arm with a puzzled
A
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HIS ASSURANCE.
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By CUTHBERT BAKER.
Copyright, 1909. by American Press
ciation.]

Asso-

Carstairs, though a gentleman, had
the most unbounded assurance, and his
resource was not less.
He was very
fond of telling how he got into places
where there was no admittance except
for a favored few and got out of
scrapes simply by his unmitigated
nerve.

In Paris he had secured an interview with the president of the French
republic by dashing up to the Elysee
palace in an automobile, alighting and
stalking past the guards and attendants as though be were some immensely Important personage, and having
thus gained the ear of the president
secured a valuable concession.
When Carstairs went to Naples
friends he met there warned him, as

strangers are always warned, against
the dishonesty and trickery of the Neapolitans. “Why,” said one fresh American importation, “I go out with 20
francs in my pocket, spend 5 and return to my hotel with 3. How they do
it I don't know.”
Carstairs replied

..that

he would never fail to count his

change and therefore he couldn't lose
anything.
Carstairs had spent so much time in
northern Italy—he owned a villa on
Lake Como—that he spoke Italian like
a native.
While in Naples he decided
to give a dinner to a number of friends
at the Hotel Murat.
On the day of
the dinner and just before the hour it
was to take place there came up a
sudden heavy shower. Carstairs wore
a silk hat and also evening dress under
thin overcoat and had no umbrella.
There are plenty of cabs in Naples,
but every one in that neighborhood
was appropriated by persons eaugh. in
tne snower.
carstairs stood in the
vestibule of a shop.
Looking at his
watch, he saw that it was within five
minutes of the hour set for his dinner
party. Seeing a well dressed man go
by with an umbrella in the direction
which he himself wanted to go, his
assurance and inventive power came
to the front. Dashing out from cover,
he slipped his hand on the man's arm
familiarly and said:
“What luck! I’ve been looking for
I have great
you all over the city.
news for you.
Signorina Paoli has
given me a message for you which
she would intrust to no one else,
knowing that you are my most intimate friend and I am yours.”
The man started to interrupt, but
Carstairs gave him no opportunity.
“She regrets exceedingly,” he went
on, “her treatment of you and wishes
to make amends. But her parents are
She wishes you to
very watchful.
meet her in the park, or. rather, at
the sea wall opposite the park, tomorrow evening just before dark.
She
will walk from north to south, while
you are to walk in the opposite direction, starting at exactly 7 o’clock. If
the weather is pleasant and the sea
smooth have a boat at the center steps.
She fears to meet some one who
knows her, so she will be disguised,
but you will know her by a flower that
she will carry in her left hand.
“There, you lucky dog, you should
consider yourself under undying obligations to me for consenting to bear
the message. Had I not loved you so
well I would not have done it, nor
would the signorina have intrusted me
with her confidence.”
At this juncture the two reached the
Hotel Murat, and Carstairs, with a
“Goodby, dear boy! I wish you a
pleasant boat ride tomorrow evening
with your sweetheart,” ran into the
a

doorway.
The guests were assembled and all
sat down to dinner. Carstairs was in
high good humor. One of the company
was smarting at having received in
change three counterfeit five franc

pieces.
“Never,” said the unfortunate per-
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assists the salesman.

on my face I was not thinking of
the proposition or the JG.OOO a year; 1
tvas thinking of how to communicate
the good news to Eflle. I believed her
mother would grow more and more
difficult to satisfy in a pecuniary way
each year, and I determined not to ap
peal to her! but to Eflle direct. Three
years had passed during which I had
kept apart from Eflle and Eflle bad
kept apart from me. But how could
1 know whether she was unchanged?
I couldn’t
Suppose I wrote her to
I
And out and received no reply.
wouldn't kigpw whether my letter had
fallen into her mother's hands or
whether Eflle bad received it and did
not care to renew our past relations.
And here comes In the second valentine. I was offered my new position
the 1st of January, and In six weeks
I
St Valentine's day came round.
sent Eflle, who was now twenty-two
I was aware
years old, a valentine.
that the custom had even at that day
fallen largely into the hands of chil1 didn't Intend to declare my
dren.
love in verses that had now come to
seem cheap to me.
I used the valentine as a starter for a clandestine correspondence. I wrote a message on it
in lemon juice, then Indited In a disguised hand this couplet:

look

►

<
4

If to know me you aspire
Read my name before the Are.
You

see

letters

written

in

lemon

Juice, though Invisible before, when
heated come out a brown color.
Effie would apply the necessary heat.
I only feared that she would throw
the valentine In the wastebasket without reading the couplet
That ail turned out right was apparent in a letter I received from my
valentine, for which' 1 had given her an
address.
Eflle was delighted at my
success and said that she was veryShe added, however,
proud of me.
that so far as obtaining her mother's
consent to our marriage or even an engagement was concerned. It would be
more difficult than ever.
Her mother's
figures for the fortune EfBe's husband
should possess were rising every day.
Effie and I after this continued to
she
not
correspond clandestinely,
She
knowing exactly what to do.
loved her mother, and she loved me.
She had yielded to her mother's wishes so long as I was unable to support
her, and. now that I was in a position
to do so, she felt that something was
due both to me and to herself. Matters were brought to a crisis by Mrs.
Winston discovering our correspondence.
A letter Effle had written me
fell into her mother’s hands.
It seems that Mrs. Winston had been
on the watch for such a procedure and
could not Imagine how my first letter
could have got Into the house without
her knowing it. Effle declined to enlighten her. That made the old lady
very angry, and there was a great commotion in the Winston family.
Of
course

our

correspondence

was

stop-

ped.

Effle was forbidden to write to
or receive letters from me under pain
of being run off to Europe. In addition to the command Mrs. Winston set
spies upon Effle, and she dared not
post me a single note.
Matters went on in this way for
nearly a year. One day a letter came
to the Winston bouse that excited Effle's suspicious. It was now her turn
to pry. The letter bore the business
stamp of an agent of a steamship comEffle steamed the envelope,
pany.
opened it and read that her mother
had engaged passage for two for Genoa, the vessel to sail on the 14tb of
February, or in about a week.
Here was a revelation.
Something
must be done.
Something was done.
And this is the way it wns done.
Effle a week before St. Valentine's
day went out and bought a supply of
valentines for the children. The same
evening she addressed a number of
them, her mother asking why she was
sending them so early, and she replying that they were going to distant
She addressed and stamped
places.
them, managing to retain one. which
she addressed to me. This she gave,
with the others, to a maid to post,
who mailed them without looking at
the addresses.
This was the third and last valentine. I received it and read that Effle
was ready to walk away with me to
church before the sailing of the vessel
that was to take her to foreign parts.
She appointed a place of meeting and
an hour.
Indeed, she arranged everything to my satisfaction.
out mere was very niue ume.
ine
steamer was to leave at 1 p. m. on
Feb. 14. and the appointment made
by Effie to meet me was at dawn the
same morning.
Before any one In the
house was awake she was up and
dressed and stealing downstairs. Then
she went out by a rear door.
I was
at the corner with a carriage, and
when I saw her scudding toward me
I opened the carriage door, we got In
and were driven away.
I had arranged my part of the elopement and engaged a clergyman to be
up and ready to perform a wedding
ceremony when the cocks were crowing. We found him ready, and In a
few minutes a knot bad been tied that
Mrs. Winston could not unloose. From
the parson's we drove back to the
house.
Effie let us In with a night
key, and we waited till her mother
came downstairs to breakfast.
Since
she was to sail that day she was up
and
when
she
entered the room
early,
where we were and saw us sitting toher
astonishment was unboundgether
ed.
Effie said to her:
“Mother. I am of an age to think
and act for myself. We are married.
I have acted without your knowledge
to save trouble, for I knew you would
oppose me. and I had made up my
mind to choose my own husband.”
Well, it was made up In time, but
not then.
Mrs. Winston canceled her
passage abroad, and Effie and 1 went
on

our

wedding trip.

Is it, a wonder that we both appreciate St. Valentine’s day?
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TsniplM of Siam.
Once a year ail the Buddhist templea
In Slam lire visited by the king or his
deputies, bearing the phra katliin (yellow robes), in conformity with nn ancient custom by which the priests were
made to seek their apparel for the enof
suing year. During the lifetime
Buddha monks and priests were sent
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out to beg for old castoff garments,
which were afterward dyed yellow and
patched together to form the required
robes. This ancient mendicant custom gradually gave place to the presfrom
tnt one of making the garments
• new cloth of a bright canary yellow,
by Joint contributions of

provided

king, princes, nobles and commoners.
When the king goes in the royal throne
barge to present the robes In person
he docs so with great pomp and cerefolded
mony. The priestly garments,

in bundles, are carried to the door of
the temple to await the appearance of
The king
his majesty and his suit.
rob* and
on arriving takes a priestly
The
places it on a decorated altar.
chief priest then lays his hands on the
garment and chants an neknowledgnient.—Wide World Magazine.
Won by Hit Wit.
A story Is told of an English clergya
man who owed his appointment to
He was
rich living to a lucky pun.
tutor to the sou of a nobleman and
had not long taken orders when he
attended the funeral of the rector of
the parish in which the nobleman's
The father of Ills
seat was situated.
pupil was patron of the living and
was
also present at the funeral of
There was a
the deceased rector.
young clergyman present also whose
grief was so demonstrative tlint the
noble patron was much affected by the
sight and asked if the young man was
a son of the deceased gentleman.
“Oh, dear, no, my lord—no relation
at all,” said the tutor.
"No relation!” excluimed the noble-
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MR. EMILE MAR01S
EMILE MAROIS, is:*

n-*lrto
MU.street, Montreal, Canada, write-;:

“After taking nine bottles of IVrun®,
1 find that I ain cured.
“I still take it occasionally* For mall
is the best medicine in the world.
“I have recommended it to a number
of person*.”
man In a surprised tone.
Mr. J. C. Hervus Pelletier, Dept. d»
"None, my lord. He is the curate,
and I think he Is not weeping for the
l’A gri culture, Ottawa, Omari ,w
-s;
“The Peruna is particularly etlk*
dead, but for the living.”
His lordship, who was something of | cions in the cure of catarrhal a flections
a wit and a cynic himself, was so deof the lung* mad bronchial tubes.
“Six bottles cured mo this winter of
lighted with the bonmot that he conferred the living upon the ready punbronchitis. I am completely restored
ster.
and 1 owe thanks to the Peruna.
“I have recommended this nncdyto
I a large number of my friends afflicted
Through a Big Toloscopo.
The first look through a great telewith the same trouble, and th v h-vt
verified my good opinion of tlii> v§U
scope is disappointing, but the novice
Boons sees
that the flat apiiearance
amble remedy.”
which the heavens present to the
naked eye is replaced by a curious concavity; the moon and stars seem to be
Hot Air Rato*.
hung in space rather than spread out
lien ham—I wish you wouldn't am
on a flat surface.
For a moment one
the telephone so lurch tor out of town
feels at the telescope like a child
calls.
the
swift
balls
moving
kept
watching
Mrs. Benham—I like to talk to mothin the air by a juggler and expecting
er.
to see one of those great, bright bodies
Ben ham—That's what I object to;
fall. Then comes the thought. What
I'm tired of paying gas bills.—New
keeps them there, apparently suspendFork Press.
ed in space with absolutely nothing to
hold them firm? The explanation of
A Careless Man.
the learned astronomer causes the
Father—Why have you quarreled
brain of the layman to whirl, and be
with Harry?
Daughter—Because he
sees himself, perhaps for the first
to me last night
Fathertime, as a child gathering pebbles on proitosed
Well. there was no harm in that, was
the great shores of the sea of knowledge or as “an Infant in the night, an there? Daughter—But I had accepted
him the night before.—Illustrated Bits.
Infant crying for the light, and with no
language but a cry."—National Magazine.
Perseverance.
Perseverance Is more prevailing than
The New Hen.
violence, and many things which canOf the late Atherton Blight, one of not bo overcome when they are tothe founders of fashionable Newport,
gether yield themselves up when taken
a Philadelphian said:
little by little.
“Mr. Blight was amused by the antics of the militant suffragettes. At a
Strict Obedience.
luncheon at the Bellevue he once sat
Salesman—Shirt, air. Will you hare
next to a lady with suffragette noa negligee or a atiff bosom?
Customer
tions.
Plovers’ eggs, hard boiled,
—Negligee, I guess. The doctor said I
formed one course, and the lady called
must avoid starchy things.—Boston
Mr. Blight's attention to the high cost
Transcript
of plovers' eggs that year.
‘Even though,' she said, 'they have
to be shipped from England, I don't
see why their price should have nearly
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
doubled, do you Y
‘Well—er—not exactly,' mnrmured
Feb. 22 26.
Mr. Blight, ‘though they do say the
hen plovers have tuken to acting very
oddly of late—strutting around, and
growing topknots and spurs, and even
trying to learn to crow.”’—Exchange
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Court Dross of Laureate.
court dress when he received the laureateship did not cost
him much, for it was the same court
dress worn by Wordsworth, who in
turn had it from the old poet Rogers,
and it is still in the Wordsworth family. It is a wonder how Tennyson and
Wordsworth got into it, for Rogers was
a little fellow.
Tennyson had no pas
slon for courts, and so he went in second hand to save cost.
New York
Press.

advertisers
advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It i* a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of sBare in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenwort h (Ksnsss)
Times.
A common mistake of local
ts to estimate the ratue of

Tennyson’s
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Efc May Be Pneumonia
“A hard chill, pain through the chest, difficult breathing.
Then fever, with great prostration.”
If this should
be your experience, send for your doctor. You may
have pneumonia! If your doctor cannot come at once,
give Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. When he comes, tell him
exactly what you have done. Then do ; s he says. I
No alcohol in this cough medicine.
/ C.Autr Co., LowelW^_
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Keep the bowels in good
increased now of bile, and produce

an

a

will cause

gentle laxative effect the day following-

[ HOW WELL YOU LOOK—
V
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The satisfaction of

feeling well is doubled by looking well The
f*” Atwiei’i Idtvi are the one remedy that you can
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle at dealers.
44
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Lubec, Me.

iT IW;OUJd adv“f^oreve7
family to keep the *L F.* Atweed’s
a14* headache, it is a valuable remedy.
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all that
claims to be.’*
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